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Desigrt attd C'riticisrtr
GARRF-'I'f ECKBO FASLA

The distinguished landscape
architect sees clesign as a constant
research project, and says that
criticism has primarily a social
function

The Space Betv,een Builtling.r
EDMUND N. BACON AIA

Philadelphia's City Planning
Clommission Director conceives the
city as a definite art-form, influ-
enced by the movenrent s.vstems
within it

A Portlolio of School Builtlirtgs
Twelve schools selected bv the

AIA Committee on School and
College Architecture from the ex-
hibits at the 96th iinnual conven-
tion of the American Association
of School Administrators at Atlan-
tic City in February

The Educational Environntertt
A report on the semincr spon-

sored by the AIA Con"rmittee at the
Atlantic City AASA convention

Education for the Nev' Role
ROBERT \V. MCI,AUCHI-IN FAIA

As u part oI the serics on
Comprehensivc Services, the Direc-
tor of the School of Architecture at
Princeton discusses the many
changes which will he necessurr in
architectural education. to prop-
crly prepare the architccts of the
tulure

'fhe 1964 R. ,S. Re.yrrolds Mentorial
Awarcl

Some new photographs of the
building, along with the jury's pro-
vocative comments, which has won
the annual biggest prize in architec-
ture-$25,000
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DOR‐ 0‐ :MATIC Door Controls.…
in command wherever people rush, scuff, shove, scurry, tread, waddle-or walk.
Inspired engineering, enduring beauty, dependable operation and uncompromising quality
have made Dor-O-Matic controls the most imitated in contemporary building.
Standard Floor Hinges . . , fully concealed contro! and beauty for doors of all sizes
Headliner , , . slim door control concealed overhead emphasizes clean architectural lines
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The Editor's Page
. . . on which you will read only what the Editor
currently thinks-not Institute opinions or policies

Farewell. Sweet Princes

The loss of two of the Journal's, and conse-
quently its Editor's, best friends within two weeks is
more than just a "blow," there's something disinte-
grating about it. Al Bendiner and Ned Purves each
meant something very special to the Journal, and to
me, each in his own way.

Al had long feared a heart attack, for he lost
his brothers that way. His more faithful readers may
remember his "Martini Glass" in our issue of April
1958, in which he told of his trials and tribulations
in getting home from Paris in a hurry via TWA, when
he received the news of his last brother's death. Al
did have a heart attack, last fall, but his recovery
seemed complete.

So many of his readers knew Al only as he ap-
peared in his "Martini Glass" columns that I want to
present him a little more fully, for he was far more
than a cartoonist and caustic commentator. First and
foremost, of course, Al Bendiner was an architect,
and a good one and proud of it. He practiced in
Philadelphia for twenty-five years. After graduating
from Penn in 1922, taking a master's degree in 1921 ,
he worked for Stewardson & Page for a couple of
years, then spent ten years with Paul Cret, his old
design professor whom he adored. He associated with
Cret on several jobs until the latter's death, and con-
tinued the association with Cret's successors, Harbe-
son, Hough, Livingston & Larson. From his own office
in the Western Savings Fund Building he carried on
a small, but active, general practice. As he said in
one of his columns. ". . . I have had over one hundred
clients and that presents a fair section of what the
average architect can expect of life." Always active
in AIA chapter affairs, he was President of the Phila-
delphia Chapter in 1950-51.

Bendiner was made a Fellow of the Institute in
1956-for design. He was also a Fellow of the Royal
Society of Arts of London. ln 1926-27 he accom-
panied a University of Pennsylvania Museum arche-
ological expedition to Iraq as artist and architect, an
adventure which furnished anecdotes for several of
his Journal columns; and in 1960 he accompanied a

Museum expedition to Guatemala to make architec-
tural drawings of the acropolis at Tikal-see his
wonderful sketches in the October 196l issue of the
Journal. And now, word has just come to the lournal
office today (April 9) that last night Al was elected
an Associate of the National Academy of Design, in
New York, as a graphic artist.

So you see, with his tremendous zest for life, Al
had many interests and activities. His columns and
cartoons appeared for years in the Philadelphia news-
papers, and for a while in a Washington paper. He
wrote articles which appeared in both Harper's and
the Atlantic Monthly, as well as in other publications.
He made drawings, lithographs and water colors
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which were widely exhibited and sold, including a

very recent show at the Philadelphia Art Alliance. In
1952 the University of Pennsylvania Press published
his book "Music to My Eyes," a delightful collection
of cartoons and comments, made from life, of all the
great personalities of the music world-for Al and
Betty were inveterate opera- and orchestra-goers.

The wonderful thing about Al was his huge en-
thusiasm for everything in which he had any interest

-and 
that covered a lot of territory. His outlook on

life is summed up in two of his best sayings: "For a

complete man, give me the architect," and "Don't
just sir there, when there are so many things to do!"

And now, sadly, to Ned. It was Ned Purves who
brought me to Washington in the first place. Upon
the suggestion of the then President of the Institute,
George Bain Cummings, Ned called me up in my
office on Long Island one day early in 1956 and
asked me if I would be interested in becoming Editor
of the AIA Journal. Of course I would. I met Ned
for the first time for lunch in his club in New York,
St. Anthony's, a few days later. I was hired then and

there. Thus Ned became my boss until he retired as

Executive Director at the end of 1960.

The Institute officers and Board members are al-
ways a wonderful group of men, all of them devoted
to the profession, or they wouldn't be here. They are
also, naturally, a very human group of men. They are
a group which is constantly changing in membership
and in leadership. So they may often change direc-
tion. It falls to the Executive Director to maintain
the Institute on a steady course and an even keel
through these surges of enthusiasm and sloughs of
lack of interest. At this kind of steady diplomacy,
Ned was a master. His tact, his perseverance, his
wry humor made him always master of the situation.

Ned was Executive Director of the Institute dur-
ing the period of its greatest growth in membership

-from 8,238 in 1949 to 13,225 in 1960. I would
say his principal contributions as Executive Director
were three: First, he formed a staff and organization
here at the Octagon which was capable of coping
with the increasing scope and problems of the profes-
sisl-a staff and organization which formed a sound
base for subsequent expansion to keep up with the
even greater demands upon the profession today;
second, this staff was of high professional caliber,
with excellent morale-again, a good base to build
upon; and third, outside the Octagon, Ned, by his
own grasp of affairs and personal dignity-and again,
his diplomacy and wit-built up the AIA headquar-
ters and the Institute into an organization, or a group,
to which Congressmen and Commissioners turned for
information or guidance.

Ned had a rugged, mountain-like quality of
strength which I always admired. I don't remember
ever seeing him worn down, either from physical or
nervous exertion. He was always outwardly calm,
always courteous, always firm, yet always ready for
suggestions. His entire staff was completely devoted
tO hirn.

AIA lournul



At work in Richmond:
fHE @rnstrong
LUMINAIRE C■ILING SWSTEM
Armstrong takes five ceiling functions and creates
the first totally integrated ceiling system

This ceiling at the new Thalhin-rers Southside Store, Richmond, Va.,
is just one of hundreds of its kind now installed across the country. It's
the Armstrong A-50 Luminaire Ceiling System: the first ceiling system
to integrate air distribution, lighting, acoustical control. good looks,
and finished ceiling surface.

The architects chose the A-50 Lumiuaire System because its bold,
modern lines are ideal to accent a central sales area. But appearance
was not the only reason.

They were delighted with a system that also delivers uniform, draft-
free conditioned air year round, helps quiet the br-rsy selling area, and
illuminates as well. Here, two-lamp, plastic-shielded fixtures ale used
in an alternating layout to achieve a desired 70 footcandles. For higher
lighting levels, the system can illumirrate to 200 footcandles.

The system's unique flexibility allows for such individual adapta-
tion. The basic module is a 50" squale, sel{-contained light and air-
distribution source. All components ale available from one supplier.
All functions are supported by one grid. Flat ceiling panels allow the
system's adaptation to any size or shape room. Specially designed to
accommodate ceiling-high partitions, the A-50 System ofiers limitless
layout flexibility. One, two"or three lamp fixtures are available. Even
shielded, as here, lamps are easy to clean; and replacement is fast,
uncomplicated.

Further design variation is possible with the system's new B-48
modification. Based on a 48" module, this system features an open,
{olded-plate efiect that creates continuous bands of light. For complete
information on both systems wlite to Alrrstrong, 4205 Sage Str.eet,
Lancaster, Pa.

Thalhimer Bros., Inc., Department Store, Richmond. Virginia
Architect: Rawling.. and Wilson, A.I.A., Richmond. Virginia
Thalhirner Architect: Fritz Koch, Richmond, Virginia
Consulting Eng,ineer: Emmett L. Simmons and Assoc." Richmond. Virginia
General Contractor: Grigg and Kornblau, Richmond, Virginia
Ceiling Slstems Contractor : Mt:L. T O'Ferrall & Co.. Richmond, Vireinia

€f-strong cErLrNG sYsrEMs



WHATJS CロロK:NG?
NEW IDEAS lN CERAMIC TILE from the Cambridge
Design Staff that enable architects to add a touch of out-
standing beauty and individuality to new buildings. This

is a special Cambridge service available to every archi-
tect...and without cost or obligation. Whether you have

an intricate mural or just need design suggestions for a
special wall area our design staff, under the direction of
George Limke is anxious and ready to assist you. Send

us your plans or elevations for suggested tile applications
or let us put your own tile designs into layout form.

Address your inquiry to Dept. AIA-45

THE

CAMBRIDEE
TILE MFG.CO.
P.0.Box 15071,
Cincinnati 15,Ohio

Producers oF Sυ NT′ LE wol′ ond′′oo′

"les′

Sυ Nr′ LE mosoics′ HORIZON″ le

Ond C[RAr′ LE 800            .

Menber ol
The file Council ol Anerico
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Letters

Criticism: A Rebuttal

EDrroR, AIA lournal:
An article appeared in the February issue of the

Journal entitled "Two Buildings: Their Street and

Their City," and I am writing to register my protest

against it because I was closely connected with the
design of the building which the author holds up to
public scorn. One of my objections is that the critic
hides his identity behind an assumed name.

I am not opposed to criticism if it is constructive.
Our critic is entitled to his opinions. But when he

says that our building is "one of the worst of the new
office buildings that mark the city's recent boom," I
resent this remark as being intemperate to the point
of seeming malicious. He states as fact what is only
his personal opinion.

Even his facts are incorrect when he maintains
that "The building's entrance is hidden in a project-
ing arcade which runs between, but does not open
into, two one-story wings that flank the nine-story
section. The arcade thus leads nowhere." The fact is
that the passage does not hide the entrance any more
than the colonnade hides the entrance of the Parthe-
non. If the critic would look at our building more
carefully, he would see that the arcade does lead to
doors in both of the end wings. Incidentally, he might
also notice that the "nine-story section" he mentions
is only eight stories high!

He goes on to say "the wings merely provide
a symmetrical facade. This alone is a striking novelty
in a time when most architects strive for a more dy-
namic relation between elements." I would question
seriously whether symmetry is a novelty or less dy-
namic than asymmetry. We had to work with two
large blocks of equal size, housing an auditorium and
a cafeteria, whose height had to be more than that of
the typical first story. We tried both symmetrical and
asymmetrical schemes but flnally chose a symmetrical
arrangement as a result of elimination, and not, as the
critic suggests, because we thought we "were less

likely to offend by a balanced approach."
Another item I find objectionable is the illustra-

tion of a portion of our building. This was made
from one of several photographs taken by the author.
It is a fuzzy picture and shows our building to dis-
advantage.

Altogether, the article appears to be an attempt
to discredit our building and thereby to damage our
reputation as architects.

I do not know who our critic is, nor whether he
is a member of the AIA, but wish to call his atten-
tion to the mandatory standards of ethics of the Insti-
tute which state that "An architect shall not knowingly
injure, falsely or maliciously, the professional reputa-
tion, prospects or practice of another architect."

Quite aside from the validity of the criticism, I

Cont'd on p 102

AIA lournal
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This preservative would have cost us $10 million to develop
(Thank goodness nature provides it ./ree in Western Red Cedar)
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. . . and reduced th'e cost of
off -the-floor installations !

The “common vent"①  in 」osam back‐ to‐ back Unitron Fittings
was I`quite unusua:''when it was first introduced severa!years
ago.Some thoughtit unsound.Competitors ca‖ ed it impractical.
Vet, it did save chase space and substantia‖ y reduced the
number of connections required in a battery of tonets.

Today, the “common vent" is “quite common" ―― not only

謁::〔::尋雪席ま£:r:基 1:Fl adVantage by the hdustw but

渦]祠蝠晰鱚祠
Why takelessthan the best… …when it costs no rnoreto have Josam?

JOSAM MANUFACTURING CO.
M ichigan City, !ndiana

JOSAM PRODuCTS ARE SOLD THROuCH PLUMB:Ne WHOLESALERS
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∩ SEE BOOTH 311

MONTCLAIR DANBY
GOES TO YALE
for the Beinecke]Rare Book
and Manuscript Library

Outsize blocks of marble were taken from our Danby quarry for
this installation, 250 slabs with random, non-matched veining
were specified by architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.

Sawn to thickness, then cut and shaped to 7, LLtt at the wide
points, each slab was hone finished on both sides to W4tt and
shipped, ready to install.

General contractors George A. Fuller Company developed a safe,
accurate and rapid method of installation. The panels were
lowered through the open roof down inside the structure,
framed in neoprene gaskets, then swung into place.

For more information about other
unique Vermont marbles, consult our
nearest office. All our marbles, do-
mestic and foreign, are U,S. finished
for trueness to specification and de-
livery on time, The Vermont Marble
Company invites all inquiries con-
cerning the design, use and installa-
tion of marble and granite, and we
welcome the opportunity to give com-
plete technical assistance whenever
possible.

Sales Ofrices: BoSTON o CH:‐
CAG0 0 CLEVELAND o DALLAS
DETROIT:DETROIT MARBLE CO
HOuSTON o KNOXV:LLE:GRAY
KNOX MARBLE CO. ・ LOS
ANGELES・ NEW YORKoPH:LA‐
DELPH:A ・ PORTLAN D, ORE:
LUTZ MARBLE CO.。 SAN FRAN‐
CISCO o WASHINGTON, D C.
TORONTO & PETERBOROUGH:
ONTAR10 MARBLE CO, LTD
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A regular column by our specialist
on Urban Programs, Robert I. Piper ttl^

Contemporary Client

The client's program requirements were prodi-
gious: an urban building complex providing approxi-
mately 10 million square feet of rentable space, to
accommodate 130,000 people and to house both pri-
vate and public uses. A l6-acre site in lower Man-
hattan was to be provided along with a construction
budget of some $350 million.

These ingredients resulted in architect Yama-
saki's now famous 110-story twin-towered World
Trade Center to be constructed for the Port of New
York Authority. In the words of architectural writer-
critic Wolf Von Eckardt, "The bold imposition of
these enormous twin shafts on the familiar skyline is
somewhat of a shock. It's not only their height, but
their shape." To this we would add ". and the
capabilities of their unusual owner." As the editors
of the Engineering News-Record noted:

The 43-year-old PNYA, as an agency of the
states of New York and New Jersey, can exert the
power of condemnation to assemble the plots needed
for the site. Also, while the Trade Center is expected
to be self-supporting, the Authority's credit is backed
by tolls from its bridges and tunnels. And PNYA
holdings are tax-exempt, though it usually makes
payments in lieu of taxes to local jurisdictions. Thus,
the PNYA has prestige, power, resources and priv-
ileges that ordinary owners lack, and these can be a
powerful force in promising success for the record-
breaking skyscrapers.

Indeed, an owner with a combination of prestige,
power, resources and privileges that almost all owners,
private or public, lack. Neither the cities nor states
involved, or even the Federal Government, acting
through one of its construction agencies, such as the
General Services Administration or the Corps of En-
gineers, has an equivalent combination of tools for
city building.

The PNYA is one of over 18,000 special districts
(there are 2,2OO in Illinois alone) throughout the
United States created to handle some problems beyond
the capacity (or willingness!) of a single local govern-

ment. They are usually tax-exempt themselves, and
often issue tax-exempt bonds. Many have the power
of taxation. They involve themselves with determining
feasibilities, writing and promoting necessary legisla-
tion, planning, financing, constructing and maintain-
ing all manner of projects from transportation facili-
ties to fire protection, from soil conservation to urban
renewal. Individually, their areas of operation are

special purpose and geographically limited: collec-
tively-as a vehicle of public action-they have an

unparalleled potential for compiling a record of actual
accomplishment in city and regional building.

Special Districts have a reputation for producing
top design. PI{YA recently completed its George
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Washington Bridge Bus Terminal, designed by Pier
Luigi Nervi, AIA's Gold Medalist for 1964. The Ten-
nessee Valley Authority has a consistent record of
design accomplishment. The new San Francisco Bay
Area Rapid Transit District in starting its design op-
erations retained Donn Emomns FArA as design con-
sultant.

These factors all combine to present a picture
of a contemporary client for urban design services
that has few equals: a public c!ient with public inter-
est and public powers, but with an organization and
flow of authority closely resembling a private venture;
a client with the power to choose between subsidized
projects or pay-as-you-go projects, between tax or tax-
exempt status, between condemnation or purchase.
Obviously, here is an owner who has been empowered
to get things done with a minimum of bureaucratic
review and who has demonstrated a willingness to
retain, at adequate fees, top professional design talent.

Knowing these circumstances the urban designer
might well search out this contemporary client that
obviously is going to have a greater effect upon a city's
urban design guideposts than most other private citi-
zens or public officials.

An Architectural Credo

The late President of yale University, Alfred
Whitney Griswold, offered "An Architectural Credo
for College Presidents," published in the princeton
Alumni Weekly, February 25, 1964, in which every
practitioner can take heart:

"There are, I think, two simple rules which we
should strive to follow in architectural policy. Both
rest on the fact that the periodic construction of new
buildings has always been and always will be a neces-
sity that can be neglected only at the cost of retro-
gression and ultimate decline. The first rule is that
each new building should be truly functional, ie, it
should do what it is supposed to do with the utmost
efficiency in terms of its stated purpose. The second
rule is that each should come as close to the ideals for
a building of its kind as the architectural genius of its
era is capable of bringing it. . . .

"There is no certain way that I know of to avoid
these pitfalls. It is all very well to talk about integ_
rity, but I know men of great integrity who, when
the need for a particular building reaches a certain
point in relation to the ideal on the one hand and
the funds (or absence of tbem) available on the
other, have felt obligated to make a virtue of neces_
sity. I know, too, of men, ideas and even art of great
integrity that have issued from buildings that lacked
it; and of buildings of great integrity that have shel-
tered the enterprises of rascals and pretenders to parts.
Still, I believe that my two rules are both wise and
feasible. No matter how formidable a challenge they
present to us, I believe we should do our best to meet
it; and I believe, further, that our best hope in meet-
ing it with success is to trust the creative spirit . . .
of the greatest architects of our generation." r
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WHY HOMEWORK
LEFT HOME

The reason-the modern library.
Today's library offers the reference

works you need in an atmosphere
patrons enjoy. Centura 400

Library Furniture is comfortable,
colorful, and durable. Why

wouldn't homework leave home-
for comfort along with convenience.
Catalog Alpha III gives information

on Centura 400 Furniture.
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Frances Shop: South Bend, Indiana. Architect: L, Lattin Smith & Assoc,,
Chicago, lll. General Contractor: Sollitt Construction Co. Glazing Con'
tractor: Interstate Glass Co., South Bend. The beautiful remodeltng of this
entrance is highlighted by Kawneer 190 doors, colored a rich black.

Northwest School: Flint, Michigan. Architect: MacKenzie, Knuth & Klein.
General Contractor: Erickson & Lindstrom Construction Co. Glazing Con-
tractor: Koerts Glass & Paint Co. Kawneer Sealair Windows in black and
decorative black aluminum verticals enhance the beauty of this school.

Tennessee Bullding: Houston, Texas. Architect-Engineer: Skidmore,
Owings and lvlerrlll, San Francisco, CaliJ. General Contractor: W. S. Bellows
Construction Coro., Houston. Custom Curtain Wall Supplier-Erector and
Kalcolor ADplicaior: Kawneer. Over 2,000,000 pounds o{ rich amber grey

Kawneer aluminum hard color went into this job,

SCOPE
/t 11 f 1 1'

^aa 
a Jresn atmenslon w your

deigns wtth Kaumeer Perwd,nodic

hard color fnishes!
Now you can make your buildings come radiantly alive!

The new Kawneer aluminum anodic hard color finishes

add warmth and richness to your building. These finishes

are created from alloys . . . not dyes. They resist abrasion,

corrosion, and the dulling efects of weather and indus-

trial atmosphere. And they are especially practical where
traffic is heavy (entrances, railings, push bars, or for out-
side surfaces that can't be maintained).

Only Kawneer offers the 3 finest anodic hard color
processes: Kalcolor*, Duranodic 300*, and Kawneer's

own Permanodic*.
When you specify an anodic hard color finish, you can

count on Kawneer. On any size job-from skyscraper to
storefront- the facilities, experience, know-how and tal-
ent of Kawneer and its dealers can help bring off your
design. And Kawneer gives you single-source responsi-

bility (from design board to manufacturing and erection).
This avoids the hidden costs of scattered responsibility.

Let Kawneer assist on your next yoject. Write for full irfor-
matior and intcrcsting case historiss.

rPermanodic is a lrade.mark of Kawneer Company.
Kalcolor is a licensed trade-mark of Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical

3:::::1i:1,.a . 
" 

ricensed trade,mark of Atuminum comoanv of Amelca.

Kawneer Company, a Division of American Metal Climax, lnc.
Niles, Michigan . Richmond, California. Atlanta, Georgia o Kawneer
Company Canada, Ltd,,Toronto, Ontario . Kawneer de Mexioo, S.A. de
C.V., Mexico Caty, Mexico. Kawneer Company (U.K.) Ltd., London'
England . Kawneer GmbH, Rheydt, Gormany

Security National Bank: Springfield, Mass, Arch tects & Engineers:
Munson & Mallis, Inc., Springfield, Mass. Glazing Contractor: City
Glass, Hartford. The visual invitation of the bank is enhanced by a
striking application of the Kawneer entrance, colored a rich amber.



SPANNING THE GAP BETWEEN
THEORY AND PRACTICE

WILLIAM W. CAUDILL FAIA

Chairman, Department ol Architecture
Rice University, Houston

Architectu rul Education Changes

and Reforms

Three threads run through all three of these papers by prominent educators:
the need lor coordination ol academic trcining and practical experience;
the need for applying the principles of research to architectural training;

the lragmentation ol current education

Er ME begin by quoting from a letter I re-
ceived from an old friend: "I wonder if one
of the real problems with our physical en-

vironment is not architectural education, which has
produced over the last several years immature and
ill-trained copyists who are anxious to jump on the
band wagon of the last clich6 (in order to obtain
maximum publication mileage), in lieu of serious,
well-trained professionals who are aware of the
manifest ramifications of architecture and environ-
mental planning. I find it increasingly disturbing to
interview young architectural graduates who have
their egos so inflated that it is neither economical,
profitable nor architecturally desirable to add them to
my staff. These people are frequently highly talented
in discussing architectural abstractions and on occa-
sions make a beautiful delineation; but they are com-
pletely incapable of solving a planning problem or
being aware of the structural and mechanical com-
plexity of a building. Also the economics of any
project is so completely foreign to their training
and experience that they look upon it with disgust
and disdain and tend to alienate clients who have
economics as one of their prime considerations."

Now let me read a portion of my reply:
"l agree with you about some of the architec-

Adapted from an address delivered at the New England
Regional Conference AIA in Cambridge, Mass, in
October 1963
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tural graduates who come out of school with inflated
egos. But I am also even more disturbed by those
practitioners who continue to beef at the schools

and yet do nothing about it. My good friend, you are

entitled to a beefing license because you are doing
something about it. We should be eternally grate-
ful to you for taking time from your busy Practice
to help us teach. If we had more people like you,
architectural education would be in better shape.
I also get disturbed when I hear architectural teachers
condemning the profession. No wonder some of our
graduates have no respect for the profession and show
it by their swelled heads. You imply that the real
problem with our physical environment is architec-
tural education. I suspect you have given architec-
tural education more credit than is due."

Now the stage is set for a question-answer
monologue. Here's the scene: Architects don't like
what the educators are doing. Vice versa. Lots of talk.
Little action. Neither architects nor educators know
where they are going, and they blame each other for
their own lack of vision.

The monologue begins. Here is the first question:

fiuEsuoN: What do students think of the typi-

I f cal architect?

\ ANswen: They think he is a bum. It is amaz-

ing to- me that when students become intimately
acquainted with architects, such as during our pre-
ceptorship program at Rice, they are always sur-
prised that the architect turns out to be such a nice
guy. I suspect that some teachers of architecture, in
their attempts to instill a crusading instinct in the
students, somehow convey to the student that the
majority of architects are not only incompetent, but
are also incorrigible. In fairness to both the professor
and his student, I might add that the student is highly
critical of the practicing architect because he has

been trained to be critical.
Q: Do you believe in architectural specializa-

tion?
A: Absolutely. We can't all be surgeons. Some must

be bone doctors. Some hospital administrators. To
be a good specialist, however, you must be a good

generalist.

Q: Do you believe in the Ivy League approach
to architectural education?
A: If this means do I believe that two or four years

of academic training is necessary before getting into
architectural design, my answer is no. I don't think
that specialization has to follow generalization. I
think the two can grow together. And there are great

advantages in the two going together. For one thing,
motivation quite often stems from specialization. For

another thing, a course in psychology, philosophy'
economics or anthropology would be much more

meaningful to the architecture student during his

senior or graduate years than during his freshman

or sophomore year.

Q: How can we make better architects in the

schools?
A: The schools can't make architects. There isn't
enough time. It takes at least ten years to make a

good architect and the program has to involve Prac-
tice-and a lot of it. This is why we stress summer

11

practice so heavily. I believe going to school and
going to work should be intermingled. It might be a

good idea to limit graduate students only to those
who have their licenses. Unquestionably experience
helps the graduate student. The schools, however,
can do a first-class job in developing potential
architects.

Q: When does the training of the architect start?

A: Architectural education does not begin at the uni-
versity, nor will it end there. Students start Pre-
paring themselves to bo architects when they first
make designs in their Pablum. They were preparing
themselves to be architects when they picked up
"Oliver Twist" and set it down with a deeper social
consciousness. They came a little closer to archi-
tecture when they read "Origin of the Species" be-
cause they came a little closer to science. I would
go so far as to say that the year the student spent in
high school playing third-chair trumpet, he was

learning the language of architecture. Satchmo Arm-
strong with his creative spontaneity could have played
a mean architecture if he had decided to be that kind
of a cool cat. Yes, the education of an architect is
endless. It starts long before college and continues
long after graduation.

Q: Why do students have "the world owes me

a living" attitude?
A: I must admit some do-maybe one-third. One
student came in the other day with a letter from an
architect in Denver offering him a job for the sum-
mer. It would be a wonderful learning experience in
a good office. I had stuck my neck way out (the archi-
tect was one of our associates) to help the kid get

the job. But our boy was going to turn it down be-
cause it did not pay enough. I think he was a bit
insulted with the offer, in fact. I felt sorry for this
boy as well as sick in my stomach. Later on I found
out that he needed the money to come back to school.
Granted. But even more, he needed dedication to
be a top-flight professional. As it turned out, he had
it. He worked a deal with the architect to work three
additional nights weekly to make up the difference in
money which he needed to bring him back to school.
I agree, I am sorry to say, that some of our kids
are on their way to being incompetent, unmotivated
practitioners. And their frustrations will be intensified
because they have the intelligence to recognize that
they are incompetent. The thing that keeps me from
giving up this whole business is that a top one-third
of our students in the department really wants to
be architects. Oh, how I love that upper third. They
live architecture. They are smart and talented and
motivated. Intellectuals without motivation are a

sorry lot in this profession.

Q: Do you favor extending the five-year cur-
riculum?
A: It takes at least ten years to make an architect.
I really don't care whether the academic program is
extended or not. Just so the professional training is

continuous. And there is advantage in academic
training and internship being interspersed.

Q: How many years of design should be taught?

A: Let me ask a question. How many years does it
take to develop a concert pianist? A painter? Or a
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jazz clarinetist? I cannot agree with the educators
who advocate waiting one, two or even four years
before introducing design. Should you get a liberal
arts degree before you learn to play the clarinet
if you are planning to be a professional musician?

Q: What kind of physical and social civilization
are we training our young men for?
A: How can you teach architecture when we know
not where it will be in just the length of time it takes
to train an architect? Maybe some of you know the
answers. I don't. As a teacher of architecture I have
a gimmick to help me answer that one. I have in
my omce at Rice University a drawing of a project
which I did when I was in college. Adjacent to it
is a photograph of a building I did fifteen years later.
Believe me, they are from two different worlds.

As I grow older, I become less conservative.
Anything can happen. Architecture and architectural
practice are changing so fast I not only cannot antic-
ipate such changes but I can hardly believe them
when they come. As a matter of fact, I can't do any
fairly accurate crystal balling within my own firm.
I would never have anticipated ten years ago that
we would build a roof with plastic beams spanning
38 feet without a piece of steel or wood in it. plastic
was never mentioned when I was in school. Nor five
years ago would I ever have believed that today we
would have under construction three projects which
incorporate critical path scheduling. One is a fairly
sophisticated setup where a computer is fed a progress
report every two weeks and it feeds us back the
scheduling of the various materials and equipment
for the next two weeks. The only computer I knew
about when I was in school was my wood slide rule.
Even last year I could not have dreamed that right
now we would be programming a high-rise building
with a computer. But just to let you know that I have
a little vision I might say that many years ago I
anticipated that I would have a lot of partners. At
that time I knew that in order to do the kind of
architecture I wanted to do, I had to face the facts
of life that I was no Frank Lloyd Wright and had
to come to the realization that only with others could
I achieve a good architecture.

Q: What is the most important thing about
architectural education?
A: Obviously, the student. Give me good students
any time over good professors. For example, talented
motivated students can become good architects de-
spite mediocre professors. The next most important
thing is the teacher. Give me good teachers over pro-
gram any day. You can design a program around
good teachers, but you can't implement a program
without good teachers. The third most important
thing is program. I have tried my best not to get lost
in this academic jungle, but unquestionably the cur-
riculum is important, and very important, to the
development of the architect. But you can't divorce
program from your faculty and your teachers. The
fourth most important thing about architectural edu_
ucation is facilities. To rate this so far down the list
is probably architectural heresy, but if you have good
students, good teachers and a good program, you can
produce good architects if you have sufficient space
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On the other hand, how nice to have all four, which
includes inspirational space. In essence, an architec-
tural building can be a dynamic teaching tool or it
can deter teaching.

Q: What do you consider one of the weaknesses
of architectural education?
A: We have a tendency to teach in pieces. A frag-
mentized curriculum only leads to a fragmentized
architecture.

Q: What makes a student work?
A: I could answer that with one word. Victories.
Accomplishments or victories lead to harder work.
He is the most happy when he is working the hardest,
provided he is wrapping up packages to his own sat-
isfaction. The satisfaction from accomplishment is
the force behind the work momentum which excites
us all, and particularly students.

Q: Is design everything?
A: Some people think so. I used to; I don't now.
Is form everything? Is function everything? Form,
function and cost in architecture are inseparable.
Here is another trio that cannot be separated in
architectural practice: design, technology and man-
agement. It is obvious to all of us that we need
top-flight designers, but in this highly complicated
construction industry we need also top-flight tech-
nologists. And as more and more people become
involved, we need more managers for maximum
productivity. This year at Rice we decided to teach
qy6l1i1s67yys-not just design. We have a subject
matter-integrated program, and on each project the
student is given a grade in technology and manage-
ment as well as design. Later on, during his profes-
sional practice or at the graduate level he has on his
record evidence that he has ability in one of these
three main fields of architectural practice. In archi-
tectural practice design is not everything if it does
not include technology and management.

Q: Why do practitioners and educators continue
to fuss at each other?
A: I suspect that every practitioner is a frustrated
teacher and every teacher is a frustrated practitioner.
One thing we are trying to do at Rice is to put practice
and education on speaking terms. I'm not sure how
successful we have been. The trouble with architects
when they associate with students is that they im_
mediately start acting like professors. And most of
them are poor substitute teachers. They should act
like what they are-architects.

Q: Should schools of architecture be solely
theoretical?
A: Absolutely not. I cannot agree with those who
advocate all imaginative dream projects in the school.
A well-balanced education program should involve
both practice and theory. But we know from some
points of view theory and practice oppose each other.
We also know that there can be a union of opposites

-tension 
and compression, for example; winter and

summer; north and south; theory and practice.
Q: Where does the individual practitioner fit

in the education picture?
A: Let me tell you a little story that appeared in
Peter Marshall's "Mr Jones Meets the Master":

"Once upon a time, a certain town grew up at
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the foot of a mountain range. High up in the hills,
a strange and quiet forest dweller took it upon himself
to be the Keeper of the Springs.

"He patrolled the hills and wherever he found a

spring, he cleaned its brown pool of silt and fallen
leaves, of mud and mold and took away from the
spring all foreign matter, so that the water which
bubbled up through the sand ran down clean and

cold and pure. Millwheels were whirled by its rush.
Gardens were refreshed by its waters. Fountains
threw it like diamonds into the air. Swans sailed on
its limpid surface and children laughed as they
played on its banks in the sunshine.

"But the City Council was a group of hard-

headed businessmen. They scanned the civic budget
and found in it the salary of a Keeper of the Springs.

Said the Keeper of the Purse: "Why should we pay

this romance ranger? We never see him; he is not
necessary to our town's work life. If we build a

reservoir just above the town, we can dispense with
his services and save his salary.

"Therefore, the City Council voted to dispense

with the unnecessary cost of a Keeper of the Springs

and to build a cement reservoir. So the Keeper of
the Springs no longer visited the brown pools but
watched from the heights while they built the
reservoir.

"When it was finished, it soon filled up with
water, to be sure, but the water did not seem to be

the same. lt did not seem to be as clean, and a green

scum soon befouled its stagnant surface. There were

constant troubles with the delicate machinery of the

mills, for it was often clogged with slime, and the

swans found another home above the town. At last'

an epidemic raged, and the clammy, yellow fingers of
sickness reached into every home in every street.

"The City Council met again. Sorrowfully, it
faced the city's plight, and frankly it acknowledged
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un profession has recently been indulging in
a lot of breast-beating about architectural edu-

cation. Much of the criticism of architectural
education merely reveals that the critics have not

carefully observed current practices in architectural
education; much of the criticism is of methods used

thirty years ago when the principal commentators

were attending college. It is true that architectural
education was frightfully bad and quite fragmented

then, but it is hard to explain how these eminent prac-

titioners and intellectual leaders emerged from such

an inferior educational program. lt was no doubt

due to their superior capacities to rise above the

limitations of their respective environments, to con-

tinue programs of self-education in spite of filmsy
foundations. Many who urge the extension of the five-

year program to six or more years are themselves

products of the four-year course which was prevalent

in the 1920's. Perhaps we can only hope that our
current crop of students will likewise produce a few

from their numbers who will rise above the limitation
of the schools and continue the lifelong search for
knowledge, wisdom and insight. As educators, we

would achieve a great deal if we could simply convey

the idea that the university does not purport to pro-

duce the educated man, but only to give him the

curiosity and method of inquiry which will lead him
to a lifetime pursuit of the illusive "truth."

We still have great differences in the quality of
programs in our sixty-odd schools of architecture and

I regret most that the quality and character of the
programs are becoming so similar, perhaps in part

because of the National Architectural Accrediting
Board, which protests its desire to avoid the imposi-
tion of uniform standards. We also have an even

greater range of difference in the expectations of
architects vis-i-vis the schools. Many practicing archi-

Adapted from an address delivered before the Chicago

Chapter AIA in JanuarY 1964
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the mistake of the dismissal of the Keeper of the
Springs. They sought him out in his hermit hut high
in the hills, and begged him to return to his former
labor. Gladly he agreed, and began once more to
make his rounds.

"It was not long until pure water came pouring
down under tunnels of ferns and mosses and to
sparkle in the cleansed reservoir. Millwheels turned
again as of old. Stenches disappeared. Sickness waned,
and convalescent children playing in the sun laughed
again because the swans had come back."

We are not going to do a good job in archi-
tectural education unless the individual architect
through precept and example does his part to improve
education. Every one of us must be a Keeper of the
Springs-so that the reservoir is filled with clear,
sparkling, fresh water to turn the millwheels, to watch
the gardens, to fill the fountains and to brins back
the swans.

tects decry the lack of "practicality" of the recent
graduate; it is evident that they would like the schools
to teach skills-working drawings, specs, details, cur-
rent cost data, business, etc. Many of these matters
are best taught in the office during internship. Other
architectural leaders upbraid the schools for failing
to produce urbane and sophisticated intellectuals and
decision-makers; this is a sounder idea and nearer to
the hearts of those of us in education, but our success
or failure in this task cannot be measured at the
point of graduation.

It is evident that we cannot properly evaluate
the results of current programs of architectural edu-
cation until ten, twenty, or thirty years from now
when our current students are fully productive in their
own architectural practices. The schools of today are
castigated for the shortcomings in the education of a
generation ago, but how often does anyone give recog-
nition to the schools that produced our current archi-
tectural heroes? If a man is good, his success is
generally credited to his native intelligence and to
his drive to achieve-which is no doubt a valid judg-
ment. However, if we had time, it would not be diffi_
cult to take a list of outstanding American archi_
tects, spot their schools and dates of graduation, and
note the clustering that would take place at certain
schools at certain periods in time. This would indi-
cate that at certain times such schools were focal
points of contagious excitement and stimulation:
either they provided superior education or they at_
tracted superior students.

Schools do only what society demands of them,
and they respond to the objectives, aspirations and
support rendered to them by society. In the case of
professional education, a vital, alert and progressive
profession will demand and support and get vigorous
education. A moribund, cautious, conservative ancl
fearful profession will deserve and get a correspond-
ing kind of education. To some degree, schools can
Iead or lag relative to the profession; they can align
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themselves with a more advanced and experimentally-
minded sector as they have done since World War II.

Universities are subject to institutional harden-
ing of the arteries. Some of the liveliest and most
experimental educational programs have been put
together quickly and almost spontaneously before
too many rules and procedures had been promul-
gated-while everyone was too busy getting things
done to set up many checks and balances-while
on fire with passion and commitment. Among our
best examples is the Bauhaus with only about eight
years of vital and effective life, and Black Mountain
College, with Joseph and Anni Albers in art, sur-
viving even a lesser time, and then the "ID', in Chi-
cago under Moholy, with provisional buildings and
program and finances.

The profession must solve its problem of identity
so that students can prepare themselves with a model
of what they wish to become-which will not be the
gentleman architect of the late nineteenth century.
"Expanded services" is a step in the right direc-
tion-but not enough, in my view. We must get the
architect more vitally involved in the construction
process from conception and financing to the end
result of total environment. As the profession moves
in such a direction in practice, there are many schools
eager and willing to move with the advanced elemenr
of the profession. However, the schools cannot pre-
pare people for a role in society not yet existing.

Better students are needed,.we need a better sys-
tem of identifying potential architects. One area of
great interest and much discussion is that of creativity

-how 
we can identify it, and whether we can develop

valid tests for this illusive but essential quality. Au-
thoritarian environment inhibits the exploration of
many channels and the development of the individ_
ual, and often stifles the deviant personality. From
this we deduce that a certain permissiveness, in which
the students are allowed to establish their own param-
eters, gives more freedom to the play of creative im_
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pulses, and hence develops more creative "muscle."
Qualities of motivation, articulateness, self-discipline
and ability to eftectively organize personal time and

work habits, are all important too. These are qualities

that lead to general academic success. Creativity
without productivity is not enough, but it is urgent
that we learn more about creativity as one of the

essential qualities which we must seek and nourish
in our students.

The best possible laculty is needed. This in-
cludes several types of persons: We need a core of
dedicated educators with concern for the student and
his development in a total way, and the intellectual
capacity and interest to keep abreast with related
developments in science, educational psychology and

educational methodology, as well as in science and

technology as it relates to buildings and to cities.
They must debate such issues and develop viable and
ever-changing programs. We also need others: prac-
titioners who are advancing in the profession, with
good theoretical and academic backgrounds, to bring
into the classroom their current experiences on the
leading edge of the evolution of architectural prac-

tice-to bring in a relatedness to reality. Visiting
lecturers are essential-national and international
(as we live in a shrinking and mobile world).

An educational program cannot be imposed but
must be forged by the working faculty-and each

faculty member is convinced that his subject is the
most essential in the university. In the educational
program, we must be concerned with three broad
areas and the student must develop in each.
1) General liberal education: arts. sciences, social
sciences and humanities
2) The visual and plastic arts and design: from a

foundation course with simple, limited exercises

through a hierarchy of increasingly complex prob-
lems, to the design of cities and regions
3) A science and technology sequence of courses and

experiences from math and physics through to ad-
vanced structural theory and the technology of such

environmental concerns as illumination, thermal com-
fort, auditory control, etc.

s MUcH as possible these subjects should be

learned in an integrated way. An interdis-
ciplinary exercise could be posed, concerned

with a specific and cogent urban problem of today,

not just for architectural students but for students

from many fields. The resulting investigations, lec-

tures, seminars and selected reading would be guided

by a team of educators in sociology, economics,
ecology, history, English and city planning, thus

bringing the student to an understanding of political
and social institutions in a meaningful way, to per-

ceiving history as a viable continuum, to pursuing
English composition through the written reports essen-

tial to record the investigations and conclusions.
In the environmental design and technology

courses, a comprehensive and integrated proiect can

embrace programming, urban design, landscape de-

sign, building design, building structures, mechanical
equipment, materials and methods of construction'
A faculty team reinforced by expert visiting con-
sultants can weave instruction and learning expe-
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rience in these various subjects into a single compre-
hensive experience.

Construction and mock-up laboratories are es-

sential, of course, for integrated projects, supple-
menting but not supplanting the drawing, drafting,
delineating and scale-model study that has long been

standard practice in architectural studios. In posing
new educational techniques, we must retain the best
of our tried tools and methods and evolve and perfect
from an established base. It no longer seems neces-

sary to labor the need for laboratories for architec-
tural experimentation and research. In a short span of
years, the requirements of university physics depart-
ments have developed from simple laboratory tables
to one hundred million-dollar cyclotrons. A few years

ago, sporadic building experiments in architectural
schools were limited to a few crackpots-you know,
of course, that crackpots are any people whose per-
ception is in advance of current practice-such as

Goddard, who was so crazy back in 1928 as to suggest
launching rockets to the moon. A dozen years ago,
Bucky Fuller was astounding students at several
schools with his domes and tensegrity structures;
Konrad Wachsmann was exploring space-frames with
students; Howard Fisher was pushing "developmen-
tal design" as an educational methodology not limited
to any particular construction system; Bob Davison
was advocating research in architectural school lab-
oratories. Now there is little argument about the need

for architectural laboratory space, but only about
how it can be used to best serve the learning proc-
ess-which we might hope will be a topic for never-
ending discussion. But few schools have other than
the most primitive and limited facilities for such

work. At Harvard several years ago, Alvaro Ortega
had graduate students casting thin concrete shells in
an old maintenance shop at a considerable distance
from the design studios in Robinson Hall. Alvaro
said that this actual handling of concrete proved to
be "truly a revelation" to these students who had

verbally and graphically played with the celestial
music of concrete shells with evident sophistication
but who had never before mixed or worked even a
shovelful of concrete.

J r.r r'losr states an architectural graduate must

I work three years in architects' offices before
I6sing eligible to take the registration exams.

Hopefully, this is a varied and meaningful period

of growth and development-as indeed should be the

whole of professional life. As a part of his re-
sponsibility to society and to the profession, an archi-
tect-employer should seriously help to guide the

architect-in-training by giving him a variety of
experiences to develop his skills and his confidence.

To my mind, the most important part of in-
service training is the work done concurrently with
school experience-for most students this is their
summer work-and the question of how this can be

woven into the fabric of the formal education, rein-
forcing the scholastic program by making its rele-

vance to future practice more evident to the student.

This subject is one of direct concern to the practi-

tioner as it requires cooperation between the profes-

sion and the schools.
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The interweaving of schooling with pre-profes-
sional work or in-service training can follow any one,
or a combination of three, general patterns: 1) A "co-
operative program" of alternate schooling and office
work similar to cooperative programs in engineering;
2) part-time drafting concurrent with study in
school; 3) summer experience on the construction
site and,/or in the architect's office.

I shall speak briefly to each point. I have ob-
served the co-op program in operation in engineer-
ing curricula so I shall describe it in terms of engi-
neering education. It works most easily with a sym-
metrical academic calendar as pertains under a "quar-
ter system," with three regular quarters plus a full
summer quarter equal to the other three. Of the
students who apply and are selected for the co-op
program, two good electrical engineering students
are assigned to one position with Westinghouse
which, as a participating company, has set up five
such in-service training slots in its engineering divi-
sion. Jack Jones goes to school fall and winter quar-
ter (six months) while Bill Smith works and gets

apprentice training and wages at Westinghouse; then
they swap for the next six months during the spring
and summer quarters. When Jack runs into a problem
on the job which he cannot solve or even fully under-
stand because of his lack of preparation in thermo-
dynamics, he remembers this when he gets to
"thermo"-he sees the relevance of the course to
his future work, and he learns with real motivation.
Typically, Jack has a financial problem and under
the co-op system he is able to finance his entire
undergraduate education. Instead of the usual four
years (4x3 quarters equals 12 quarters total) he
spends six years (6x2 quarters equals 12 quarters
total) but he already has three years experience in
industry; he has spent hafi his time building up ex-
perience. He is a more valuable employee and he
receives correspondingly higher compensation than
a recent graduate without such experience.

What does Westinghouse get? They perform a
public service and contribute to the national wealth
of educated and productive manpower-in an area
of education in which they have a special concern
and responsibility. They are virtually assured of hav-
ing a junior engineering position filled under con-
tract for six years-not a key position to be sure,
but one in which useful tasks are performed. Most
important, they have a string on two good, young
engineers when competition for graduate engineers
is keen. If the company is worth its salt, has treated
the young men fairly, and has demonstrated an en-
lightened policy of promotion and advancement of
personnel, they can count on both graduates coming
with the firm for at least several productive years.

To the best of my knowledge, no architectural
school has adopted a formal co-op program such as
I have described-incorporating meaningfully long
six-month increments of experience alternated with
schooling. Many students at all of our architectural
schools work out a sort of informal co-op system of
their own with an employer-often staying out of
school six months or a year at a time in order to earn
money to continue. My experience with such stu-
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dents has been that they are generally the most pur-
poseful in their studies; they are highly motivated and
make the best use of their time-and they win most
of the competitions.

I enuers the informality and flexibility of such

|J a student-generated variation on the co-op
I- svstem would be best for the state of our
schools and our profession; I believe we must
constantly guard against so over-structuring a pro-
gram as to suppress individual initiative and freedom
of choice. However, I am intrigued with the arith-
metic of the co-op system as it might be applied to
architectural education. I am sure that we are all
fascinated by the prospect of getting five quarts out
of a gallon jug. In this case we get eight years of
schooling and experience out of a seven-year pack-
age of time. Let us assume we have a five-year B
Arch program which is virtually standard throughout
the country and a quarter-system. The co-op system
should not start until after the freshman year, which
is always a year of orientation, screening and shake-
down. At this time, only the serious and motivated
student of demonstrated capacity would be eligible
to enter the co-op program. These selected sophomore
students, working in selected participant firms, would
then be paired off and go through the final four years
of schooling in six years, following the schedule I
described for the engineering program, and getting
three full years of experience en route. Hence, seven
years after entering college they would have com-
pleted a five-year school program and have racked
up three years of solid experience acquired in mean-
ingful chunks of six months each. This appeals to
me, especially when most current proposals to im-
prove architectural education suggest adding more
years-consequent, deferment of registration.

I realize, of course, that much of the impulse
to stretch out the educational process in all disciplines
has little to do with effective education but stems
rather from a societal response to automation and un-
employment-a deliberate attempt to delay the entry
of our youth into the job market. Stated in other
terms, the aim is to provide a young man with a
longer loaf on his old man's dough.

However, I am very much concerned with the
plight of our students. Typically, their father has
barely enough dough to buy the groceries-if they
have a father. Two out of three earn part of the
money for their higher education, and one out of
three must earn all of it. Many of our students come
from the lower-middle economic levels: that large
group that lives within our affiuent society.

Aside from the economic issues, I am concerned
that architecture appears to the adolescent as an old
man's profession-and with some justification in fact,
Although theoretically possible to become a regis-
tered architect eight years after high school, very
few achieve it in less than ten years, and the average
is considerably more, what with military service and
other delays. The three most prestigious heroes of our
profession-Gropius, Mies, and Corbu-are all just
over or just under eighty years of age and now at
long last and after many lean years, are all deluged
with commissions. Frank Lloyd Wright had a similar
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history. Every city and town has its lesser archi-
tects who would have been retired twenty years ago
in most occupations but who are still extremely suc-
cessful in securing most of the choice commissions.
At my age this is a reassuring characteristic of the
profession, but to an eighteen-year-old entering
college, the prospect of waiting possibly fifty years
to secure the recognition of his talents has little ap-
peal. My other and related concern in this matter
is that we might achieve some real advances in the
art and science of building if we could get more of
our brilliant young men into decision-making roles
before they lose their daring and audacity-before
they become conditioned by age and experience to
take the cautious course.

To return to my previously cited three ways of
interaction between schooling and pre-professional
experience, the part-time drafting concurrent with
study is a practice that will doubtless continue as

it fills an economic need and it provides some use-
ful integration of theory and practice. However, I
regard it as undesirable, as a student cannot simulta-
neously make the necessary commitment to both
school and office. I should prefer to see needy stu-
dents get scholarships or work and study alternately
under some variation of a co-op plan. To realize his
full potential for development and his unique oppor-
tunity for study in a university, an architectural stu-
dent should really catch fire and be consumed by
his architectural program; it should be a 24-hour per
day commitment.

The third point, and the one with the most im-
mediate relevance for the profession and for the

education program, is the matter of summer expe-
rience. I don't know how many architectural schools
require work on construction and in an architectural
office prior to graduation, but the number must be
great. The only two schools in this country at which
I have taught for long periods-at Harvard for five
years, and at VPI for six-the students were required
to work for one summer on a construction job and
at least one summer in an architect's office. It in-
volved the students getting their own jobs-they are
remarkably resourceful when put on their own-
making their own arrangements on the open market
with their employers-getting paid in accordance with
their worth, and subject to getting fired if they failed
to produce (although no case of this happening came
to my attention in a total of eleven years'experience
with the system)-no fees or credits were involved-
only a simple certificate from the employer and a

report from the student which was evaluated by a
faculty committee. Note that one of these universities
is private, the other public-one is in a major city
and the other in the country. The system worked
with good results and with few problems in both
situations.

I would suggest that practitioners latch on to
some of these students as early as possible. It is the
very best way to get a string on a good young man.
If you treat him well, he will stay with you at least
long enough to make the investment worthwhile.
And, when he leaves you may pick up another in the
shift who has been initially trained by someone else.

In my previous post, I often got phone calls in the
spring from architect friends seeking a good fifth-
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A LrHoucH Adelaide University had a degree in
A architectural engineering, somewhat analo-

I \ gous in curricular pattern to similar Ameri-
can courses, prior to 1957 when a new course for a

Bachelor of Architecture degree was approved, it
differed fundamentally from most of the recognized
architectural courses elsewhere, and the teaching
which had considerable engineering bias was con-
ducted to a major extent outside the University
proper. Experience gained in building up an entirely
new course for which neither facilities nor staff ex-
isted. and which has become one of the most recent,
if not the first, comprehensive and completely in-
tegrated courses of environmental architecture, em-
bracing as it does architectural and building science
studies as well as town planning, may be of general
interest to those who will be faced with a similar
task in the future.

As a first step, and before any proposals were
put forward for a revised curriculum, the opportunity
was taken, in a great many cases at firsthand, to
examine in considerable detail a number of architec-
tural courses in Commonwealth, Continental and
American schools. It was evident from this survey
that most of those concerned with architectural edu-
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year student, about to graduate, possessing every
sterling quality. All I could say was, "Look, friend,
all of those who have survived to graduate have jobs
to go to-and in almost every case with someone
who gave them work and experience during the past
two or three summers. If you want to make an in-
vestment take two boys for the summer who are
finishing their third year of architecture. Two years
from now, you can count on one or both of them if
you train them well and show them that they will
have an opportunity to develop and make a reason-
able income in your office."

It is part of the American passion and faith
that all problems can be solved through education.
If we are to find cures for the sicknesses of our
cities, if we are to create a dignified environment
for all men, we are aware that we can do so only
through education-public education as well as pro-
fessional education-education that inspires all of
our citizens to establish goals that embrace esthetic,
social and moral values---cducation that leads nor to
cynicism but to hope, not to greed but to service
to humanity. In our education of architects and art-
ists our foremost concern is not for the artifacts that
they will ultimately produce for a society, but for
the development of the unique potential which each
of them possesses. As Goethe has said, ,.you must
6e something before you can make something.',

Our aspiration as educators is to spark in our
students the curiosity and the creative urge which
will help to make them be something-consequently
releasing their full potential-intellectually, artisti-
cally and as responsible members of society. r

cation felt that most existing curricula fell short of
the ideal in one or more directions, a conclusion very
much supported by personal experience over a long
period in professional practice of assistants who had
passed through recognized schools.

One major factor has however become clear over
the years and this affects not only architectural train-
ing in universities but also the whole structure of the
profession. This is the increasing tendency to frag-
mentation, the danger of which it is felt is still not
fully appreciated.

It is well understood that widening scope and
range of services required of the architect calls for
teamwork, as being the only means of keeping abreast
of, or better still ahead of, increasing responsibilities
in the profession. The larger the team however, the
more important becomes strong leadership. It is in
this direction that the architect for one reason or
another fails so frequently and shows a lack of
awareness of the changing nature of his role.

Perhaps it would be true to say that this is in a
sense a return to the role of the "master builder."
but in such differing circumstances and with such
increases in responsibility as to have created totallv
new problems.
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A partial solution to the problem, but one which
possesses many inherent difficulties, is that of em-
ploying specialist consultants, such as structural en-
gineers, mechanical and services engineers, building
economists, quantity surveyors and the like. This
is a development which dates back to the turn of the
century when the architect first began to show un-
willingness to face up to the increasing range of his
responsibilities. This process still continues to a very
considerable extent in the English-speaking world
today, and it cannot be too strongly emphasized that
not only is the architect all too often running away
from important aspects of his global responsibilities,
but in so doing architecture is all too frequently
tending to become a superficial or formalistic study.

It is this professional fragmentation which has
led inevitably to the "package dealer" who has real-
ized the importance to the client of a complete service
without all the inherent risks in the alternative system
of "buck passing." The creation in some parts of the
world of limited liability companies shows the seri-
ousness of these developments but is the wrong solu-
tion applied in a way that can only undermine the
standing of the profession.

It is also sadly enough only too rare to find



specialist consultants in the engineering fields who
really understand the architects' needs and problems.

Not only must reintegration and full coordina-
tion take the place in professional practice of the
present tendency to fragment where the architect is
all too often willing enough to abrogate a part of his
traditional role, but without being aware of the possi-

ble consequences; there must also be a willingness on
the part of the profession if necessary even further
to widen the range of their service. Otherwise it is

only a matter of time before the architect is sup-
planted in vitally important aspects of his work by
the building economist, quantity surveyor, civil en-
gineer or the most recent "pretender," the architec-
tural or building scientist. The beginning of this rec-
ognition almost inevitably must come from schools

of architecture as it must be recognized that the pro-
fession is traditionally conservative in its outlook and

disinclined with the burden of day-to-day practical
problems to face up to major changes or reorganiza-
tions. It is even more difficult in such circumstances
to expect staffs or principals to undergo supplemen-
tary training courses, and unfortunately too rarely
do facilities exist for such refresher courses.

The problem of reintegration is however so

fundamental and pervades every aspect of architec-
tural training that it must be undertaken where it
is likely to be most effective-namely where profes-
sional training is already carried out. To say in fact
that architectural schools must always be well ahead

of developments in the profession itself is a statement
of the obvious, and how often this is being achieved
in practice and how readily it is an attainable cri-
terion solely depends on the thoughts and energies

which the profession as a whole is willing to put into
these problems; ploughing back the best experience
of all who have something to contribute, and equally
important, although outside the scope of this paper,

the adequacy of the rewards for those so engaged.

T T evrNc first of all decided as a matter of policy,

fl and having gained official support for a com-
I I prehensive curriculum in which it is hoped

before long to be able to include many aspects of
industrial design as well as landscape architecture,
the problem became one of implementation within
the recognized framework of course durations likely
to be acceptable both to the university and profes-

sional institutions. Alternative methods existed in
theory although in practice these were more limited:

I ) It was recognized that any improvement in
the level of secondary school educational standards
for matriculation could have the effect of eliminating
certain of the broadly educational subjects in the

early years of the course, or alternatively permitting
these to be given at a more advanced level. This is a

matter however very largely out of the control of a

university and certainly of an individual faculty, al-
though trends indicate that this policy is likely to
be followed in future to an even greater extent, as

evidenced by the insistence now of the RIBA of "A"
level entry to schools of architecture.

2) It might also be possible in theory to extend
the ubiquitous five-year course in order to allow more

time for a better educational spread as well as the
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necessary time for professional training; and also per-
haps permit some undergraduate research opportuni-
ties as well as organized practical training. With
courses however already lengthy and demanding, in-
creases such as this will be unattractive to many.

3 ) A solution may be found in limiting courses
to broad educational studies and the fundamentals of
professional practice, that with a substantial part of
professional training and education carried out sub-
sequently it is assumed at postgraduate level. This is
the basis of the system used in a number of Ameri-
can schools and the one apparently being adopted,
or likely to be so, by some of the English schools.

fi ouE oF the implications of this system are that
\ ttr" awarding of a degree becomes simply a
X/mark of academic merit up to a certain level,
but no indication of professional attainment. It also
implies an optimistic hope, which is usually asking
far too much, that professional offices will not only
provide a wide range of professional experience at all
levels and on every type of architectural problem,
but that they will also provide an important supple-
mentary part of professional training not covered
within the limited period allowed in the academic
curriculum. Experience shows that this virtual rever-
sion to a partial "articles" system is extremely
difficult to operate satisfactorily in practice, and the
results are bound to vary as do the professional firms
who may be concerned. All too often it becomes a

question of perpetuating professional obsolescence.

Presumably two registration examinations will
have to be held, as is the practice in America, some
years after graduation. How long this period should
be is a matter for argument, and a compromise will
have to be reached as at present between a minimum
compatible with professional competence and the
more desirable maximum likely to insure high pro-
fessional attainment. Whatever the answer the ex-

tent to which education and training fall outside the
ambit of the formal academic curriculum would be

a measure of its variability, and frequently its inade-
quacy as well.

The academic engineer is today increasingly con-
cerned with fundamentals and less with application.
How wise this is as a matter of general policy is a

matter of opinion, but there can be no doubt that
insofar as the architectural professional is concerned
this is one of the more important reasons for the lack
of understanding many engineers have in their early
years after graduation, of the many practical prob-
lems with which they are confronted, and in partic-
ular the great difficulty in finding an understanding
or appreciation of the work of the architect. In-
evitably this can only lead to a stronger engineering
component in architectural courses which will make
architects less dependent on the understanding of a

specialist consultant than hitherto.
4) The only other alternative open appears to

be that of working within the five-year framework so

far as is practicable but with suitable modifications to
the syllabus and intensifying the course by providing
for more tuition periods throughout. The need to
conform over-all with the university calendar does

not provide unlimited scope in this direction but
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there is still undoubted "slack" which can be taken
up during the normal working week, without increas-
ing unduly the pressure on students. Such an inten-
sification within reason provides its own stimulus,
enables a far higher proportion of the curriculum
to be included within the ambit of the academic
timetable, and in the most favourable conditions, and
incidentally too makes far better use of costly ac-
commodation and facilities which are becoming a
vital part of the equipment that services schools of
architecture.

For a variety of reasons, some of which have
been mentioned, the alternative (4) was the one
chosen at Adelaide. It must be admitted that had
it been possible to do so this would have been com-
bined with (2); for the moment however this has
not been practicable. An impending raising of the
matriculation standard will materially improve the
position in the near future but some increase in the
length of the course will undoubtedly be necessary
as and when it is possible to do this in concert with
other schools and the professional institutes and
boards of architectural education.

This may also be the right time to press for the
introduction in universities of a bachelor's degree at
intermediate level-at which stage it might be pos-
sible to meet the need for the second rank of "archi-
tectural technicians." A master's degree awarded at
the end of the six-year course would then be the
mark of attainment of a full professional and aca-
demic level at least comparable in the duration of
courses and requirements for other master's degrees
in universities. While there are a number of problems
and difficulties in implementing such a policy it
would seem a more desirable one to follow than that
of attempting to divorce professional from educa-
tional requirements at different levels leading in-
evitably to a disintegration in the course which in
the case of architecture is not really susceptible to this
form of treatment.

Included within the scope of such a course would
also be, as is the case at Adelaide at the moment, the
professional practice syllabus together with a sub-
stantial part of the practical experience required. The
greater extent to which this latter is brought within
the control and organization of the school the better,
as the recent RIBA report clearly indicates.

While it may be too much to expect that pro-
fessional offices can be so fully geared to the needs
of experience requirements of the school-trained stu-
dent, a much greater degree of rationalization of this
vital part of professional training is undoubtedly over-
due and the policy advocated now by the RIBA has
in practice been operating very much in the form
suggested in Adelaide for the last five years. In time
it is hoped with the cooperation of the Board of
Architectural Education and the Registration Board
to be able to organize postgraduate experience on
very much the same lines.

One thing is abundantly clear: The more
professional practice requirements can be met within
academic courses, and the less these are left as post-
graduate obligations, the more likely are we to find
architect graduates feeling able to turn towards re-
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search-the neglect of which is at present one of the
greatest failings in the profession.

Entirely contrary to the tendencies to which
reference has already been made in the profession, of
severance of responsibilities and particularly to the
recent indications of the building up of a new "archi-
tectural science" empire, and apart from the argu-
ments already touched on which indicate the vital
importance of education and practice presenting a

global front, enlightened thought shows the impos-
sibility of attempting to maintain the fiction of the
separate world of art and science in architecture,
more so perhaps than in any other field.

J) erneer into the shallow dishonesty of the

J( Beaux Arts tradition is no longer thinkable
I \for most architects, but then neither is the
completely computerized design process. There can
be no doubt whatever that a great deal more can be

done in the direction of rationalizing and systema-
tizing much of the functional, material and construc-
tional problems of architecture as an alternative to
the present often grossly wasteful and inefficient proc-
ess of trial-and-error on an ad hoc basis. It is in fact
not only system building that is needed but system
design as well.

Much of this work could be perfectly compe-
tently carried out by technical assistants up to the
intermediate level of training. If however we are to
insist on architecture rather than building no one
surely can doubt the continued need to introduce in-
tuitive esthetic judgment as a controlling factor at all
stages in the design operation alongside other factual
selections or choices. The need to train people able
mentally to surmount this apparent hurdle, while
remaining in full control of the whole problem, is as

great as ever. The problem of flnding the minds ca-
pable of expanding to meet the new scope of this
responsibility has never been greater.

The application of science has played an ex-
tremely important part in the structure of the archi-
tectural course in Adelaide. All the component parts
of the course are very closely integrated so that it
becomes impossible for any student to think in terms
of a design problem which is not intimately related
to material and structural considerations to the prob-
lems of economics, to the whole gamut of environ-
mental considerations and to a scientific evaluation of
the functional requirements. Some may quarrel with
the Beaux Arts system of analytical design with its
obvious shortcomings; but it is equally obvious,
surely, that all architects must be enabled at the
earliest possible stage to build up a systematic design
approach with a full recognition of the scientific as
well as esthetic considerations and capable of being
applied as part of the synthetic process. That this
should be attempted on a purely wasteful trial-and-
error basis and a continuous process of destructive
criticism cannot any longer be regarded as satisfac-
tory. But a design method there certainly must be.

In arriving at a suitable system it is very difficult
indeed to evade the valuable contribution to be made
by a study of basic design elements. Subsequently the
choices available in the way of interlinked internal
and external spaces, in forms and composition, and



in achieving meaningful relationships and propor-
tions, textures and colors, as well as sequential ex-
periences, can only adequately be achieved with three-
dimensional studies. It is at this early stage that the
architect begins to realize the incompatability of the
design process itself with the needs of delineation for
purposes of construction.

This distinction is emphasized in Adelaide by
three-dimensional studies preceding in the earliest
part of the course two-dimensional projections, and
the use of the "modelscope" has become a standard
technique applied to design models. Thoughts are at
present turning in the direction of coupling this in-
strument with a cin6 camera capable of being moved
both inside and outside models of proposed buildings
in a way that will make it possible more nearly to
experience architecture as occurs in reality.

This more subjective approach to design seems

entirely likely to replace the highly speculative assess-

ments derived from the Gestalt system or other forms
of psychological perceptual analysis which inevitably
beg the question of the related physiological mental
processes. Moreover in avoiding the subjective ap-
proach they assume that the perceptual response to
any set of esthetic criteria is the same for every-
body-which clearly it is not.

Other systematic aids to the designer and planner
are likely to develop from such systems as PERT or
CPM although neither of these at the moment can
be specifically related to design problems as such, as

distinct from organizational and constructional pro-
gramming. The scientific emphasis in the course mani-
fests itself more directly in the components dealing
specifically with structural design, building construc-
tion and building science. And it is here that a con-
certed attack is made on the presently prevailing
woeful ignorance of the professional architect in
scientific thought and application.

Although the RIBA has been focussing atten-
tion on this problem at least since 1941, it is evident
that all but a few of the European schools have lagged
behind in applying what even today can in many cases

be regarded as far-seeing and well-conceived pro-
posals relating to science in architectural courses.
Even where improvements have been introduced in
the theoretical teaching in schools these have even
more rarely been complemented by the necessary
facilities for practical work. It is too often forgotten
that one of the important recommendations made
by the relevant committee of the RIBA at the time
when this matter was first being considered exhaus-
tively was aimed at overcoming "the common weak-
ness in many schools of architecture-namely the
absence of experimental and laboratory work,"
f f THrr may be of special interest, and what

lru at the time it was designed and put into
V Y operation at Adelaide was certainly unique

so far as is known in any school of architecture, is

the Building Science Laboratory. It was thought at
the outset important that the laboratory should cater
specifically to the needs of the architectural student;
and possibly at a later stage be available also for
post-graduate research as well as consulting work
undertaken on behalf of the architectural profession.
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It was thought equally important to avoid the
over-superficial smattering which cannot equip the
architect to understand fully the properties and prob-
lems of durability and use of materials which he may
be concerned with, with the variety and capabilities of
structural forms, with a thorough understanding of
functional efficiency and its detailed implications, and
with the range and intricacies of the increasingly com-
plex services so important in contemporary building.
Knowledge in these spheres to the extent that it be-
comes a readily available part of the design tool is
vital, and these are not matters which can be applied
after the main design decisions have been taken.

With the increasing number of new types of ma-
terials and techniques becoming available almost
daily, the architect's evaluation cannot depend solely
on data obtained from merchants, tradesmen and
manufacturers. And yet all too often this is the present
position: resulting in too numerous sub-contractors
and specialists who can create serious bottlenecks in
the building operation.

The laboratory provides facilities not only for
undergraduate teaching but for postgraduate research

as well, which feeds back to the undergraduate level.
This is equally important in relation to town and re-
gional planning and it is for this reason this has been

retained within the one department in Adelaide, in
the firm conviction that the architect must be closely
informed in town planning techniques and develop-
ments if his work is to take its proper place in its
environment. The view is equally strongly held that
the broad responsibilities of town planning together
with the necessary guidance and leadership of the
team is fulfilled much more readily by the trained
architect than any of the other professions. Con-
siderable acquaintance with composite groups both
at student and executive level only serve to make this
clearer. While this is a matter which always creates
controversy it may well be the over-anxiety of the
architect to work in harmony with other members of
the town planning team that has led him all too often
to make an underestimate of his own necessary con-
tribution to the solution of town planning problems,
at every level. This is not solely because so much of
the ultimate objective, however we may arrive at it,
is a three-dimensional realization "in extenso" of the
architectural solution of providing the best possible

biological environment for human existence and ac-
tivity, but it is also because the other professions
apparently find it much more difficult to take a bal-
anced view not solely concerned with one single as-

pect of planning.
The town planning field itself is perhaps more

subject to a proliferation of narrow specializations
than is any other academic field and never was there
a greater need to keep theory in firm Perspective with
a firm eye on reality. One of the ways in which an

architectural course can greatly help even a post-
graduate course in town planning is through a con-
tinual infusion of "bricks and mortar" attitudes.
This two-way reciprocal benefit is the final link in
the all-important chain of environmental architectural
relationships which have seemed all important as the
basis of the educational pattern in Adelaide. I
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PHA Commissioner Marie C. McGuire receives the
Institute's citation from Morris Ketchum lr, FAIA, Di-
rector ol the New York Region AIA, as lra S. Robbins,
President of NAHRO and Vice Chairman ol the New
York City Housing Authority, looks on

Albert Mayer FAIA, recipient of NAHRO's citation, is

flanked by Herman D. Hillman, Director of the Neu'
York Regional Office, PHA, and lohn D. Lange, Ex-
ecutive Director ol NAHRO

cuLMrNATrNc A SERTES of two-day meetings held
from coast to coast, the sixth design seminar co-
sponsored by the Public Housing Administration,
The American Institute of Architects and the Na-
tional Association of Housing and Redevelopment
Officials drew some 200 housing officials and archi-
tects from seventy-five northeastern communities to
New York March 4 and 5. And like its predecessors
which took place in Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas-Fort
Worth, Philadelphia and San Francisco, this one too
was appropriately labeled "New Approaches to
Housing Design for Low-Income Families and Com-
munity Renewal."

No mere academic exercise in architecture
and planning, the meeting lived up to the promise
spelled out by General Chairman Herman D. Hill-
man. In his opening remarks, the Director of PHA's
New York Regional Office set rhe stage: "This design
seminar is a positive manifestation of the determina-
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Design Seminar: Breakthrough

for Low-Rent Housing
ROBERT E. KOEHLER

tion to give new emphasis to cultural, esthetic and
human considerations in the conduct of programs to
revitalize, remake and refresh the urban environ-
ment where governmental action is involved. The
opportunities for rewarding accomplishments are
nowhere so meaningful as in the design of low-rent
housing because of the uplifting motivational factors
implicit in improved environment."

It was indeed this dedication to the spirit of
msn-!951 exemplified by Albert Mayer nare, of New
York, whose slide-lectures provided the backbone
for all six seminars-that permeated the sessions

all the way through. This is not to suggest that the
participants spent two days in expounding platitudes,
far from it, for there was lively talk from both sides

of the podium, with more than one barb thrown
from housing official to architect and vice versa.

Morris Ketchum Jr. nete. Director of the New
York Region AIA, warned the audience at the out-
set that "in the course of the next day or so you are
going to hear many complaints about standardized,
humdrum, uninspiring and uninspired design in low-
income housing."

Continuing in the same vein, Joseph H. Lyons,
Executive Director of the Providence Housing Au-
thority, declared: "It is up to the local authority to
insist on excellent design, but it won't get it from
lazy, indifferent or incompetent architects. It is up
to the AIA and the local chapter to encourage the
best firms to take on public housing just as they
do in England. It is up to the PHA to consider all
reasonable or even radical departures from stereo-
type designs with an open mind as long as the
plans and specifications can be justifled by de-
tailed cost estimating. It is up to NAHRO in its
agency newsletter, regional and national workshops
and the Journal ol Housing to continue to promote
good design as it has for the past fifteen years in
the hope that some day every stranger in a com-
munity driving by a public housing development
will not be able to say. 'That looks like oublic
housing."'

Yet there was a good deal of optimism ex-
pressed simply because such a meeting was taking
place; and it was the consensus that the considerable
progress which has been made designwise in recent
years could be attributed to architects with the
"vitality and enthusiasm" of Mr Mayer and to the
"first lady" of public housing, Commissioner Marie
C. McGuire. Fittingly enough, before the two-day
seminar was adjourned, both received citations for
their leadership and devotion to the cause.

Billed on the program as "architect, town plan-



ner, consultant to private interests and to govern-
ment here and abroad," Mr Mayer provided the nuts-
and-bolts as well as the real inspiration. In the course
of his three-part slide discussion-l ) sub-community,
neighborhoods and districts; 2) site selection and
site and topographical planning; 3) synthesis of the
two previous topics, illustrating good and bad fea-
tures-he interwove concepts, ideas and attitudes that
make up the social fabric of public housing as he
views it through his broad experience and study.

Mr Mayer hinted that big offices may do poor
housing work, adding that some of the "anonymous
mechanistic jobs" he has seen have come from the
boards of well-known architects. He said that the
AIA should take the lead in research and recom-
mended the establishment of a central file through
which plans, case studies, etc, might be funneled.

In presenting its citation to Mr Mayer, NAHRO
cited his "gifted creativity . . . intellectual rigor . . .

social vision . . . inexhaustible energy . . . persistent
purpose," and noted "the application of these per-
sonal qualities by one man has made possible a
new opportunity for public housing architecture."

Commissioner McGuire came in for her share
of plaudits too. Said Mr Hillman: "With the advent
of Marie McGuire to the national scene. fresh from
her demonstration of it can be done' in San Antonio,
Texas, whence Victoria Plaza has stirred the imag-
ination of the nation, new bench-marks of quality,
good taste and liberation from the stereotype began
to take hold in the public housing program. With
Thomas B. Thompson, her Assistant Commissioner
for Development, whose unfettered vision and pro-
fessional competence produced Victoria Plaza, the
stage was set for new thinking in the PHA and
reestablishment of communication with the AIA."

Director Ketchum, prefacing the presentation
of the AIA citation to Commissioner McGuire. told
how the agency has redirected its steps toward better
design in housing through simplified mandatory stand-
ards, more adequate architectural fees, the use of
gchitectural, landscape and engineering consultants
in each of the PHA regions, the continuing evalua-
tion of housing for the elderly, the promotion of
studies of the design of open spaces and better physi-
cal relationships between low-income projects and
the total community. "All these goals and these
achievements are the results of Commissioner Mc-
Guire's courageous, intelligent and determined efforts
to create an enlightened national program for low-
income housing," Mr Ketchum explained.

"As the late President Kennedy emphasized,
'design must flow from the architectural profession
to government and not from government to the
architectural profession,"' Mr Ketchum said in an
earlier talk, "This does not always happen because
many laymen, including some of those who direct and
use public housing, are frustrated architects. It is hard
for them to resist the temptation to interfere with-
sometimes even to dictate-project design to archi-
tects. They only succeed thereby in reducing those
architects to draftsmen."

In a statement released on behalf of the New
York Chapter AIA, President Geoffry N. Lawford
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et,c listed seven points to aid architects in designing
projects "which will constitute more secure, more
congenial and more attractive living environments,
and still not be too expensive to build or to manage":
1) Procedures must be simplified and the develop-
ment period shortened.
2) Experiences in other localities should be shared
as part of the learning process.
3) Housing agencies should engage architects to per-
form research and experimentation in housing design,
construction and materials.
4) At least one "Pacemaker" project should be com-
missioned by the PHA within each of its regions.
5) The procedure of using architectural consultants
should be continued and expanded as necessary.
6) Project architects should be entrusted with the
responsibility and authority which is traditionally
theirs in private work.
7) The problem should be tackled at a Congressional
level where a more equitable yardstick governing
construction cost needs to be established-one which
does not penalize projects in populated urban centers
in northern areas where high cost indexes prevail.

Frederick G. Frost Jr, rere, of New York,
suggested that there are two groups who can bring a

depth of understanding to housing problems. One con-
sists of those engaged in the social service and commu-
nity activities division of the housing authorities.

"They get complaints about what is wrong with
individual apartments, hallways, grounds," he said.
"They know how community services can be im-
proved. We architects and administrators are in-
clined to theorize on it." The second group is the
tenants themselves, since "there is a temptation to
fit them into housing as a grocery clerk fills a bag
of potatoes."

Mr Frost recommended the use of architects
as paid consultants, explaining: "When a housing
authority runs into a rough spot, it could call in such
professionals for a day or so, using one architect on
one occasion and another on another. Such archi-
tects would still be free to accept public housing com-
missions-they should not be penalized."

Assistant Commissioner Thompson pointed out
that a panel of consultants does exist for use in the
PHA regions, but that this becomes a difficult matter
on the local level. It must be specified that the con-
sultant has been retained for a definite purpose be-
yond that stipulated in the architectural contract and
it must become a matter of record.

One of the most eloquent spokesmen for the
housing officials, Ellis Ash, Acting Administrator
of the Boston Housing Authority, told his audience
to restate the core of the problem, "to relate our job

to the whole spectrum of poverty in the US."
We are concerned with more than just a build-

ing or buildings in a slum, he said; a building after
all, can be transplanted to a slum condition. "Public
housing must become a way station to a way of life:
a commitment to a better environment."

This was in line with Commissioner McGuire's
plea that architects "contribute toward a renaissance,

that this effort through the seminars is just a begin-
I
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CRITICISM AND

RESPONSE

-The Progress of Architecture

J. ROY CARROLL JR, FAIA
President, The American Institute of Architects

President Catoll was scheduled to give an address
to the North Carolina Chapter on the occasion ol its
golden anniversary meeting in January. But his plane
was snowed in and the talk was never given. So here
it is-it would surely have been one of his best!

HISToRY MovES IN cREAT cycI-Es and we are often
instructed and always fascinated by comparing the
present to some appropriate part of the past. Con_
sider the parallels between today and the yesterday
of fifty years ago. Our nation was recently shaken
to its roots by an assassination; indeed, the world
itself trembled for a brief space of time. If the blind
panic of the moment had been translated into the kind
of action that technology has made possible, inter_
national disaster could have been the result. We live
in a cold war as nations, old and new, maintain a
precarious balance of accommodation to one another.
We are entering a new phase in our relations with
Panama and perhaps all of Latin America. At home,
we find that our burgeoning technology is making
profound changes in our nation's social patterns.

Every one of these events has its direct parallel
in the history of 1914. At this moment fifty years
ago, an assassin was waiting for the opportunity to
murder the heir to the Austrian throne. He found it
several months later and the world was plunged into
war. The United States Marines landed at Vera Cruz,
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Mexico. The first ship passed through the new pan-
ama Canal. One year later, Alexander Graham Bell
was to speak to Thomas Watkins on the first tele-
phone conversation between New York and San
Francisco.

Assassination and international repercussion,
unrest in Latin America, a new relationship with
Panama, social changes created by scientific inven-
tion-all of these things happened to us fifty years
ago and now have happened to us again. The history
of our profession and of architecture itself has fol-
lowed a like pattern. Fifty years ago the Institute's
Committee on Education held a special position of
stature and interest in our professional society. In-
deed, it had been the custom for some years to set
aside a whole evening of the annual convention for
a program of the Committee on Education. In l9lZ.
the United States Commissioner of Education re-
ported that courses in architecture were being offered
by 32 schools. Three years later, the Institute was
agitating to wrest the educational program from the
smothering embrace of the university engineering
departments. In that same year, 1915, the Associa-
tion of Collegiate Schools of Architecture came into
being. Contracts and specifications were occupying
new attention, too. In October 1974, an Institute
committee met with the National Association of
Builders' Exchanges in Philadelphia to draw up a re-
vised form of the general agreement and conditions.

In that same year, the Institute was making a
survey of the Octagon and talking about the need
to move the headquarters into another building.

Again we find the cyclical pattern. preoccupa-
tion with changes in education, an effort to achieve
closer rapport with other elements of the building
industry, revision of contracts and specifications and
physical expansion-the parallel is complete.

On the larger question of the state of architec-
ture, there is much to say of the two periods. The
year 1914 and the period surrounding it seethed with
artistic ferment and activity. By this time, as it was
put so delicately by the critics, the emotional quality
of the Eiffel Tower had "revealed itself." It may be
instructive for us to remember that, for some years
prior to that time, the landmark structure of Eiffel
had been protested by architects in the most vitupera-
tive terms. European designers in this period were
becoming intrigued by reinforced concrete. Cubism
was breaking the perspective of the Renaissance and
opening the door to abstract art. A book on Frank
Lloyd Wright had been published in Germany, set-
ting off a sensation in the world of art.

In 1914, a brilliant architect named Antonio
Sant' Elia published a manifesto demanding lightness,
plasticity, mobility and change in building. His credo
is worth remembering: "Every generation its own
house!" ln l9l4 Walter Gropius unveiled an office
building at the Deutsche Werkbund exhibition at
Cologne which had a profound influence on architec-
ture. The building, it was said at the time, suggested
a movement in space that had been seized and held.

The inspiration of the Werkbund led directly
to the philosophy of the Bauhaus a few years later.
Art, in a word, discovered the machine at the same



time that it found the enchantment of abstraction
and the plasticity of a new building material. It would
be hard to imagine three influences of more im-
portance coming together at the same time.

Now fifty years have passed. What has been

accomplished since that time? The Bauhaus infant
grew up and aged; its principles remain, though many
of its oftspring have been malformed. I cannot help
but think that, if the leading architects, engineers,
craftsmen, painters, and poets who were collaborating
in 1914 could look at what we have today, they would
be sorely puzzled by the result. Surely what they had
in mind was much more than a catalog of parts, an
assembly of curtain-wall components. If the average
speculative office building-that glossy rentable re-
ceptacle which we find in every city-is all that re-
mains of this movement, then that movement was

misguided. There are, of course, great buildings that
express this philosophy; it is curious however, that
some of the greatest of them have been designed by
the very same men who were active in or close to
that movement of a half-century ago. Mies van der
Rohe, Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier-these are three
of them. Wright cannot be included in this number
because he went his own way. But all four were our
form-givers, to use the popular term. l-ater, another
came along-Eero Saarinen, an architect who started
all over again from scratch on every job he did.

Do we have such men now in architecture?
Perhaps the forms have already been given to us

and now we are searching for a better way to use

them than we have found so far. Perhaps the con-
tribution we will make in our generation, the house

that we will build, will be as great as theirs, but-as
Sant' Elia said-"it will be different and our own."

Perhaps the problems of people and the ques-

tions of quality are more important to us today than
the daring structure or the new material. We are,
quite obviously, pausing to get our esthetic breath;
examining anew both the new and the old. The fact
that we know how to design an eggshell doesn't mean

that we should. In the artistic morality of another
day, however, it may have meant just that. We are

on a new quest in our professional society. We are

expanding our competence as professionals and add-
ing to the ways in which we can be of professional
value to our clients. We are expanding our scale of
practice from the individual building to the complex
of buildings, the neighborhood, the town and the city.
We are recognizing our responsibility as professionals
to step into the meeting places of the community
and preach about esthetic responsibility. In this, we

are enthusiastically taking on the gargantuan but en-

tirely necessary task of educating the great classless

American public to the beauty and ugliness of our
mass culture.

But as we talk about ugliness, and the need to
eliminate it from the community, don't we sometimes

fatl into a momentary fit of stuttering when some

stubborn fellow asks: "What about Park Avenue?"
Well, what about it? It is an embarrassing question.
We can define garish street signs, vulgar gas stations,
slums, overhead wires and tramc congestion as ex-

amples of social ugliness. But what about the ugli-
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ness of the brand-spanking-new and expensive office
buildings that glitter and effioresce along both sides

of Park Avenue? Isn't this ugliness, and aren't archi-
tects responsible for it? And, if this is so, what are
you and I to say to these offending architects? What
is our criticism and what is their response?

We can say to the architect that he designed in
an incompetent manner. He can respond that that's
the way the client wanted it. We can castigate him
for demeaning himself. But the next architect we
interrogate may tell us that the client didn't want it
that way, either. The city law shaped the bulk of the
building. The accelerated tax depreciation law dic-
tated that it be built speedily, without regard to per-
manence or low maintenance, because it would be
passed from owner to owner. The courts, he may say,

threatened to exact a stern penalty in higher assess-

ments if the building were to be adjudged as fairer
than its neighbors. This makes counter-response a
little more difficult. If these are the rules of the game,

are we to establish an architectural boycott that stops

the building process? The answer is obvious.
We expect the criticism of Park Avenue because

we know there is something to criticize there. We
are finding out, too, that the public isn't entirely in-
sensitive and this is a good thing. The estrangement
of modern art from modern man isn't as complete
as we thought. The ordinary man still seeks beauty,
and now he is beginning to demand it. This means

there is hope in democracy. It means that there is a
chance, over a long and painful period of time, to
strike down the laws, interpretations and restrictions
that put a premium on bad building. This is our re-
sponsibility and we must fulfill it.

Perhaps this is all we can hope for in our own
time. I hope not, of course, because we all yearn

to produce great works of art-at least to produce

something tangible of which we can be proud.
But let us go on and imagine that this great work

has been accomplished. What will remain? We will
still face the fact that the promise of the machine
has not been fulfilled in architecture, that the machine
in fact has so far failed to give us the means to art.
We will certainly face the fact, once the architect is

free of the shackles of archaic laws and encrusted
ordinances, that there is a great variation in artistic
competence, and that some architects should not de-

sign buildings. We will still face the need to realize
that we are not all of us sculptors, that what we do

must have a social purpose as well as an esthetic one,

and that only by admitting this can we hope to be-

come better architects.
As for architecture itself, and its purpose, I have

heard no better definition than that of the late Eero
Saarinen, who said: "Man is on earth for a very short

time and he is not quite sure what his purpose is.

Religion gives him his primary purpose. The per-

manence and beauty and meaningfulness of his sur-

roundings give him confidence and a sense of con-
tinuity.

"So, to the question, what is the purpose of ar-
chitecture, I would answer: to shelter and enhance

man's life on earth and to fulfill his belief in the
I
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nobility of his existence."



Convention 1964/the City Visible and Invisible

BUFORD PICKENS AIA

The Architecture of
Old St Louis and lts Environs

A traveler will find a greater variety ol character in this city than
any other in the VaIIey ol the Mississippi excepting the city ol New
Orleans. Americans, French, Germans, Spaniards and Indians ol
various tribes are to be seen here . . . There is a large number
of good men here. The savage custom ol dueling is disappearing,
although there have been one or two tragical scenes of this sort
within a year or two. I know not a more pleasant city in the West
than St Louis.-pnoM RoBERT BAIRD, "vIEw oF THE vALLEy oF
MISSISSIppI," tasz.

After a hundred and thirty-two years one can detect that
the instruments for dueling have changed, and that most of the
Indians have given way to in-migrants from the East, the Ozarks
and the South, but the variegated image of St Louis remains re-
markably faithful to Baird's general description. Because the con-
tinuity of style in architecture is tenuous, any guide-even to con-
temporary buildings-needs to provide a brief look at the people,
the place and the earlier times in order to explain the special flavor
of the city visible and invisible in St Louis and its reqion.

The Colonial Period

Founded in 1764 by a fur-trading Frenchman from New
Orleans, governed by a succession of Spanish viceroys until 1g04,
and later selected as a settlement center by generations of Germans,
St Louis attained an early distinction among Americans cities as
a melting pot. A continuing multiplicity of influences was assured
by its gateway position at the confluence of two great rivers_
midway between North and South as well as East and West. And
finally, the time of St Louis' greatest growth-the expansively
American Victorian Era-added another strong determining force
that gave its architecture a rich, picturesque and sometimes naive
diversity of visual form.

Considering its mixed heritage, midland location, and mid_
nineteenth-century coming of age, there is little wonder that St
Louis still seeks an architectural identity. More than most inland
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,4 poteaux-en-Ierre log hortse ol ahottt
1760, at Cahokia, Illinois, across tlrc
Mississippi. Now kttov'n us tlrc OId
Courtltouse

Restored poteaux-en-terre Cltttrclr ol
the Holy Family, 1799, also 4t

Cahokia

American cities, and perhaps with less reason, St Louis has been

transfixed by the cultural images of Eastern cities with their
authentic English Colonial traditions. Instead of seeing an ad-
vantage, as Jefferson did, in being free from restraining influences
of both the puritan and the aristocratic Georgian past, St Louis
has tended to neglect, if not to disown, whatever original French,
Spanish and German architecture may have survived the ravages of
fire, storm and slum clearance.

The early pioneering French ancestors of St Louis were
more adventurous in exploration and ingenious in their building
design than were the English Colonists. The Missouri Historical
Society has preserved a remarkable collection of drawings showing
the open, bon vivant style and variations in the first St Louis dwell-
ings along the riverfront where the Arch now stands. In 1897 Pierre
Chouteau, a descendant of one of the founders of 1764, proposed
that the St Louis World's Fair recreate the original French village.
His idea got lost in the enthusiasm for establishing the city's image
in the grandeur of the currently popular Ecole des Beaux Arts;
however, one by-product of Chouteau's proposal was the series
of pen-and-ink sketches made by Clarence Hoblitzelle who ap-
parently used photos and daguerreotypes as he delineated his
reconstructions.

The Hoblitzelle drawings illustrate many of the adjust-
ments made by the French Colonists in changing their northern
building types to suit Missouri climate and topography; the re-
sultant style was rational, modular and mutable. These buildings
become far more interesting when one looks for what the pioneers
added to the French originals than what they retained: continuous
galeries for summer air, shade, breeze, view and rain shelter;
rectangular plans covered by unified, integral roofs without cross
gables; living floor usually raised off the ground, sometimes a full
story; frequent use of hillside sites; stockade fences-required by
lsvy-snslqsing private gardens; stone walls and chimneys; hewn
log walls both vertical (poteaux-en-tete) and horizontal (Amer-
ican style), and even some half-timber types.

In order to see the few remaining French Colonial buildings
one must visit the environs of St Louis where smaller communi-
ties have been concerned with the continuity of their own cultural
traditions which have never ceased to be proper status symbols.
Cahokia, Illinois, just across the river (south of East St Louis),
has restored versions of the 1799 Church of the Holy Family and

鶴
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an carly dwclling(c1760)now called thc “Old COurthousc."
Both dcmonstratc thc′ ο

`ι

α夕χ―slrr― sO′ιι construction with closcly―

spaced vcrtical tinlbers and stonc inllling. Farthcr dOwn the rivcr

on the cast sidc luSt a few miles nOrth of Chester,11linois,tourists

can inspcct the remarkable, Louisiana― typc,Picrre NIlcnard Housc

(c1802),Inaintained as part of Ft Kaskaskia Statc Park.

On thc MissOuri side of thc Mississippi abOut sixty¨ flvc

milcs south of St Louis(US Rt 61)is Ste Gcnc宙 evc which,more
than any other tOwn north of Louisiana, has rctained its char―

actcristic eightecnth― century colonial d、 vclling types in various
stages of altcration and rcstoration. The twO bcst¨ prcscrvcd ex―

amples are thc privately― o、vned Jacqucs Guibourd HOuse at the
N3/ corner of Fourth and Merchant Strcets, and thc complctely

rcstored and furnished,Louis Bolduc House(c1770)with its I
stone kitchcn,gα Jθ rJιs and gardens enclosed within the stockade 曽
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thc public April tO November.The St Gemme― Amoureaux House B
is anothcr interesting variation, oncc hip― r00fed (aSヽ Vas the Gui―

bourd HOusc), and Can be scen on the St Mary Road to Rt 61

iuSt SOuth Of Stc Gencvicve.
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In a deft dip10matic dOuble― play,credited t0 0ur lnemorable

architect―President, St Louis was transferrcd frOnl Spanish to

Frcnch t0 1」 nited States control in 1804.Almost inllnediately,thcre

was an influx of′
`sИ

′2ιrたαメ4ιs,cntCrprising and spcculative New

Englandcrs for the most part, 、vho brOught、vith thent thc puritan

attitudes and architcctural ideas frolll thc East Coast、 vhere a post―

Gcorgian trend tOward geomctrical rather than decorativc form

had bcgun. Thus St Louis initiatcd its expansion with vernacular

“Federal'' typc buildings 、vhich were frequently built of stone,

quarried On the spot,as well as of brick―一a simplifled and AIner―

ican manncr, uninhibited by the barOque tradition of late eight―

centh― century English tastc.The transition to the Classical Revival

、vas easy,natural and came surprisingly carly in the dcsign of thc

nrst court House of 1826, foHowcd by the C)ld Cathcdra1 0f

1831-34, and thc extant C)ld Court Housc begun in 1839. Both

of the latter have bccn restOred as part of thc riverfront park.

Thc prismatic purity of early St Louis buildings and roof―

lines is apparcnt in thc panorama dra、 vn by J. C. Wild in 1841.

Louis Bolduc house, about 1770, ot Ste
Gcrtevieve, Missouri, abortt sixty-five
ntiles south of St Louis

A panorama drawn hy l. C.14ild in
1841. It clearly sltows the homogeneity
of tlte early city-of all early cities;
even cotnnlercial and industrial
buildings preserve tlte residential scale
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In this remarkable rooftop view of the city, one can see that two-
and three-storied, domestic structures are prevalent, usually with
coupled chimneys and parapets marking the end walls. Commercial
and industrial buildings still preserve the residential scale and

character, giving unity to the street scene. Lingering French in-
fluence may be seen in the occasional steeply-pitched, hipped roof,
and in the frequent use of continuous galeries which blended grace-

fully with recessed or projecting porticoes of the later period. The
vertical contrast of thc church spires enhanced the harmonious,
horizontal tranquility of the city visible.

The single steamboat seen in the background of Wild's
panoramic view is a reminder of the ingenious flatbottomed "fly
waggons," as Mrs. Trollope called them, which had already begun
to convert the Mississippi and its tributaries into a vast transporta-
tion system with St Louis at the crossroads. By 1850, these Western
type packets were lining the levee where a contemporary reporter
noted: "for two miles, a forest of smokestacks is seen towering
above the arks from which they seem to grow. All between this
and the line of warehouses is filled with a dense mass of apparently
inextricable confusion and bustle, noise and animation." Emigrants
and goldseekers, military personnel and supplies, furs from the
Northwest, hogs, grain and produce from other river ports arrived
and were transshipped from this Gateway to the West.

Among many other European nationals immigrating to St

Louis, the Germans were dominant and came in two distinct waves:
the first in the 1820's and '30's; the second following the European
revolutions of 1848 and'49, continuing in large numbers until the
Civil War. Even more than Cincinnati and Milwaukee, St Louis
became "Germanized," and for a time at least, gemutlich attitudes
and customs merged with the joie de vivre to forestall the eventual
triumph of Puritan and Anglican traditions. Many nearby towns
in Illinois as well as Missouri were founded by Germans and retain
both visible and invisible influsnsss-Hermann and Washington,
Missouri, and Columbia, Illinois.

In 1 849 a disastrous fire wiped out fifteen blocks of St

Louis' riverfront business structures along with twenty-three steam-
boats and their cargoes. Little wonder that St Louisans turned to
the new cast iron construction system which had just been intro-
duced the year before by James Bogardus in New York. According
to historian Sigfried Giedion there were nearly five hundred com-
mercial iron fronts built in the St Louis district between 1850 and
1880: "one of the most exciting periods in the development of
America." Ironically, most of this interesting architecture was re-
moved when the site was cleared for the Jefferson National Ex-
pansion Memorial. Today, only a few originals are left standing.
One must consult Giedion's book, "Space, Time and Architecture,"
or visit the Smithsonian Institution to see the best examples of St

Louis cast iron fronts. The National Park Service, under the
guidance of Charles Peterson FAIA, was reported to have sal-
vaged a complete facade for exhibition purposes; we hope it will
be available for visitors to see.

The completion of the world-renowned, space-frame-like,
Eads Bridge (1867-74) for both railway and wagon traffic marked
the beginning of the end of the steamboat era and with it the com-
mercial importance of the St Louis riverfront. The downtown
center of gravity shifted westward and was given impetus by

the erection of the Old US Post Office and Customs Building
(1874-82) at Eighth and Olive Streets, one of the best of the

country's few remaining, high-Victorian, four-square palais, in

Grbriel Cerrd house, 1770, lront n

Hoblitzelle draw[ng

The world-renotvned (in 1874) Ectds

Bridgc, for botlt railway and wagon
traffic, murked tlte beginning of the
end of the steotnboot era irt St Lotris

Cupples Sttttion was a tlistribution cen-
tcr btdlt ns a resrtlt ol tlrc increased
rail lreight trulfic resttltittg front the
contpletiott of tlte Eads Bridge: otlter
such fine nlasonry woreltottses litte
Spruce Street
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what is an Americanized idiom of the French Second Empire style.
Because of its combined cultural, historical and architec-

tural values to the city, the St Louis Chapter AIA, together with
other civic-minded groups, is currently trying to convince the Gen-
eral Services Administration to rehabilitate and re-use, rather than
to destroy, this irreplaceable urban landmark so closely identified
with the city's growth and colorful past. Like a crashing orchestra-
tion of a Wagnerian music-drama this granite and cast iron Post
Office set the leitmotiv for the post-Civil War era of expansion and
demonstrated the pattern for elaborate elegance in architecture to
which St Louis energetically responded with all its varied French,
German and American heritage.

The next milestone in St Louis' architecture was Louis
Sullivan's Wainwright Building at Seventh and Chestnut, and the
Wainwright Tomb in Bellefontaine Cemetery. Both must be seen

to understand the architect's language of color and texture as well
as form, which speaks to us more eloquently as time passes. Un-
fortunately, Adler and Sullivan's St Nicholas Hotel and Union
Trust Building have been mutilated in their "modernization."

T he W ainwright Heritage

Standing majestically on the corner of Seventh and Chest-
nut, within the context of the present-day St Louis mel6e, the
Wainwright Building modestly reminds us that Midwestern Amer-
ica produced the first mature and classic example of modern
architecture. A completely new building type, the skyscraper,
came of age here on the west bank of the Mississippi. Louis
Sullivan's ruddy masterpiece was built in 1891, at the time when
avantgarde architects in Europe were groping to find a way to
break with historicism, when some were experimenting with the
illusory forms of art nouveau, and when others were just beginning
to explore the potentials of barren asceticism. Sullivan gave us
the first full-blown, classical formulation of steel frame, skeleton
construction, a great new structural system which ranks next to
the post-and-lintel and the arch in the history of architecture. In
recent years, after much experimentation, we have seen a return
to Sullivan's logic in the expression of the flexible office module in
the facades of tall buildings.

Fortuitously, perhaps, but with sure poetic justice, Eero
Saarinen framed the Wainwright Building within the great parabolic
symbol of the Memorial Gateway. When one looks from the river
toward the west, Sullivan's bold esthetic expression will still be
visible, just to the right of the Greek Doric portico and the Renais-
sance dome of the Old Courthouse.

Completion of the Eads Bridge and the resulting increase
in rail freight traffic, created the need for the new distribution
center along Spruce Street known as Cupples Station. During the
1890's eighteen separate but architecturally related warehouses were
built in similar style and height, influenced by the strong geometry
and post-Victorian, arcuated style of both H. H. Richardson and
Louis Sullivan. The Union Station on Market Street is another
good example of this influence in a more romantic but powerful
composition. Properly lighted, the tremendous barrel-vaulted wait-
ing room recalls the space and decoration in various parts of the
Auditorium Hotel in Chicaso.

St Louis Vernacular

In recent years, architects and urban designers have been
trying to discover why so few American cities in their growth
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Sullivan's Llainwright Building, 189 1,

the first mature and classic example ol
modern architecture, is today engulfed
by higger and taller hrrildings

Gatev'ay to Washington Ter-
race, one of nunterous West
End private developments-de-
signed by George R. Mann
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The old US Post Office and Customs
Building (1874-82), designed by A. B.
Mullett. The GSA wants to replace it
with a new Federol office building, but
Iocal resistance is growing against it

process have retained the viability and visual attraction of their
older European prototypes. We send researchers to the hill towns
of Italy and to the islands of Greece in search of organic principles;
but we seldom look seriously at the results of vernacular growth
within our own cities except to exploit the ground it stands on.
ln the Mill Creek Valley project, a few years ago, St Louis cleared
away more than four hundred acres of old neighborhoods termed
"blighted"; most of this area just west of the central business

district is still standing vacant.
St Louis has its isolated masterpieces that will be described

and illustrated in the AIA Guide Book; but by far the most pungent
flavor of the city's architecture is preserved in neighborhoods which
have retained old streets, parks and places that are still lined with
consistent but modest regional variations of the nineteenth-century
gamut of styles. Indeed, the melting pot tradition is so strong that
stylistic handles derived for the buildings of Eastern cities do not
neatly fit. "Late Renaissance Eclectic" may be less helpful and

descriptive than "third-phase bracketed style." Some buildings
that St Louisans might call "South-Side Deutsch" depend for their
provenance more on the aroma of malt from the nearby brewery
than from similarity to anything illustrated in Sir Bannister Fletch-
er's famous history. The more one sees the spread of synthetic,
mass-produced, Williamsburg and Cape Cod Colonial in this mid-
western city, the more one is inclined to encourage the architectural
buff to throw away his historical handbook and look among St

Louis' towers and turrets, gateways and gables, doorways and
dormers for his own selection of visual delights and discoveries. I

More Recent St Louis Architecture
THE sr LouIS TRADTUoN of solid conservatism, which embraces

the businessman's lunch of sauerbraten with potato pancakes, and

streets with names like Eichelberger, Salsburger, Mallinckrodt and
Rauschenbach is owed to an influx of Germans at about midpoint
in the city's existence. A tradition of elegance, social amenity,
urbane cosmopolitanism and streets with names like Laclede,
Chouteau, Gravois and Duchouquette are gratefully credited to the
city's French ancestry.

There are times when our civic attributes seem to transfer
their historic positions, producing something like a sauerbraten
version of elegance or a Gallic Gemuetlichkeit. To trace this criss-
crossed character to its roots requires that notice be taken of other
elements-the substantial Italian, Greek, Czech, Irish, English,
Chinese, Japanese and Negro populations, and of the Jewish com-
munity of many national origins, together with a growing repre-
sentation from Latin America and other parts.

The French settlers of 200 years ago didn't know then
that their town was the property of Spain, thanks to a confidential
real estate transaction of 1763 between the two countries. When
they found out, they were indignant, but they kept on being a

French community under a Spanish lieutenant-governor for nearly
forty years, thus setting an example of urbane pragmatic imperturb-
ability to which we have been faithful ever since in our civic stance.

GEORGE MC CUE. HON AIA
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St Louis has taken a number of prodigious forward steps,
most of them as aroused belated reactions to conditions that allowed
no alternative. The cost of all the second and third elections held
to resubmit bond issues for indispensable improvements would have
paid for some of the improvements many times over. But when St
Louis finally gets religion and swings into action, the results are at
least physically impressive. If we could possibly be said to have a
fault, it might be argued that we have at times equated bricks and
mortar with architectural design, and rat-proofing with amenity.

Urban renewal efforts of the last three decades were a reac-
tion to intolerable slums that had extended themselves downtown,
and squatted with a grim tenacity around the periphery. As smoke
commissioner in the 1930's, Raymond R. Tucker (now Mayor)
did away with the somber pall that had hovered over the city for
years, blackening buildings and leaving gritty deposits on desks.

The abolition of the smoke nuisance brought into view a
squalid array of pawn shops, beaneries and slum dwellings along
Market Street, which extends from the riverfront past the historic
Old Courthouse, past Union Station and on west. These were
removed and the street widened into a boulevard. In 1940, the
noted fountain group, "The Meeting of the Waters," by Carl
Milles, was installed in Aloe Plaza, in front of the Theodore C.
Link-designed Union Station, a vast Romanesque vision inspired
by H. H. Richardson.

Further demolition in the early 1950's cleared ground for
the Plaza Square apartments-six thirteen-story structures on four
blocks, by Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum and Harris Armstrong.
Two elderly churches, St John's Catholic and Centenary Methodist,
were incorporated into the site plan and refurbished in expectation
of new downtown congregations.

The biggest land-clearance project was the 454-acre tract,
Mill Creek Valley, extending west from Union Station to Grand
Avenue, and from the railroad yards north to Olive Street. The
program called for razing all but 125 of the 2480 structures. of
which 2194 were dwellings, including fine town houses of the late
nineteenth century that had fallen victim to slum landlordism.

The community actively supported the Mill Creek project,
but it has been disappointed in some of the reconstruction. some
interesting developments are taking place along Grand Avenue,
where St Louis University is extending its campus across this
street into a twenty-three-acre tract, and where two new Schwarz
and Van Hoefen apartments have been opened. More apartments
and maisonettes are going up in an adjoining area, and chloethiel
Smith per,q, of washington, is designing a residential mall that holds
lively promise.

On the riverfront, some forty blocks were cleared thirty
years ago of century-old warehouses, including, sad to say, some
fine cast iron fronts. The land acquisition and clearance constituted
the city's one-third contribution; the Federal share was delayed by
World War lI and other setbacks, but at last construction began
last year on the city's most stupendous architectural project_
Eero Saarinen's Gateway Arch, which won a national design com_
petition in 1948. Now it has risen past the 200-foot level, and its
creeper cranes are on the skyline.

When completed next year it will stand 630 feet high,
with the same base span. clad in polished stainless steel, it will
tower more than twice the height of the tallest St Louis structures,
and 75 feet higher than the Washington Monument.
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The Climatron, in the Missouri Botani-
cal Gardens, is the world's first green-
house to he completely airconditioned,
with controlled temperature and hu-
rttidity variations within an unparti-
tiotted space 70 feet high and 175 feet
in diameter

The St Lottis Planetarium, a lryper-
bolic silhotrette defined by a vertical
axis around which straight Iines re-
volve at constant angles to the axis.
The flared upper section shields the
observation deck front the city's lights
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Luntbert-St Lottis Airport Tcrntinal,
onc of tlte couttlry's notable concrele
shell structures

Priory ot' St Mary and St Louis in
Crere Coeur, u strburb west of tlte
city. The church is circular, sur-
rottnded by parabolic arches; the altar
is centrul, lighted lrom lhe luntern

The Gateway Arch will commemorate the St Louis role
as starting and provision point for the westward expansion that fol-
lowed the Louisiana Purchase, and from its high observation deck

St Louisans can contemplate their city-the handsome spires of
old churches in the mellowed neighborhoods of many ethnic groups

of near north and south, some frowzy patches of neglect, the tin-
seled facades of somc recent additions to the cityscatpe, and points

where the eye can alight with pride and satisfaction.
ln the sanle area, a four-block expanse just back of the

riverfront Memorial park, and paralleling it, the first element of
the big Schwarz & Van Hoefen Mansion House apartment com-
plex will soon rise from a deep scar of cleared ground. West and

south, a circular stadium by Sverdrup & Parcel, Schwarz & Van
Hoefen and Edward D. Stone will be situated within a complex of
garages, concession buildings and, tentatively, an amusement block
that threatens to rear itself between the stadium and the mall.

If one were asked to identify the more recent St Louis
structures of special excitement while standing on one foot, he

should manage to encompass also:
The Lambert-St Louis Airport Terminal, 1955, by Hell-

言 Of St Mary and St Louis,1957,a fountain-like composidon of

:‡I吉1罪「WihtttT臓£電隠tお1翻lげ認梅
管 &Mackey(1961R.S.Reynolds Mcmorial Award),using the R.
l  Bucknlinstcr Fuller geodcsic dome structure, and providing four

gradations of tempcrature and hulllidity in an unpartitioned spacc.

Somc of thc old neighborhoods and private places are likely

tO engage a visitor's attcntion as prilne attractions, and so is Gas―

light Square, the celebratcd cabarct and exotic restaurant blocks

in thc Central ヽヽアest End. In this section may be seen some cx―

cmplary do― it― yourself rehabilitation of both d、 vcllings and com―

mercial blocks, and in Gaslight Square this 、vas done 、vith in―

genious adaptive use of ane doors,panelling,■ xturcs and ornament

salvaged fron■ the ruins of Mill Crcckヽ/alley.                  ■

THE coNVENTIoN and the planned tours will consume most of the

visitors' time, but for free moments there are places to go where

eating and drinking will be fun.
In the Chase-Park Plaza there are restaurants and several

bars. The Tenclerloin Room is famous for the "Best in Beef"

broiled over an open charcoal grill in an atmosphere of lush Vic-

torian elegance. During the cocktail hour drinks may be enjoyed in

the Steeplechase Bar adjacent to the Chase pool. For those who

enjoy dancing, visit the attractive Merry-Go-Round Bar in the

Park-Plaza.
One block south on Kingshighway is the Nantucket Cove

in the Frontenac Apartmcnts where seafood is almost too good

to eat. It is stylishly dark inside so be sure to take your flashlight

or strong glasses. The Frontiet' Room in the Montclair Apartments

is another block south on Kingshighway. lt is famous for its char-

Out on the Town in St Louie

Tips on Tables by
ROBERT ELKINGTON AIA
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coal-broiled steaks and Cantonese cookery. Their Tom's Special,
a ten-ounce steak, is an excellent buy.

One block east of the Hotel is Henrici's, located in the
Bel-Air Motel. Henrici's is a branch of an old Chicago restaurant
well-known for its food. Near Henrici's on Lindell Boulevard is
the Motel DeVille where you may enjoy dinner inthe French Room

-an 
opulent French restaurant. In the winter there is outdoor

ice-skating and in the summer, swimming. Very few of you will
bring your skates so I recommend that you watch humanity at the
pool and imbibe a Southern Comfort cocktail.

For those of you who walk the Maryland Avenue shopping
area, there is Amon's-located at 394 N Euclid-ideal for a pink
tablecloth lunch for the ladies where they may also browse in
the Antique Shop. Hours: 1 1 :30 am to 3 :30 pm. Amon's next-door
neighbor, Europa, is a quaint little bar noted for its unusual sand-
wiches and cold beer.

Another delightful luncheon spot located at 4O5 N Euclid
is Sarah's-known for its lunches. Lunch hours: 11:30 am to
3:00 pm. Cocktails and hor d'oeuvres served, 5:30 pm to 1 :30 am.
Should itbepizza you are interested in, go no further than 302 N
Euclid-Culpepper's-this is your answer to pizza.

A Five-Minute Taxi Ride WiIl Take You to Gaslight Square

Gaslight Square is a grouping of odds and ends combined
to create an interesting atmosphere. This is an area for strolling
and sipping or nibbling as you desire: at Carl's 2( Plain-a deli-
catessen famous for its corned beef and pastrami sandwiches with
cold beer-a sidewalk cafe where you can see others as they see you.

You'll certainly not want to miss visiting St Louis' only
Japanese restaurant, Kotobuki. Here is an intimate setting of old
Japan serving authentic specialties and exotic drinks. You can
enjoy a complete change of atmosphere by visiting Kotobuki's
neighbor, Port St Louis, an authentic early-levee setting where
oyster bars and all kinds of seafood abound. Entertainment on al_

three floors.
Before leaving Gaslight Square it's a must that you visit

the finest restaurant in St Louis, the Three Fountains, featuring
fine French food. A 1963 Holiday award vsinngl-3nd our choice.

Downtown lrse-$1 lsuis
For those wanting to glimpse our downto*n ut-ea-you'll

be delighted if you make plans to dine at either of the following
fine restaurants: Tony's-at 826 N Broadway; excellent Italian
specialties, all served in a delightful atmosphere plus a complete
wine cellar. Trader Vic's-located in the very new Bel Air East
Motel at Fourth and Washington-Trader Vic's of worldwide fame,
with their superb collection of rum drinks, curries and Chinese and
Polynesian specialties. Mayfair Room-Mayfair Hotel, 806 St
Charles St, provides a distinguished setting of stately elegance for
its culinary magic.

For the baseball fans among our conventioneers: They can
enjoy delicious food in the nationally-known Stan Musial & Biggie's
Restaurant-where Stan and Biggie are your hosts. Located at
5130 Oakland Ave. Not too far from historic St Charles, Missouri,
is anchored the Bayou Belle, a riverboat restaurant. Liquor con-
sumption should be carefully guarded because you enter and leave
by walking the plank. Delightfully different.
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Model of the Gateway Arch, the city's
nxost stupendous architectural proj-
ect. It is part of the Jefferson Natiottal
Expansion Memorial, administered by
the Notional Parlc Service, symbolizirtg
St Louis as the new gateway to tlrc
West, following the Louisianq Prtr-
chase in 1803

The Gateway Arch toduy. (Jpott c<tn-
pletion it will be 630 feet ligh-7|
feet higher tlnrt the Washingtorl Motl-
ument; its span at the base is also 630
feet. Tltere will be an observeilion deck
ot the top, reuc'lted by a cable-drau,n
aight-car train risirtg in eoch leg
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At the Chase-Park Plaza Hotel
rHE coNvENrIoN PRocRAru (see p 52 for highlights) will allow

ample time for the architects to visit the eighty-seven product dis-

plays which will be housed in the Chase Lounge and lower-level

Exhibit Hall proper. A sandwich bufiet (free tickets in each regis-

tration kit) will be served in the exhibit area on Tuesday and

Wednesday noon, June 16-17. The latter also will be the date for
the annual Producers' Council luncheon, featuring an address by

Dr Humphry Osmond, Director of the Bureau of Research in

Neurology and Psychiatry at New Jersey Neuro-Psychiatric In-
stitute in Princeton. He will discuss the architect's role as it per-

tains to the webwork of human relationships'
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Preview Tour of Exhibits

AMERICAN OLEAN TILE COMPANY

Booth # 108
Promoting the design service for
the architect and the ceramic tile
Color Coordination Service which
is available for large projects.
Among the products shown will be

Scored and Crystalline tile, new
Contours CV, Precedent ceramic
mosaics and Murray quarry tile.
George Thorp III, Paul Nelson and
Clair Bourgeois will staff the booth.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE &

TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Booths #314-15
On exhibit: the latest in public tele-
phone booths for lobbies, hallways,
landings, etc, in commercial build-
ings of all sizes. The new standard
booths are designer oriented to en-
hance decor wherever placed. A
Bell System Communications con-
sultant will be on hand to discuss
public telephone installations.

ARCHITECTURAL MANUFACTURING

COMPANY OF AMERICA

Booth #114
How these aluminum systems can
be utilized for decorating, solar
screening and modernization will
be demonstrated with slides of com-
pleted installations and erection se-

quences of a refacing job plus full-
scale mockups. In addition, the
display will introduce a concept in
customized aluminum railing sys-

tems which are factory fabricated
and assembled,

ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY

Floor Division
Booths #401-02
A full line of resilient flooring prod-
ucts will be displayed, including
several new products specifically de-
signed for commercial and institu-
tional interiors. Dorelle Vinyl Cor-
long is a sheet vinyl flooring that
has a monolithic design effect; Vis-
telle Corlon Tile, made with Du
Pont Hypalon, possesses a combi-
nation of wear and maintenance
characteristics. Color transparencies
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will illustrate actual installations in
some of the newest commercial
buildings. Manning the booth will
be W. F. Twitmire, R. E. Alexan-
der and R. R. Roth.

FLXIBLE COMPANY

Locker Division
Booth ft8
The Sentinel Locker display will
show there's something new in the
design of coin-operated units. Gone
are protruding hinges, overlapping
joints, busy handles and locks that
clutter up the facade. They are
available in patterned stainless steel

and decorator colors, with new con-
venience and security measures to
boot.

HILLYARD CHEMICAL COMPANY

Booth fi102
Architects who are looking for com-
plete specification files for every
floor treatment plus data on special-
purpose floors will find it here. Bill
Hillyard and John C. Reick will be

on hand.

HOUGH MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION

Booth ft504
Exhibit will introduce self-support-
ing Hufcor folding acoustical parti-
tion to be used in the first California
School Construction System De-
velopment Program. While designed
primarily for school classrooms and
team-teaching concepts, this new
technique can be equally effective
in commercial and institutional de-
sign, wherever the combination of
room division and portability is a

desired objective.

JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL

CORPORATION

Stainless and Strip Division
Booth ft507
On display: Corrosion-resistant
stainless steel doors and entrances
for commercial and institutional
buildings manufactured by The
Alumiline Corporation, Pawtucket,
RI. Booth personnel: Frank F.
Goosman and Art Blackman.

LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD GLASS

COMPANY

Booth #301-02
Architects who visit this booth will
be given the opportunity to make
their own reflected glare test in
comparing side window wall to an
overhead source of light. A minia-
ture classroom with simulated win-
dow wall and overhead lighting
systems will be an inherent part of
the display. By pushing buttons
various combinations of lighting
sources may be obtained.

LINE MATERIAL INDUSTRIES

Booth #313
Designed to show a variety of es-

thetic applications for outdoor
lighting, the display will present
LM's line of Stylette and Styleking
luminaires, along with pictorial ap-
plications of various outdoor fix-
tures. Booth personnel: William S.

Kingsolver, Paul A. Weninger, A.
O. (Curley) Engen, Carl C. Cowles.

MIRAWAL COMPANY
Booths #ll-12
Exhibiting a full product line: por-
celain faced laminated panels, spe-
cial faced laminated panels, metal
acoustical ceilings, demountable
partitions, porcelain faced doors
and porcelain enamel faced chalk-
boards. Transparencies of present
installations will be included. Per-
sonnel expected: L. H. Armantrout
and Wm. J. Remley Jr.

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY

Booth # 31 I
Feature of this display will be a

panel of marble, illuminated to
demonstrate the translucent char-
acter of thin marble slabs as sup-
plied for the Beinecke Rare Book
Library at Yale University. The
theme will be enhanced further
with exterior and interior photo-
graphs of the building. Also shown:
marble samples from Vermont and
Tennessee. Earl C. Richardson will
be in charge, assisted by the Chi-
cago office personnel.
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a Church Building?
First Report on the Interdisciplinary and Interfaith Exploration Toward Research on Religious Buildings

As oNE oF THE FrRsT STEps toward implementation of
the Institute's broad new program for strengthening
the profession, as set forth on the Executive Director's
page in our March issue and more fully on the same
page in this issue, a unique venture in "experimental
pioneering" has been undertaken. Probably for the
first time, distinguished representatives of many disci-
plines have been called together to probe a research
problem in great depth. The truly universal scope of
interests of this conference called for the thinking of
the best minds in each field.

Co-operating with the Institute in this symposium
were the Department of Church Building and Archi-
tecture of the National Council of Churches of
Christ in the USA, the Liturgical Conference (Roman
Catholic), and the Commission on Synagogue Admin-
istration of the Union of American Hebrew Congrega-
tions and the Central Conference of American Rabbis.

Twenty-six men met at the Octagon on March
2 and 3 in an Interdisciplinary and Interfaith Ex-
ploration Toward Research on Religious Buildings.
The Moderator of the meeting was Robert L. Dur-
ham rele, Chairman of the AIA Commission on
Architectural Design and Director from the North-
west Region AIA. Around the table were theologians,
an anthropologist, a sociologist, a psychiatrist, an
economist, a historian, a physical scientist, an estheti-
cian, a liturgical artist, a planner, ministers, priests,
rabbis and architects-a long list, but spelled out to
indicate the comprehensiveness of the approach.

The purpose of the meeting was to prepare the
way for a long-range Interfaith Research project
which would aim to analyze our society and the ways
in which its religious buildings can make possible a
more meaningful expression of its religious convic-
tions and to attempt to deflne the techniques by
which the results of this analysis can be utilized by
the professions involved.

In response to the question, .,What kind of
people have we in relation to religion in our contem-
porary American society?" the sociologist and the
anthropologist demonstrated that the patterns of
religious behavior in our country are fairly consist-
ent. The basic attitudes of humans have changed little
over the centuries. Nevertheless, religious motivations
and concepts in America reflect mobility and status
characteristics of the society and a concern with
moral behavior. In other words, these human sci-
entists said "People are people', and you can,t do
much to change them. Still, they cast doubts upon
American religion as such. The anthropologist in-
sisted that a research project must start by finding
a way to achieve a totally objective examination of
American religion.
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Whtt Do We Look forin

The sociologist's talk contained numerous points
of importance to research-the difficulty of finding
"control" groups, movement of people in the con-
tinuum, education of children to morality, the "com-
petitive characteristics of denominationalism and the
competition of the church in the marketplace."

The psychiatrist put the concept of the church's
function into terms of the individual, comparing con-
stancy of need for religious fulfillment to the des-
parate need of the mental patient for a personal
contact. He indicated that there was a problem for
research in finding the solution to the concept of a
comprehensive religious center, based upon the fam-
ily as the smallest unit to be reached, after the
individual.

The scientist and the economist emphasized the
great impact of present-day forces upon the Ameri-
can people, stating that civilization is going through
a time of change never equalled since man became
domestic 7000 years ago. Thus they seemed at first
to contradict the common assumption that mankind
is unchanged by changing times----qt least in his basic
attitudes toward religion. Here, it seems that perhaps
the most fundamental phase of the proposed research
was stated, namely, that the effects of today's civil-
ization upon man must be defined and evaluated.

The planner made a plea for beauty and re-
ligious value in the city as a whole, casting doubts
upon the importance of the church building itself-
at least as an isolated island in an ugly city-and
implying that research cannot neglect the significance
of man's urban environment. The esthetician ad-
dressed himself to the validity of the premise that re-
ligious environment fails too frequently today, and
made a strong case for it. In speaking of the living
timelessness of design and the effects of design upon
man, he laid the groundwork for later phases of the
research project.

It was indicated by the discussion-and there
was much more, not referred to above-that the
research project would be dealing with the most
fundamental aspects of architectural design in its
relation to a complex function which transcends the
usual purely practical functions of most buildings.
Research in the human and social sciences would
come first and be basic in nature. Research on the
environment, which might be regarded as applied
research, should translate the fundamental findings
into usable precepts and principles.

It is the intention to report upon this seminar
more fully in a later issue of the AIA lournal, when
the tapes are transcribed and all information is avail-
able. Included will be, of course, a full list of the
partrclpants.
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Investment for Progress

SUPPLEMENTARY DUES PROJECTS FOR 1964 Were aP-

proved by the Board for total allocations of $160,895.
The list comprises twenty-five new projects, the com-
pletion of two 1963 projects and seminars for all re-
gional conventions. The impressive program is pos-
sible this year because the conservatively estimated

$80,000 income for 1'964 was augmented by an un-
expended balance carried forward from 1963.

On my page in the March AIA Journal I offered

a simple dibgram for the Institute's major objec-
tives:

The chart on the opposite page demonstrates
how your supplemental dues (and some public re-
lations budget funds) are being used in 1964 to
amplify this diagram and how well the projects fit
into our master plan for progress.

Following is a list of the projects with brief
descriptions, in the order of selection by the Com-
mittee on Committees. Every Commission has proj-
ects to implement, running the gamut frorn large

to small and from long-term to immediate usefulness

and value to the profession. Surely every payer of
supplemental dues will recognize projects worth many
times. his dues paYment.

Regional Seminars-More regional convention
seminars are being offered on several subjects. The
seminars have proven to be the most direct means

for bringing the results of projects to the maximum
number of Institute members.

Press and the Building of Cities-More regional

conferences for newspaper writers and editors, ex-

tending the work of the original Columbia University
national conference across the country.

Format lor Data Filing and Construction Speci-

fications-Printing and distributing this document

and a companion circular to give the membership

a new working tool in place of one that is obsolete'
Pilot Regional Design Seminars---Two experi-

mental design-concept seminars in the Northwest

Region where Institute members and a panel of de-

sign experts will explore techniques to increase de-

sign capability. A pilot study for nationwide use.

AIA Inlormation Booklet---The 1964 Structure

and Services of the Institute booklet already issued

to all members for greater utilization of Institute

services and recruitment of new members.

Survey ol Member Motivation-A professional

sampling survey to determine the motivations for
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membership in the professional society and strengthen
further growth of the Institute.

Criteria lor Building Products Usage-Pfinting
of the documents, "Guide for Building Products
Development and Usage" and "Recommendations
for Production of Educational Films and Slides for
Architects and Professional Schools."

Industrial Architecture Reprint Article-Re-
printing and distribution of AIA Journal article
"Crash Construction Programs" to promote archi-
tects' services to 22,500 industrialists as potential
clients.

Survey: Research and Manpower-A first com-
pilation of architectural research in universities, gov-

ernment and private organizations and architects
engaged in research to lay the groundwork for future
research programs.

Survey ol the Profession-A first statistical
analysis of the architectural profession, covering all
registered architects in the US, to produce facts for
many uses by the Institute and its components.

International Meetings-Funds for partial re-
imbursement for official delegates of the Institute
to attend meetings of international architectural im-
portance,

Combined Urban Design Proiects--4ompletion
of the current AIA leurnal series, new work sheets

for practitioners and educational seminars for re-
gional components of the Institute.

Pre-Re gistration T raining P rogram-Further de-

velopment of educational materials for the young

architect preparing for registration.
Attorneys' Regional Conference-A regional

conference for attorneys who defend architects to
develop this professional capability for wide usage.

(Attorneys attend at their own expense')

Public Housing Administration Procedures-A
study in collaboration with the Agency to set guide-

lines for streamlining its relations with architects

A supplement to the activity which established the

new contract and fee schedules'

Comprehensive Architectural'Services--{om-
pletion of the current AIA Journal series and survey

of its usefulness in book form. Exploration of new

full-length texts on various aspects of these services'

Survey: The Architects' Public Image-A pilot
study of the profession's standing with the public

to lay the groundwork for more effective public re-

lations programs at all levels.

AIA Film-A movie, probably the first of a

series, to educate the adult public and community

leaders to the necessity for good architectural and

urban design.
Religious Buildings: Interfaith Seminar-A two-
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day meeting, held Nlarch 2 and 3, where experts
from ten disciplines began the work to promote an
extensrve research project on religious buildings for
Catholic, Jewish and Protestant faiths.

Automated Inlormation Study-An exploration
by an AIA task force and consultants of the use
and benefits of automation for retrieval and assem-
bly of the vast amounts of architectural and building
information. The premise is that current methods will
soon be obsolete.

Planning Second Columbia University Conler-
ence-Preparation for a conference (similar to the
original Press Conference) to educate the editors ol
consumer magazines ancl TV producers to better cov-
erage of architecture.

Reprint Church GLldes-Assembled reprints of
the AIA Journal series of Church Planning Guides to
foster better design in this building type.

Library Architecture Reprint Sfiow-A travel-
ling exhibition of the winners of the l-ibrary Com-
petition of 1963 and 1964 to encourage better design.

Architectural llesearclters Conlerence-A fi1st
meeting of national experts in this field to unify their
collaboration with the Institute's Research Programs.

Reprint Scho<,tl Plant Stttdies-Assembled re-
prints of the AIA Journal Series to promote better
design of schools.

Fund lor Reprints-A revolving fund to finance
rcprints of JournaL articles to be used bv the profes-
sion in educatins clients. VヽHS
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A Guide for Planning Church Buildings

for the Churches of Christ

CHARLES J.BETTS FAIA

Commission on Architectural Design
Robert L. Durham FAIA, Chairman

Committee on Religious Build.ings
Kenneth E. Richardson AIA, Chairman

Christians as a matter of doctrine which is not as

old as the New Testament. Although these four
movements were completely independent in their
beginnings eventually they became one strong

"restoration" movement because of their common
purpose and plea. These men did not advocate the
starting of a new church, but rather a return to
Christ's church as described in the Bible.

Since the last decade of the eighteenth century,
the Church of Christ has grown to 2,250,000 mem-

bers with 16,000 congregations in the United States.

It is one of the fastest-growing religious groups in
the United States. The strongest concentration of
members is in the Southwest.

Basic Beliefs

The autographs of the 66 books which make up

the Bible are considered to have been divinely in-
spired, by which it is meant that they are infallible
and authoritative. However, the basic textbook of
the church and the basis for all its preaching is the

Bible as it is known today. Reference to the scrip-

tures is made in settling every religious question' A
pronouncement from the scriptures is considered

the final word.
Christ is accepted as the only-begotten Son of

God, uniting in His person perfect divinity and per-

fect manhood, and born of virgin birth, as described

in Isaiah.
It is believed that God is not a respecter of

persons, but that each man determines his own des-

tiny by deciding to either accept Christ's will or
reject it.

The word baptize comes from the Greek and

literally means, "to dip, to immerse, to plunge."
In addition to the literal meaning of the word, im-
mersion is practiced because the members believe

it was the practice of the church in apostolic times.

The thirteenth in a series ol reports prepared by the

AIA Committee on Religious Build.ings intended
to serve as guides lor the architect faced with plan-
ning a building lor a laith other than his own

Historical Background

Members of the Church of Christ do not con-
ceive of themselves as a new church started near
the beginning of the nineteenth century. Rather,

the whole movement is designed to reproduce in
contemporary times the church originally estab-

lished on Pentecost, AD 30. The strength of the
appeal lies in the restoration of Christ's original
church.

James O'Kelly of the Methodist Episcopal
Church was an early leader in the Restoration
Movement. In t793 he withdrew from the Balti-
more Conference of his church and called upon
others to join him in taking the Bible as the only
creed. His influence was largely felt in Virginia and

North Carolina where history records that some

seven thousand communicants followed his leader-
ship toward a return to primitive New Testament
Christianity.

In 1802 a similar movement among the Bap-

tists in New England was led by Abner Jones and

Elias Smith. They were concerned about "denomi-
national names and creeds" and decided to wear

only the name Christian, taking the Bible as their
only guide. In 1804, in the western frontier state of
Kentucky, Barton Stone and several other Pres-

byterian preachers took similar action declaring that
they would take the Bible as the "only sure guide

to heaven." Thomas Campbell, and his more illus-
trious son, Alexander Campbell, took similar steps in
the year 1809 in what is now the state of West Virginia.
They contended that nothing should be bound upon
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Still further, only immersion conforms to the de-
scription of baptism as.given by the Apostle Paul in
Romans where he speaks of it as a burial and a
resurrection.

Only those who have reached the "age of ac-
countability" are accepted for baptism. It is pointed
out that the examples given in the New Testament
are always of those who have heard the gospel
preached and have believed it. Faith must always
precede baptism, so only those old enough to un-
derstand and believe the gospel are considered fit
subjects for baptism.

Ministers or evangelists of the church have no
special prerogatives. They do not bear the title of
"Reverend" or "Father," but are addressed simply
by the term "Brother" as are all other men of the
church. Along with elders and others they do coun-
sel and advise those seeking help.

It is expected that all members will assemble
for worship on each Lord's Day (Sunday). A cen-
tral part of the worship is the eating of the Lord's
Supper. Unless providentially hindered, each mem-
ber considers this weekly appointment as binding.
In many instances, as in the case of illness, the
Lord's Supper is carried to those who are hindered
from attending the worship. (The Lord's Supper
consists of the bread and the wine.)

As a result of the distinctive plea of the church

-a return to New Testament faith and practice-
a cappella singing is the only music used in the
worship. This singing, unaccompanied by mechani-
cal instruments of music, conforms to the music used
in the apostolic church and for several centuries
thereafter. Because it is felt that there is no au-
thority for engaging in acts of worship not found
in the New Testament, this eliminates the use of
instrumental music, along with the use of candles,
incense and other similar elements.

It is believed that after death each man must
come before God in judgment and that he will be
judged according to the deeds done while he lived.
After judgment is pronounced he will spend eternity
either.in heaven or hell.

Each first day of the week the members of the
church "lay by in store as they have been pros-
pered" (1 Cor. 16:2). This is the church's means
of financial support. The amount of any individual
gift is generally known only to the one who gave
it and to the Lord. This freewill offering is the only
call which the church makes. No assessments or
other levies are made. No money-making activi_
ties are engaged in.

The Church of Christ has no creed in the
usually accepted meaning of the term. The belief
of the church is stated fully and completely in the
Bible. There is no other manual or disciphne to
which the members of the Church of Christ give
their allegiance. The Bible is considered as the
only infallible guide to heaven.

In the salvation of man's soul there are two
necessary parts: God's part and man,s part. God's
part is the big part, "For by grace ye have been
saved through faith, and not of yourselves; it is the
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gift of God, not of works, that no man should
glory" (Eph. 2:8-9). The love which God felt for
man led him to send Christ into the world to re-
deem man. The life and teaching of Jesus, the
sacrifice on the cross, and the proclaiming of the
gospel to men constitute God's part in salvation.
Though Godts part is the big part, man's part is
also necessary if a man is to reach heaven. Man
must comply with the conditions of pardon which
the Lord has announced. Man's part can be clearly
set forth in the following steps (used by all
Churches of Christ to explain their doctrinal em-
phasis) :

l) Hear the Gospel. "How then shall they
call on him in whom they have not believed?
and how shall they believe in him whom they have
not heard? and how shall they hear without a
preacher?" (Romans l0: 14)

2) Believe. "And without faith it is impossible
to be well pleasing unto him; for he that cometh
to God must believe that he is a rewarder of them
that seek after him." (Heb. l1:16)

3) Repent of Past ^lins. "The times of igno-
rance therefore God overlooked; but now he com-
mandeth men that they should all everywhere re-
pent." (Acts l7:3O)

4) Conf ess Jesus as Lord. "Behold here is water;
what doth hinder me to be baptized? And philip
said, if thou believe with all thy heart thou mayest.
And he answered and said, I believe that Jesus
Christ is the Son of God." (Acts 8:36-37)

5) Be Baptized lor the Remission ol Sins.*And
Peter said unto them, Repent ye, and be baptized
every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ unto
the remission of your sins and ye shall receive the
gift of the Holy Spirit." (Acts 2:38)

6) Live a Christian Life.

Church Government and Sequence of Authority
Congregations are independent. They are or-

ganized congregationally with local scripturally quali-
fied men appointed to oversee the work of the local
church, These men are sometimes called bishops,
more often elders. Other men who meet the biblical
qualifications are appointed to serve as deacons.
These serve under the elders and are generally as-
signed specific tasks such as directing singing, serv_
ing as church treasurer and teaching Bible classes.
There is no earthly authority in matters ol the
church superior to the elders ol the local church.

Following the plan of organization found in the
New Testament, Churches of Christ are autonomous.
Their common faith in the Bible and adherence to its
teaching are the chief ties which bind them together.
There is no central headquarters of the church and
no organization superior to the elders of each local
congregation. Congregations do cooperate volun-
tarily in supporting the orphans and the aged, in
preaching the gospel in new fields and in other similar
works. There are no conventions or official publica_
tions. The "tie that binds" is a common loyalty to
the principles of the restoration of New Testament
Christianity.
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Buildings

Since the Churches of Christ are independent
of one another, the type of structure which houses

them is also an independent decision. There is no
architectural tradition nor heritage which is binding.
In most instances, the individual churches appoint a
certain group of men from their own congregation
to act as their building committee, who in turn choose

the architects.

1) The worship services are conducted in a

very simple manner. The service consists of prayer,
singing (a cappella), preaching and the Communion
(or Lord's Supper as it is sometimes referred to)'
All this is done on the Lord's Day, both morning
and evening. There are mid-week services usually
conducted morning and evening, also. The pulpit
is usually (not always) centered on the nave.

2) Men in the local congregations serve as at-

tendants for the Communion, by passing it to the

members who are seated. There is no certain order
or time during the service for doing this' A com-

munion table is required and is usually, not always,
located in the center front of the nave. The com-

munion emblems may be prepared in the church or
at a member's home.

3 ) The baptistry is one for the immersion of
a person-its placement is left to the discretion of
the architect and his client-but typically is located

in the front of the nave and usually centered.

4) The choir, if any, is grouped together as

part of the congregation.

5) The buildings usually have an educational
wing, which the congregation uses for their Bible
study or Sunday School. This wing is usually broken
down into the various classrooms.

6) There are usually provisions made for an

office or study for the minister.
7) Some of the larger churches try to provide

a library, etc, where any of its members may do study
or research.

8) Some of the congregations provide for
kitchens, which are used at times for fellowship
gatherings.

Other Planning Considerations:

I ) Acoustics: Since musical instruments are

not used in worship services, the frequencies of the
human voice alone determine the optimum reverbera-
tion time.

2) Pews or seats should have aisles on both
sides in order to allow men to pass the Communion.

3) Churches of Christ encourage even very
young children to sit with their parents at worship
services; however, a soundproof cry-room, with full
view of the pulpit, is often required.

Bibliography
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ALFRED BENDINER FAIA
1899-1964

How sAD To HEAR that Al Bendiner has left us.

Al Bendiner saw through the Martini Glass

clearly and cheerfully-never darkly. It was in reality
a gay crystal ball that he was reading, and often
slyly revealing to us what he saw there of our
pompous foibles and stuffY stYles.

His was a buoyant heart; he enjoyed life, archi-
tects and architecture; he had the light touch and his

pinpricks at our profunditity were too pertinent to

brush away but rather to be pondered as we paused

in our dreary double-talk. Double-talk often came

from those on the dais, ensconced in elegant sem-

inar lounge chairs. He was amused by double-talk
whether written or spoken.

Our Northwest Regional Meeting was under
way on Columbus Day in 1962 when Oregon's worst
blowdown broke upo{r us. The evening gatherings

were carried on by candlelight. We had personalities

from afar for that pow-wow, but none will be re-

membered as long as will Al and Betty Bendiner'
We had a grand time as Al carried on with the blow
at our backs and the spray of the Pacific Ocean in
our faces.

His perception and treatment of our little egos

was as amusing, pungent and pertinent as ever' He
had a wonderful way of revealing the truth about
man and man's environs and habits. I do not re-

member any of the great who brought us messages

of considered concern, but I shall always remember

Al's and Betty's visit among us.

He will live long in the hearts of those who

find architecture a gay and exciting adventure, a

thrilling and useful waY of life.
We shall miss him, for who can hope to tilt again

with his droll skill and buoyant spirit? The Martini
Glass may be gone and the crystal ball clouded for
a time, but his memory will continue to sparkle

and cheer us for many a year. For that we are thank-
GLENN STANTON FAIA
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THE ArA JoURNAL in 1962 published a two-part article
in its September and October issues that included
a complete printing of NCARB Circular of Informa-
tion No 3-62 regarding NCARB Services, Council
Records, Certifications and Examinations.

During the use of that Circular, since May 1962,

there have been no basic changes in the Council's
eligibility requirements but some interpretations and
clarifications have been deemed desirable. The follow-
ing section has therefore been added to the 1964
edition. Where reference is made to other sections of
the Circular, explanations appear later in the article.

Utilization of Circular of Information No 3-62
has pointed out several requirements which need
clarification. In order to facilitate the evaluation of
the qualifications of those applying for admission to
the NCARB examinations, the Board of Directors
has therefore made the following interpretations:

1 ) The phrase "diversified practical training"
which is found in Requirement 5 of Section E has
been interpreted to require all of the following:

a) Equivalent of three months' full-time super-
vision

b) Equivalent of three months' full-time speci-
fication writing

c) Equivalent of three months' full-time struc-
tural, mechanical or electrical engineering; or equiva-
lent of three months' full-time in coordination with
consultants or with the engineering departments of
architectural firms in regard to all of. these phases

of engineering.
2) Compensation for lack of the specific ex-

perience required by paragraphs la, lb and lc above
may be achieved by having more than the required
number of years of acceptable training, as follows:

a) Supervision-one additional year of accept-
able training in lieu of three months' supervision

b) Specifications-one additional year of ac-
ceptable training in lieu of three months of specifica-
tion writing

c) Engineering-one additional year of accept-
able training in lieu of three months of engineering

d) Each deficiency must be compensated for
separately, that is, two years for two deficiencies and
three years for three deficiencies

e) For the purpose of compensating for de-
ficiencies in practical training in supervision, speci-
fications and engineering, 100 per cent credit will be
allowed for practice as a principal, Item 3-6 of Table
F-3 notwithstanding.

Mav 1964

3 ) For many years the NCARB has required
the written examination to be of 36 hours' duration.
In those instances when the State Board written ex-
amination was less than 36 hours, compensation for
each one-hour deficiency in duration may be achieved
either by two additional years of acceptable experi-
ence as an employee or by one additional year of
architectural practice as a principal.

4) Table F-3 lists certain acceptable training
which may be substituted for Requirement 5 under
Section E. In addition thereto, employment or prac-
tice in such fields as interior design, city planning
and landscape design will be accepted on the same
basis as that listed under Item 3-3 of Table F-3. The
maximum credit allowed for the training named
above plus the training described under Item 3-3 will
be one year. This ends the 1964 newly-added section.

Interpretation number one refers to Require-
ment 5 of Section E. which reads as follows:

5) Have at least three years of diversified prac-
tical training in the offices of registered architects
who are practicing as principals. This practical train-
ing to be had after termination of the required aca-
demic training.

Other practical training may be substituted for
this requirement in accordance with the provisions
of Tables F-2 and F-3, in which event a total allow-
able credit of three years is required.

Table F-2 defines the credit that may be extended
for practical training acquired prior to termination
of academic training. Table F-3 defines the credit
that can be extended for practical training acquired
in circumstances other than employment in the
offices of registered architects who are principals.

At 2e of the Interpretations, item 3-6 of Table
F-3 is mentioned. Item 3-6 provides a means of using
practice as a principle as a part of their credits by
those architects who cannot otherwise establish that
they acquired the minimum years of employment
training under the guidance of other architects prac-
ticing as principals prior to the start of their own
practice. Normal credit extension under these cir-
cumstances is at a 50 per cent rate but Interpreta-
tion item 2e does allow 100 per cent credit when
diversity of training experience is the key factor in-
volved and minimum training requirements from the
standpoint of time alone have already been satisfied.

Item 3-3, as referred to in Interpretation four,
is a part of Table F-3 in the Circular. This table
specifies the credit allowed for types of training other
than training acquired under the direct guidance of
architects practicing as principals. Item 3-3 extends
credit at a 50 per cent rating with a one-year maxi-
mum of allowable credit. Since employment or prac-
tice in such fields as interior design, city planning
and landscape design were not included in the origi-
nal document, Interpretation four merely identifies
the category of training experience under which these
types of training will be considered and the maximum
credit extended.

Each interpretation is to help the individual
architect in the analysis of his eligibility and to
clarify the requirements. I
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Book Reviews

Architecture Worth Saving in Onondaga County.
New York State Council on the Arts & Syracuse

University School of Architecture. Syracuse, NY,
Syracuse University Press, 1964. 202 pp illus 7" x 8"
$3.9s

Here is a little gem of a book, a delight to be-

hold and to hold in the hand, visually appealing and

delightful in content. A pilot project of the New
York State Council on the Arts, it is the first of a

series of studies of the regional architecture "worth
saving" of the Empire State.

This is Do mere catalog of ancient buildings in
danger of the bulldozer. It is a varied sampling of the
many types of old buildings in the area, carefully
chosen for quality and character, emphasizing their
regionalisms and suggesting possible uses for those

which have not yet been preserved and secured and

indicating the new uses of those which have. Chron-
ologically, the buildings range from the post-colonial
and Greek revival houses and churches through to
the business buildings of the 1890's-and including
even an Albert Kahn industrial building of 1910.

A few of the illustrations are of buildings which
have been destroyed: "An introspective look at these

lost pieces of fine architecture suggests the terrify-
ing thought that in spite of all our egotistic bragging
today, we may not be worthy of our inheritance. By
destroying fine things and replacing them with ugly
ones we make the world worse, not better. If we

cannot create beauty, we should at least help pre-

serve that which was given to us." Paste those words

up on the wall of your office. They were written, I
suppose, by the director of the project, Harley J.

McKee, professor at Syracuse's School of Architec-
ture and sometime member of the Institute's Preser-

vation Committee.
Only one thing is lacking, and that is a map of

the region. I'm afraid only New York Staters know
just where Onondaga County is, and that Syracuse

is its principal city. It is a region rich in local history
and in buildings from the past. With the exception

of Syracuse, it has been relatively untouched by our
modern idea of progress. I recommend to out-of-
state visitors that it be placed on their itinerary,
with this little book as a guide.

The book is more than a guide to the region,

however. It is a guide and model to other counties,

or regions, all over the country to show what can be

done to bring to public attention the richness of their
own architectural background, the quality which the
preservation of these old buildings adds to the com-

munity and beyond that, actual suggestions as to
how old buildings can be put to modern uses, to
justify their preservation and return them to an

active life in the communitY.
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Estimating Space Needs and Costs in General Hos-
pital Construction. James J. Souder ere. Chicago,
American Hospital Assn, 1963. 32 pp 15 illus 8/2"
x 11" $2.50
Reviewed lor the AIA Journal by Edward H. Mat-
thei AIA

The study reported in this publication was sup-
ported by the US Public Health Service under Re-
search Project W-59, "Collaborative Research in Hos-
pital Planning," and sponsored by The American
Institute of Architects and the American Hospital
Association. The object of the study is to establish
and test a method for allocating space and estimating
unit costs on a departmental basis which might serve

as a useful tool for programming new acute general
hospitals, replacing obsolete facilities or evaluating
obsolescent facilities. While the major part of this
study consists of a concentrated examination of the
experience of three representative hospitals and the
determination of guides or yardsticks drawn from
these experiences, an attempt is made to broaden the
study base with the inclusion of data from seventy

hospitals compiled by a nationwide committee of the
AIA and five prototype hospital plans prepared by
the US Public Health Service.

The architect and hospital administrator re-
sponsible for programming a hospital construction
project will find the data given in the numerous
tables and the instructions for the application of
scales for estimating gross area per bed, allocating
space to specific departments, distributing costs by
categories and estimating costs by type of space,

helpful as a guide and interesting as background.
It is important to note, however, that this is a

pilot study and, as the author points out, additional
data should be collected through analysis of more
hospitals and refinements made in the application
of resulting yardsticks by revealing inadequacies in
method as they might appear with further testing.

Fences. Gates and Garden Houses. Carl F. Schmidt.
Rochester, 1963. 106 leaves, photos, drawings, 9" x
11" $6.50'

For nearly fifty years Mr Schmidt has been

gathering and recording data on early examples of
regional architecture. Cognizant of the fact that
many of the fences he had observed on his earlier
trips were disappearing, he determined on this pres-

entation of an architectural accessory which added

much to the charm of the old villages and towns'
This is not a book on all fences, for the simple

rail fence, the dry stone wall fence or the iron fence
will not be found herein. Rather it is limited to the

fine wooden fences which reflected the skill and

workmanship of the master craftsman. The examples

shown range from New Hampshire to Mississippi,

although the majority are from New England and

New York State. There are some fifty photos, and

sixty-three plates of measured drawings in clear

detail. The introductory text is brief, commenting on

some of the examples shown.
Only a few garden houses are included. One is

grateful to Mr Schmidt for continuing to make his

researches available to a wider circle. G.E.P.
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Edmund Randolph Purves FArA
1897日 1964
THE MAN wHo DrREcrEo the affairs of The American
Institute of Architects from 1949 to 1960 was an
architect, but he was more than that. He was a
soldier, but he was more than that. He was a
statesman who could hold his own with members
of Congress, government bureau heads and the able
representatives of the powerful pressure groups that
influence the decisions of public hearings.

It is a generally accepted fact that his skill as
a statesman brought about a new and more coopera-
tive relationship between the government building
agencies and the architectural profession. Before that
era, a telephone call from the Institute asking for a
conference with the administrator probably was
treated rather haughtily by a third-echelon clerk.
Now the preliminary telephone call frequently origi-
nates with the Commissioner, who wants to know
how a proposed change in fees or routine procedure
would be looked upon by the architectural profession.

This metamorphosis did not come about because
bureau chiefs are now being born with a new spirit of
reasonableness. It did not come about through un-
usual powers of persuasion on Ned's part-the fact is
that the Ned Purves who came to the Institute was
not a good speaker; only through what must have
been a period of self-discipline did he develop the
ease and lucidity of his later platform speeches that
will be remembered by Institute gatherings of chap-
ters, regions and conventions. Ned's bringing about a
new era of understanding was due largely to the fact
that he depended less on argument than on a will-
ingness to assemble the facts-not what one architect
found in New York, but what representative practi-
tioners all over the country experienced. Only through
AIA were the architects willing to disclose these facts.

There was a marked strain of his native philadel-
phia about Ned-the quiet elegance of life and its
trappings, never ostentatious but never falling below
the level of unmistakable superior quality.

Essentially Ned Purves was a rather shy man.
Among his thousands of friends I would venture to
say that he had few very close friends. A better lis-
tener than a voluble protagonist. His writing gave
him the outlet for his inner feelings, and the exu-
berance of his writings signalizing the joy he must
have felt at being able to express himself without
having to listen to arguments.

His war experience fits into the picture. It is eas-
ier for a shy man to enlist and fight than to argue
about one's duty and responsibility. The United States
was making up its mind about its national responsibil-
ities in 1917 when Ned was studying architecture at
the University of Pennsylvania. His profession would

wait, the war could not. He joined the American
Field Service of the French Army. It was not long
before the American Expeditionary Forces came into
being and he transferred to his own country's flag.
His early enlistment in this First World War earned
him a course of training at Saumur, the famous Artil-
lery School of France.

His World War I service involved six major en-
gagements, and he returned to the University of
Pennsylvania decorated with the Croix de guerre
with Silver Star, the Verdun Medal, the Field Service
Medal and the Victory Medal with four Battle Clasps.

The University of Pennsylvania gave him his BS
degree in 192O, and in that same year he was a finalist
in the competition for the Paris Prize.

After the customary period of travel and study
abroad, he came back to Philadelphia to open his own
office in 1927. Joining the Institute in 1930, he early
developed his interest in the administrative aspect of
the work of the professional society. His activity in
chapter and state association affairs made him presi-
dent,1931-38, of the Pennsylvania Society of
Architects; a member of the Pennsylvania Board of
Examiners for Architects, 1938-50; AIA Regional
Director, 1938-41; and AIA Washington Representa-
tive in 1941, working on a better AIA image in
public affairs.

Once again the call to arms became insistent.
This time the Seventh Air Force welcomed his enlist-
ment and sent him to the Pacific area. In after years
Ned had many an amusing chuckle over the fact that
a man trained in construction should be shunted into
counter-intelligence, of which he knew absolutely
nothing. But that is how the Army works. Neverthe-
less, this placing the round peg in the square hole
resulted in Ned's final discharge as a major and the
Chief of Counter-Intelligence in the pacific Theater
of Operations.

His return to civilian life brought him back to
the national headquarters in Washington-and to the
title of Director of Public and Professional Relations.
Upon the retirement of Edward C. Kemper, after his
long and honorable service, Edmund Purves'became
the logical choice as Executive Director of the Insti-
tute, particularly well equipped for the office by hav-
ing served as a member of the Board of Directors.

The Institute will long miss this gentleman of the
old school, this shy man who ruled by virtue of his
clear thinking rather than by dependence on insistent
directives. We shall long cherish the memory of this
quiet leader who did such great things for the Insti-
tute and the architectural profession.

HENRY H. SAYLOR FAIA
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THE NEW ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT

This Series is a Proiect Financed by Your Supplementary Dues

Comprehensive Architectu ruI Services :

For the Larye Corporate Client

IrowARD E. purltrps AIA*

Because he has long recognized the need for them, the large corlorate client
provides for himself many of the comprehensive services architects now per'
form, but which were mostly neglected by the architectural profession before

TI he general construction outlook for the future in the
United States is bright; some leading economists say that the total
construction volume in the next decade may exceed $600 billion.
This would indicate that construction will surely continue to play
a major role in the economy. This potential indicates that archi-
tects and engineers in this country have a big job to do in the years

that lie ahead.
As a part of the total, the Bell Telephone System constructs

more than 1,000 building projects each year. These range in size

from large factories or multistory office equipment buildings in
large cities to small community dial offices in villages. The build-
ings are dispersed widely throughout the United States and Eastern

Canada. In addition to buildings, the construction program ranges

from the installation of cables on the ocean floor to microwave
structures on mountain peaks.

A.T.&T. is the parent company of the Bell System which
includes the Bell operating telephone companies, Western Electric
Company (the manufacturing arm) and the Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories. As the business grows bigger and more complex, it be-

comes even more necessary to delegate the authority for building
work to the appropriate level of supervision. In many flelds, auto-
mation promises great things in easing personal physical effort, but
in this particular business the individual has never been more im-
portant.

Liaison with the architect is done by a professional building
specialist acting as coordinator for the telephone company. He

spells out in considerable detail, in writing, the needs and objec-
tives of the owner. The architect then translates the study plans

*This arlicle reflects the expericnce ol
the author, who lor manY Years was

Building Engineer for A.T. & T. Com-
pany and who is now engaged in a
special study lor its manulacturing
organilation, the Western Electric

Company

Coordinating the
construction program
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The Large Colporate Client

Comprehensive
architec tural serlrices

Arc hit ec tural se rv ic es needed
by large corporate clients

and instructions into a finished design from which lump sum bids
may be obtained from contractors.

This big construction program is carried out with relative
ease because the coordinating work is handled by building engi-
neering groups in each of the 23 associated Bell telephone com-
panies; each group operates with a great deal of independence.
Western Electric, the manufacturing organization of the Bell
System, operates difierently; in this company a central staff or-
ganizatign handles most of the construction work on manufactur-
ing buildings, distributing houses and laboratories.

In order to provide complete architectural services, the archi-
tect must be administrator, artist and engineer. He must consider
the entire physical environment. In comprehensive architectural
services for many clients, he may provide professional coordina-
tion and counsel on feasibility studies, operational programming
and assembly of land and money. Actually, many large corporate
clients do not need all of the broad services that big architectural
firms are traditionally providing today. These clients have set up
their own organizations to do the feasibility studies, location and
site analysis and other long-range planning.

An architectural firm seems to function best when its owner-
ship is made up entirely of professional men. There is a risk in a
firm becoming so large that non-professional members of the firm
jeopardize its professional standing.

The architectural services generally needed by large corporate
clients are often quite different from those required by small in-
dividual clients. Smaller companies may come to the architect
with a "one-shot" job, but many big clients have numerous repeat
jobs. These clients may come to the architect with a piece of land,
money to finance the project and a sketch of a proposed building
layout. They may want the architect to prepare only the working
drawings and specifications. In the Bell System, much of the early
and long-range planning normally performed by architects for
smaller clients is done by the companies' building engineering
people. Unfortunately, it may be true that, at times, the architect
is not brought in soon enough. It is highly desirable for the archi-
tect to be brought in at an early stage-before the site is selected,
if possible. And more workable solutions are possible when the
architect is brought in for the early planning of the various de-
partmental needs in the building.

In the Bell System, the main effort is devoted to the communi-
cations business; and now, more frequently, outside professional
talent is used for the design and planning of new buildings. Most
of this design work is done by the experts who are trained to do
this work-the private architects and engineers throughout the
country. From an over-all Bell System point of view, this pays
off in the long run. It eliminates the big staffs that would be
needed at many locations for varying work loads if the companies
did dl the work themselves. It permits a good coordination job
between owner and architect.

The owner's building engineer or project engineer works with
the architect much like an individual owner. He makes decisions
on questions concerning the building requirements, the use of
the building and the systems to be used; and he furnishes the archi-
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The New Role ol the Architect

Fitting into the community

Specifcations

C onstruction cont rac ts

on competitive bidding basis

Advance approval lor
design lunds on major projects

tect the information necessary to incorporate these requirements
in the building. He works with the architect to see that telephone
equipment requirements are met; but does not tell the architect
how to make the drawings or write the specifications.

Operating in many cities and towns over much of the country
imposes a real responsibility on the large corporate owner. The
Bell System companies, of necessity, are intimately associated

with their neighbors; and they try to be good neighbors by using

fitting and appropriate architecture. In other words, the buildings
should add something to the neighborhood; they must be neither
indifferent nor detracting. Generally, the buildings are made at-
tractive through a proper study of strictly functional forms. A
capable architect should produce the desired effect by suitable
proportions, mass and composition, and by a successful handling
of construction materials. In fact. the more attractive buildings
are usually achieved this way rather than through "trimmings."

Architects need to study the communities in which these build-
ings are to be situated and then design structures that are com-
patible with the environment. They must fully recognize and
accept the image the company wishes to present to the public'
To assist the telephone companies in providing suitable architecture
for their buildings, two New York firms of consulting architects

are retained: Kahn & Jacobs and Smith, Smith, Haines, Lund-
berg & Waehler. Major projects are reviewed in the early plan-

ning stage, so that any useful ideas developed in this way may be

incorporated into the working drawings.
Architects are not told how to write their specifications, but

the architects are expected to write them to provide effective com-
petition between producers by specifying two or more products

which will serve equally well. Good quality materials are expected
but specifications should not be written so tightly as to preclude
competition among suppliers. It is believed that the words "or
equal" should not be used, generally. Decisions about the compara-
tive quality of various products should be made before bids are

taken. Contractors may then submit other materials for consid-
eration, with cost differences, at the time bids are taken.

It is Bell System policy to award construction contracts

solely on the basis of merit. In almost all cases, awards are made on
the basis of competitive bidding by qualified contractors. Lists of
eligible bidders are carefully screened in advance to insure that
bidders are equals in degree of responsibility and competence.
In making an award, the reputation and competence of sub-bidders
are also taken into consideration; and, of course, the right to ac-

cept or reject any or all bids is reserved. In certain cases, bids

on some branches of the work may be taken separately.

Some of the Bell companies require that study plans on proj-
ects and preliminary cost estimates be prepared before manage-

ment will give an approval to retain an architect. In order to meet

such a schedule, architects are often forced to begin drawings

almost immediately after the contract is approved. In order to
facilitate long-range planning, Western Electric Company (the

manufacturing arm) and many of the telephone companies gen-

erally get advance approval from management for the design

work on large projects before funds for the building itself are
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Early planning

Scheduling

T elep h one c o m pony re quire ment s

requested. This procedure, also used by many other large firms,
not only avoids hurried planning but also provides for more realis-
tic project schedules, more accurate cost estimates for final funds
and other advantages.

For a successful project, sumcient time must be allowed for
advance planning. The client and architect should thoroughly
explore the basic requirements and have a complete understand-
ing in their contract. This contract should include the full extent
of services the architect is to provide. It is the client's responsibility
to state clearly all of his requirements in considerable detail and
advise the architect specifically as to the maximum building costs
which will be acceptable.

Realistic schedules for all projects should be set up by the
owner to facilitate coordinatibn and completion in an orderly
manner. However, such schedules should be sufficiently flexible
to permit Some changes occasioned by unforeseen problems. In this
way, scheduling will be a helpful tool rather than a hardship. Dis-
cussions with other client companies indicate that the most fre-
quent problem in maintaining a realistic construction schedule
has been in not starting the advanced planning early enough.
The accompanying chart (page 78) for a typical telephohe
building shows the large number of items which must be co-
ordinated in the development of a new project. The chart also
indicates the importance of achieving the proper sequence, from
long-range planning through completion of construction and in-
stallation of equipment. The Critical Path Method (CPM) is

being used increasingly on major projects when completion dates

are important.
In recent years, more time has been required for negotiation

and purchase of land because of the widespread adoption of zoning

ordinances and the increased use of planning boards and commis-
sions even in smaller communities. The chart indicates that early
studies and the search for land for a typical project are usually
made more than three years before the building is to be put into
service. Unusual or crash projects, of course, may not permit the

use of the normal time intervals shown, but adequate advance
planning should reduce the number of such rush jobs to a minimum-

Telephone company long-range requirements are established

by commercial forecasts of population growth in various areas anc
by subsequent plant extension studies which indicate proposed wire
centers and show preferred locations for buildings. These studies
also indicate the rate of growth expected in such areas, together
with estimates of the building areas needed for telephone equip-
ment for the economic building period (normally an eight-year-
old building before an addition is needed). Each organization to
be housed in the building determines its own floor space require-
ments based upon the established standards, which represent
proper directives developed through experience and technological
advancements in the communications business. The building en-
gineer or project engineer acts in the role of coordinator. He re-
fines the requirements established by various departments and
develops them into basic floor plans. These study plans are given
to the architect, along with written instructions and criteria for
use in developing preliminary design studies. The purpose here
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(l ) Studies are generally made to
cover over-all plans for an extended

period, not for specific project except
at timo project is prepared for

approval
(2) Period will vary depending on

location. Large Buildings may require
years, while small equipment buildings

only a short period. Longer
negotiation period is desirable in order

to obtain best buv

is not to dictate to the architect concerning architectural design.
However, the basic floor plans developed to meet telephone equip-
ment needs do tend to exercise control over the dimensions and
proportions of the building.

The architect usually has considerable design latitude in all
telephone company structures, such as general offices and account-
ing buildings, that are not intended to house telephone switching
equipment. Central offices and other buildings that contain switch-
ing equipment, however, must conform to certain requirements
and limitations imposed by the switching equipment itself.

Some of the important features peculiar to telephone buildings
designed to contain switching equipment are the unusually high
ceilings (13 to l3V2 ft clear), heavy floor loads, standard bay sizes
for equipment areas, minimum windows, special equipment en-
trances, cable entrances and cable holes. Special attention must
also be given to ventilation, fire, flood and earthquake protection
and to adequate security and protection for equipment areas to
assure continuity of telephone service.

Another problem in the architecture of telephone buildings is
that the ultimate building often will be considerably larger than the
initial structure. In other words, these buildings must usually be
designed for expansion, either laterally or by the addition of more
floors, as the telephone needs of the locality increase. The final
building may well be two to four times the size of the first phase.

These varying and unusual requirements all go to make up a

collection of directions and restrictions within which the architect
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The owner's organiTalion

must work. Nevertheless, since he is expected to come up with a
good design, the architect must be given the freedom to do a good
design job within reasonable cost limits.

It has been necessary for the large corporate client to set up
an organization to work with architectural and engineering firms.
For this work, the Bell System usually selects people who have
been trained in architecture or engineering, and, in fact, most of
its building engineers are licensed architects or engineers. The size
of the organization has been dependent on the type of service that
has been made available by private firms. On the other hand as one
large corporate client recently was quoted as saying: "If architects
would do a better job, we could reduce the size of the organization
we now have."

In general, the building engineer is the telephone company to
the architect and almost all client contact will be through him or
the project engineer. He sets company policy for the architect. He
sets up schedules and objectives for the architect. He is responsible
for making prompt decisions so that the architect will not be de-
layed in carrying out his job. The building engineer must have
enough authority to make decisions, in conference with the archi-
tect, to expedite the job and to provide the best design consistent
with cost objectives. In a majority of the Bell companies, the build-
ing engineer reports directly to the chief engineer (who is respon-
sible for all telephone engineering work).

In working with the architect, the building engineer of the tele-
phone company generally performs the following functions:

1) Does long-range planning for building projects
2) Prepares program-collection, collation and integration of

data on needs, site, etc.; obtains floor space requirements from op-
erating departments

3 ) Selects architect in consultation with chief engineer
4) Arranges for purchase of land
5) Arranges for land survey and furnishes survey to architect;

sends survey to outside plant engineer to obtain cable entrance data
6) Prepares and transmits preliminary study plans to all oper-

ating departments for approval
7) Presents study plans to architect for preparation of more

detailed study plans and cost estimates
8) Approves or disapproves perspectives of new buildings

prepared by architect; also makes suggestions that lead to accept-
able design

9) Presents approved study plans to architect along with out-
line specifications and other instructions for starting on working
drawings; reaches agreements with architect on materials to be
used, methods of construction and general design concept

10) Provides necessary guidance in preparation of working
drawings and specifications; reviews and checks drawings periodi-
cally to see that telephone company requirements are met

11) Reviews working drawings with fire and safety inspection
consultants

12) Approves contractor bid lists presented by architect
13) Holds bid openings and recommends acceptance of bids

to appropriate telephone company authority
14) Advises successful and unsuccessful bidders
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Architec t's resp onsibilit ie s

15) Prepares and executes contracts
16) Advises company public relations of contract award
17) Supplements architect's inspection to see that important

telephone company requirements are met
18 ) Approves payments to contractors
19) Accepts completed buildings from contractors
20) Inspects projects near end of one-year guarantee periods.
Western Electric Company follows essentially the same pattern

in the design and construction of its buildings. However, Western
has a group that designs a portion of its total construction program
and another group that supervises and inspects all of its construc-
tion work.

Building study plans are generally prepared by the building en-
gineer's staff and routed to the various operating organizations for
approval. These study plans, together with other instructions, are
given to the architect for preparation of more detailed study plans
before starting on the working drawings. The study plans presented
to the architect are not necessarily final. The architect, after con-
sultation with the owner, may make changes to provide a more
suitable layout, if the fundamental telephone equipment require-
ments are met and consideration is given to provisions for growth,
flexibility, etc.

The architect generally performs these services for the Bell Tele-
phone Companies:

1) PRELIMINARY SERVICES-Conferences with owner,
site reviews before actual purchase of land (if possible), prelimi-
nary study plans, rendering of exterior and estimate of cost; the
owner usually prepares outline specifications and a preliminary
estimate as a basis for discussions of the scope of the project with
the architect

2) CONTRACT DOCUMENT SERVICES-Conferences
with owner, working drawings and specifications including prepara-
tion of color scheme; bids are generally received by the owner and
the owner prepares the contract

3) SERVICES DURING CONSTRUCTION-Office ad-
ministration such as supplemental drawings, shop drawing review
and approval of samples; field administration including inspection,
issue of change orders, certificates for payment and work-as-built
tracings on completion of project

4) CONSULTING OR SPECIAL SERVICES-These serv-
ices are provided as the occasion requires.

In negotiations with architects, written instructions must be
provided at the start of a project so there is no question about the
scope of the project and requirements of the telephone business.

It is also important that the building engineer or project engineer
assigned to the job know the status of the job as it progresses.

The architect and building engineer should work closely together
on each project and should have frequent consultations. The archi-
tect should furnish progress prints of the working drawings on a
major project for review at intervals (at an early stage, at about
the half-way point and near completion).

In the Bell System, it is recognized that quality of environ-
ment has a bearing on the quality of employees that can be at-
tracted. Also recognized is the fact that good design is good busi-
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The Large Corporate Client

Authority ol architects

ness. However, architects must realize the necessities of business
economics. Good design is required, but luxury must be avoided-
even the appearance of luxury-and emcient, pleasing space need
not necessarily be expensive. Experience has shown that, if careful
judgment is used, the architectural ideas and materials of today
lend themselves well to the practice of economy. It has also been
found that good building design need not cost more than poor
design-many of the best telephone buildings are the lower-cost
ones. There is a big difference between an economical building
and a cheap building. The economical design is the one with the
optimum costs, including both first costs and maintenance for the
life of the building. Equipment buildings serve as an envelope for
intricate and valuable electronic and other types of communica-
tions equipment. Therefore, substantial structures must be built
to protect the people who maintain and operate this equipment
and to assure reliable service under all conditions.

Today a wide variety of new construction materials are avail-
able. These materials lend themselves to new concepts in design,
and the Bell companies like to take advantage of them whenever
possible. However, radical departures from known design prin-
ciples are not acceptable when they are accompanied by difficult
operating problems. In construction today every manufacturer of
building products must keep pace with his competitors. However,
some products are rushed to the market without adequate testing
data or field experience. Such new materials are not used for large
projects in the Bell System until they have been proven satisfactory.
It is the building owner's responsibility, along with that of his
architect, to make the final selection of materials and to maintain
quality control in the building. After all, the owner pays for both
the initial building and for future maintenance problems and
failures.

The size and basic form of a building is essentially determined
by the program developed by the building engineer, but the at-
tempt is made to give the architect the maximum possible free-
dom to determine its design. The architect is expected to accept the
burden of responsibility for his recommendations and to be respon-
sive to suggestions after his recommendations have been submitted.
Because of the considerable building product sales efforts brought
to bear on him, the corporate client needs to know the "why" of
the architect's recommendations. Sometimes the architect must
make comprehensive engineering studies, before the selection may
be made of the various materials and systems to be used.

Through long association with many good firms, the Bell com-
panies have become accustomed to working together with archi-
tects; the results have been good. The usual expectation is to work
with a principal of the architectural firm. The association with
the architectural firm should be a team effort and not one of con-
trol by the corporate client. The client must strike a delicate bal-
ance. He cannot let himself be controlled to the degree that the
building no longer meets his requirements. On the other hand,
he must not hamstring the architect to the point where he does
not get his money's worth in terms of design quality.

Architects who are experienced in telephone buildings enjoy
a relatively free hand; others require more careful and continuous
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supervision. When architects are given design freedom they some-
times come up with extremes in design which the company man-
agement won't buy. However, the architect deserves, and must
get, sympathetic cooperation.

The telephone company will have a fixed equipment layout
and a definite capital budget for each project. Therefore, it must
insist on control of the budget for the over-all project and adequate
control over design. These controls are exercised by means of the
periodic approvals of drawings submitted. If the choice of ma-
terials and scope of the project cannot be controlled by the archi-
tect, he cannot be blamed if the project overruns the budget.
Therefore, the architect should have a voice in all decisions which
importantly affect the shape and function of the building. How
far he goes beyond his basic services depends largely on his abilities.

More than 100 architectural firms are engaged annually for
the design of Bell System buildings. A great many of these are
smaller firms. The Bell companies generally employ archite-cts
who are located in the geographical area where the buildings are
to be built. However, if a local architect does not have a big
enough staff to handle a project or is not experienced in the type
of construction, then the companies go outside of the area to
obtain the required services. When several buildings are to be
built in an area, the companies try to use more than one architect
in order to create what is believed to be a healthy competitive
spirit. Choosing an architect takes time and careful thought. The
architect's qualifications for a particular project are the most
important consideration. Choices made on the basis of personal
influence should be studiously avoided.

The factors normally considered in the selection of an archi-
tect include such items as the size of the firm in relation to the
job, its history, services furnished, ability as indicated by exhibits
of work, amount of work designed and constructed in the last five
years, proximity to the project, current workload, estimated future
workload, estimated time for completion of the project, number of
technical personnel and the technical, educational and professional
experience of the members of the firm. Once a firm has been found
to have these qualifications, it is frequently retained on a continu-
ing basis.

Other companies sometimes turn to package builders and
other entrepreneurs. To such clients completion of the job in a

very short time is extremely important, even though the cost may
be increased. Because many architects will not accept the respon-
sibility for expediting jobs, the package builder has stepped in
to fill this need. Such arrangements covering both design and con-
struction generally have not found acceptance in the Bell System.

Instead, the vast majority of construction contracts are awarded
on the basis of lump sum competitive bids.

Smaller architectural offices definitely have a place in the
Bell System building program. For the many smaller buildings
and additions erected each year, well-qualified local architects
often best serve the needs. This not only makes for good public
relations, but frequently for better inspection since most telephone
buildings are not large enough to justify fulltime resident inspectors.

If an architect is competent and assumes responsibility for
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Inspection

Fees lor architects

The luture

Pointers for Better
Job Coordination

only the number and size of prolects that hc can handle in a pro‐

fessional manncr, the architect should have no prOblem scⅣ ing

this colnpany,rcgardless of thc size of his omce.Large architectural

arms often have the advantage of large stafls capable of handling

large proieCtS Without delay.On thc other hand,in somc largc

Omces, personal attcntion fronl flrm mcmbers or top― level asso―

ciates may be difncult to obtain and maintain.

The building owncr would like to depend on the architect

to provide inspection during construction on all ma10r prOlccts

――even though the owner's prolcct engineer is on thc,ob to sce

that his most important requirements are mct.The Bell companies

probably expect slightly bettcr than no■ 11.al quality of workman―

ship――but do not expcct all jobs to win craftsmanship awards.

If inspections were to become too rigid, the rcputation for bcing

hard to work for might soon lead to high priccs for a degree of

quality that is not essential for the purpose.The architect should

write into the specincatiOns the quality desircd, attd thc neld in_

spector should sce that these rcquirements are met. This is a tcst

of a neld inspector's ability; and thc only way to insurc that the

client gets what he pays for.

The number of contract fol...S S01d by The AIncrican lnsti―

tute of Architects indicates that thc percentage fec is favored by

more than ten‐ lo―one over cost―plus and iⅨ ed¨fcc arrangements.

Thc pcrcentage fce method is used most often by the telephone
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loading on payr011(cost― plus)arrangement is frcqucntly used.

The BeI System must have buildings that are designed to

meet specinc cquipment requircments;and thcy must be economi―

cal to build and maintain.Relationships with the architectural pro―

fession have been excellcnt. The ``Chccklist for Architects'' that

follows is intended to bc “COnstructive criticisnl'' of the archi―

tcctural profession which iS now striving to do a good iob bctter.

The checklist is included herc with confldence that the kind of

teaΠlwork outlined will make Bcll Systcm buildings grcatcr assets

to the community,to the company and to the architect.

It is always easier to rccognize shortcomings than good

points.If the architect docs a good iob,it iS Only what is expected

of hiin; if he fails somewherc, it is remembcrcd. Some say that

thc architect needs to expand his scrvices because hc is the only

individual who is concerned with the total human cnvironment.

Some say that he should be morc concerncd with managing and
protecting the practicc he has, rather than cxpanding his sclvices.

Others say that he needs to improvc the quality Of services he now

renders. In doing business through the years with many archi―

tectural flrms, the Bcu syStenl has generally had good scrvice

from the nrms it has engaged,but no iOb iS So wcn dOnc that
it cannot be improvcd upon. Therefore, the fonowing points are

listed as ways that may improve the already ane 10b.
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but the architect usually does busincss with only οれι person in

the organization.Contacts and rcsponsibility should not bc divided.

Thc architcct and thc company should work through only onc

man in each omce.
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2) Coordination of Entire Project. On important matters the
client should work directly with the principals of the architectural
firm, not with the draftsmen. It is, of course, important that the
owner cooperate with the architect and state his requirements
clearly, including the amount he is willing to spend; and he should
make prompt, understandable decisions that will result in good
over-all coordination.

3) lob Coordination Some prominent large architectural
firms, though strong in design, are weak on follow-through coordi-
nation. Sometimes an architect may accept a commission which
his firm cannot handle expeditiously because of a heavy workload.

4) Coordination in Architect's Office. Some architectural
firms might do a better job of distributing up-to-date information
within their own offices. Too often, a lack of coordination has
resulted in situations such as a rearrangement of a service core
that blocks the path for telephone cables. Perhaps a full-time proj-
ect coordinator, with no production responsibility, at a high level
in the architectural organization, would help.

5) Coordination ol All Phases ol Design. The architect should
coordinate all phases of the building design to insure that mechan-
ical and electrical work will fit with structural and architectural.
Otherwise, these items must be checked by the owner's repre-
sentative or costly changes made during construction when the
problems are encountered.

6) Coordination ol Engineering. In the Bell System, the archi-
tect is expected to coordinate, and be responsible for, the complete
building.

L) Specialized Design Requiremenrs. In telephone building
design, the architect must realize that he is providing space for
very special requirements. The building will serve as an envelope
for very intricate electronic and other telephone equipment; further,
its use will have been carefully timed to fit in with the growing
needs of customers.

2) Stereotyped Design An architect sometimes becomes
stereotyped in his thinking and fails to give his client the design
he needs or expects. This is often true when the architect has done
a lot of work for the client. The telephone companies have specific
design requirements that must be met, not only physically but
esthetically. A company awards program was instituted several
years ago to encourage better architecture at reasonable costs. In
the last review, 75 honor awards, merit awards and honorable
mentions were presented to architects for good design of Bell Sys_
tem buildings. The attitude of the company toward good design
is indicated by the fact that if an architect consistently fails to
receive recognition in the awards program, it may have an effect
on whether he obtains further contracts for services.

3) Functional Design lor Equipment Buildings. The Bell
System has updated its design concepts in recent years and opened
the way for more intelligent use of newer materials and styles of
architecture. For example: At one time, architects seemed to think
that telephone equipment buildings should be made to look like
office buildings by placing many windows in equipment areas. Ac-
tually, windows expose the equipment to greater deterioration of
the wiring from the sun's rays, greater hazards from fire and less
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security in wartime. The elimination of unnecessary windows also

reduces building costs and maintenance costs for cleaning, glass

replacement, calking, painting and shade and blind replacement.
Nowadays, the use of windows in telephone equipment buildings is

generally confined to lounge and lunchroom areas where em-
ployees may enjoy them while relaxing.

Of course, a difierent approach may be necessary for a build-
ing to be constructed in a residential area. Zoning may require
that building be designed to look like a residence. In any case,

the design must be such that the building will fit into the com-
munity and be accepted by its neighbors.

4) Design of Small Buildings. More attention should be
given by the architectural profession to the design of medium-sized
and small buildings. Except for an occasional large headquarters
or manufacturing building, the vast majority of buildings for the
Bell System might be classified as small. Too often these buildings
seem not to have offered sufficient challenge to architects to pro-
duce outstanding designs. This is unfortunate. Architecturally, a

modest building is just as important in its own neighborhood as

a large building in a great city; and the small building is just

as deserving of the architect's best efforts. Then too, the percentage
fee arrangement permits the architect a proportionately higher fee

on smaller buildings.
5) Design lor Future Expansion. Almost every building for

a growing company should be planned for expansion. This may
only mean that the building layout must have enough flexibility to
allow additions without extensive alteration of the existing building.
However, in telephone buildings, a growth wall that may be easily
removed is consistently provided.

6) Provide Maintenance Space lor Building Equipment.
Sometimes sufficient consideration is not given to the problems of
operation and maintenance of the -building equipment.

7) Landscaping. Frequently appearance can be more en-
hanced through adequate landscaping than through more costly
ornament on the building. Landscaping layout should be the
responsibility of the architect who designs the building.

8) Standards. The architect must work within carefully cir-
cumscribed limits, or standards, to meet certain equipment require-
ments. However, the questioning of standards is always encouraged
because standards tend to become fixed and sometimes the reason-
ing behind them will no longer apply. Standards are too frequently
used as a solution to a problem rather than as a guide to its solu-
tion. Of course, certain standards are needed in order to meet
exacting equipment requirements, but the imagination and talents
of architects are necessary in the solving of design problems.

9) Practical Experience. Every man on the drafting board,
every specification writer, every architectural student would benefit
from some practical on-the-job experience in building construction.
Too many details on drawings are either impossible or impractical
to build. This means field revision, frequently at extra cost to
the owner.

I0) Cost Estimating. Some architects have a reputation in
the building industry for their poor estimating ability. Particularly
lacking is knowledge of operating and maintenance costs. Yet,
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Feedback
The Missing Link

good background in the cost area is necessary, if proper choices
of materials and equipment are to be made.

Most architects who have a reputation for good estimating
use as many sources of data for their unit costs as they can. The
greatest reliance, perhaps, is placed upon records of the costs of
previous projects. Such dependable cost records are a necessity
for good estimating. Too many buildings have been designed, and
bids taken, only to find that the lowest bid far exceeds the money
available. When developing solutions for projects, architects should
keep in mind any cost limitations which haye been established.
However, sufficient design freedom is also necessary if a solution
is to be developed within the budget.

I) Field Inspection. Some architects seem to hire a "man
from the street" for field inspection. Architects who have done
a good job for the Bell System have used men who are specialists
in inspecting telephone work; often these men move from job to job.
Many of them have exhibited a loyalty to the company similar to
that of its own employees. One good man at a higher salary usually
will prove to be more valuable than several less competent lower-
paid men.

2) Inspections by Designers. It is important that those re-
sponsible for the design of heating, ventilating and airconditioning
equipment inspect this work during construction to insure that it
is built and will operate as designed.

A channel for communications feedback from building owners
and operators to architects, builders, manufacturers and building
research groups must be established so that information on per-
formance and upkeep of buildings and building components can
be made readily available. The chart shown illustrates the current
situation.

There are, of course, reasons why performance in service
information does not get back to the points where it can do some
good-reasons for the break in the chain shown in the chart. Here
are some of them:

1) Time has not been taken for intelligent study and analysis
of available feedback

2) The producer very naturally wants the world to know
the good points about his product

3) The architect does not want it thought that his choice
of products and techniques could be improved

4) The constructor wants no reflection on the character of
his work

5) The owner, especially if he rents out space, does not
want anything published indicating that his building is less than
superb.

And so, in the ordinary course of events, those who design
and make building products often fail to hear the things that would
help them to improve and perfect those products. One important
step might be for architects to go back to jobs they have designed,
a few years after completion, to find out how the buildings have
performed in service. This would not only help to establish the
feedback that is so essential, but would be a great stride toward
the full meaning of what the architectural profession now calls
comprehensive services.

FEEDBACK―
THE MiSSING LlNKS

＼/一― 、

COMMUNICAT10N
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What Is Research for Architecture?
BENJAMIN H. EVANS AIA

Director of Research Programs

oNE oF THE INTEREsTING THINcs about being a "re-
search architect" is the perennial question from lay-

men and architects alike, "What is architectural re-

search?" "What does a research architect do?" Even

to attempt an answer leads one to some interesting

reactions. Thus the state of the art--or science'

Part of the problem may be that even the archi-

tects do not necessarily know what architectural re-

search is all about. The AIA has had a research com-

mittee. under one title or another, for more than ten

years, but the present Committee on Research for
Architecture is still working with the problem of de-

fining a program for the Institute and of making the

concept of research fully acceptable as a professional

activity. Certainly considerable progress has been

made and it appears that the golden ring of success

may be just around the corner.
But while the philosophical conclusions are still

being formulated, research goes on and many prac-

tical matters have certainly been dealt with already'

Insofar as the AIA is concerned, research might be

classified as Basic, Applied and Product.

Basic Research

Basic research might be defined as that syste-

matic investigation which produces new knowledge

and which is applicable to mankind in general' Studies

on the reactions of people to color, space and texture,

for example, would be considered basic. Investigations

of what constitutes physical comfort, social charac-

teristics of row housing, or psychological impacts of
new urban developments would be considered basic'

Basic research, since it is of broad interest and value,

should be financed by broad segments of the popula-

tion by foundations and/or by government' Unfortu-
nately for architecture, the greatest percentage of
activities by present foundation and government

sponsoring agencies is more science-engineering ori-
ented than human oriented.
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Applied Research

Applied research might involve those investiga-

tions which result in new knowledge or in the applica-

tion of knowledge in new and different ways, pri-

marily of benefit to the architectural profession'

.Studies, for instance, on communications with the

client, critical path scheduling, modular design and

office practices would be applied. Since applied re-

search is primarily for the architects' benefit, it

should be financed by the profession.

One of the most promising developments in the

history of the AIA was begun last year and is being

brought to fruition this year-the collection.of sup-

plementary dues and their application to special stud-

ies, many of which fit into the applied category'

One such project, under the jurisdiction of the

Commission on Education and Research, is a study

to determine what motivates people to join (or re-

frain from joining) the AIA. The study will attempt

to gain insight into the reasons and purposes for the

existence of such a professional group, how the Insti-

tute might grow and adjust to include, in its member-

ship, a greater percentage of the architects in the US

und ho* it might ultimately serve its members better'

Another "applied" type project under this Com-

mission concerns a study of the use of automated

information systems for the profession' Under this

study, the role and benefits of automation for archi-

tects will be studied.
Under the direction of the Commission on Ar-

chitectural Design, a seminar was held at the Octa-

gon in March to discuss and define the objectives and

p.og.u- for a long-range interfaith research project'

The seminar was the first step in the development of

a program to analyze our society and the ways its

religious buildings can make possible a more mean-

ingful expression of its religious convictions, and to

describe techniques by which this analysis could be

explored. (Sometimes, as in the case of this project'



the thin line between applied and basic research is
difficult to define. But of course it isn't really im-
portant into which category a particular project fits,
so long as it comes into being.) There will be more
news in the next few months regarding these and
other supplementary dues projects.

Product Research

The term product research is self-explanatory-
it deals with the development of new materials, prod_
ucts and systems which normally will result in salable
goods. A tremendous amount of research in this area
is being done by industry and private research organi_
zations. And, in most instances, they are doing an
excellent job. Ccrtainly, industry is well enough
equipped, trained, and motivated to perform this type
of research. There is doubtful need for new research
organizations to take up these kinds of studies. per_
haps the primary concern in this area comes from
the fact that manufacturers usually decide which
products will be put on the market, leaving the archi_
tect to merely choose among them. The more ap_
propriate procedure, of course, would be for the
designer to determine what products are needed so
that industry could then produce them. A means for
effecting better procedure might well fall within the
scope of the architectural profession but would proba_
bly be termed "applied research."

Examples

In the past ten years, some rather significant
research efforts by architects have been unl., *uyin this country. It might be worthwhile to l,oot at a
few examples so that the question ..What iy researchfor architecture?" might be more quickly resolved.
. - 

The University of Michigan's Department of
Architecture is currently 

"ng"g"d in a proleci, ,pon_
sored by Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc(EFL), which is directed toward the developmentof methodology for establishing and measuring en-
vironmental relationships. A series of cuse studieswill be undertaken which will single out specific
environmental relationships for study and their efiectson the learning process contrasted and evaluated.

The first case study is the evaluation of the
windowless classroom. Two near_identical schools
in Michigan were selected for the study_one schoolto act as the "control" element, the other to be
altered by elimination of the windows in one class_
room and to be studied systematically. All other
factors are being kept as nearly constani as possible.
The primary objective is to determine, aiter the
children have been using the classrooms for a year
without a view to the outside, whether there has
been any detectable difference in their learning
achievement, so far as achievement can be measured
in several learning activities-reading, spelling, writ_
ing, arithmetic, and art. The rate and leiel oi learn-
ing in a windowless environment will be compared
to the rate and level of learning when the view to
the outside is present.

The Department of Architecture at Louisiana
State University has recently been awarded a grant
by the National Science Foundation to study a tech_
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nique and develop a facility for investigating the
effects of architectural shapes, textures, colors and
other environmental factors on human response. The
first phase of their program is directed toward the
design and development of a facility for the environ-
mental studies. The project is under the direction of
Assistant Professor Bertram Berenson. The facility
will be planned so that it can be adjusted in size and
shape; so that texture and colors of surfaces can be
altered; so that lighting and acoustics can be ad-
justed and so that various kinds of activities can be
accommodated. The benefits to be eventually derived
from careful studies in the human response areas
could be tremendously significant.

At Texas A & M College, in 1949, architect_
professor Bill Caudill started a program of research
directed toward an intense look at ..the effects of
geometry on natural ventilation, natural lighting and
sound." The research group designed and developed
a low-speed wind tunnel and simulated lighting dome
for model studies on ventilation, air flow and light_
ing. Numerous reports have been produced since
that early beginning.

Probably one of the most interesting projects
undertaken recently came as a result of the back_
ground developed through those many studies on
environmental physics. The report was entitled
"Shelter for Physical Education," by William G.
Wagner, Ben H. Evans and Matthew Nowak. The
study was supported again by grants from Educa_
tional Facilities Laboratories, Inc.

The investigation started with the basic ques_
tion, "What minimum amount of structure is really
n€cessary to house physical education programs in
elementary and secondary schools?" Aitei investi_
gating the history and current trends of physical
education programs, the authors found few physical
plants that would adequately house what tire edu_
cators were proposing for today's physical education
programs. Many physical education programs are
based on daily games of basketball, UaseUait or touch
football, depending on the season, and thus a vast
majority of facilities for pE has been designed ancl
built around the conventional basketball corirt rather
than around any real concept of the physical edu_
cation program. Examples of noticeable exceptions
were described,

Assuming that the ideal condition for most
physica_l education programs might be on a grass-
covered field in temperate, sunny weather, the re_
searchers analyzed the shelter needs with varying
degrees of increasingly inclement weather. Here, one
of the most significant examples of the voids in man,s
knowledge about himself quickly became obvious.
Some things about what constitutes human comfort
are known, and about the extremes of discomfort
that can be safely tolerated, but there are manv.
many things not yet known. Not known, for in_
stance, is what constitutes physical comfort for
elementary children engaged in physical activity
programs with varying amounts of clothing and witb
varying metabolisms. Children in Tyler, Texas stay
indoors with air temperatures below 65oF. Children
in some parts of Canada stay outside to play even
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when the temperature is 20o below zero! Why? We
simply can't answer the question accurately, based

on our present knowledge about comfort.
However, the researchers point out, there is

some knowledge available on which to base some
assumptions. After discussing the comfort problem
in detail, the authors go on to show how shelters
can be put together to combat that portion of the
climate that might be undesirable and control that
portion of the climate that might be desirable. Prop-
erly-designed screens can protect the physical edu-
cation students from cold winds; translucent, mov-
able roofs can provide varying degrees of shade

and sunshine to help maintain comfort; gas-fired

infrared heaters can supplement sunshine, when
necessary; trees and shrubs can help control air
movement and provide shade. The conclusion:
Reasonable physical comfort can be provided for
children engaged in physical education activities
with minimum amounts of shelter, even in very cold

weather, provided the shelter is properly designed.

Design criteria are given to stimulate thinking in
this area.

At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Professor Marvin Goody has been directing studies

on the uses of plastics in houses and schools. The

Monsanto House of the Future, at Disneyland, is

the result of one of these earlier studies sponsored by

the Monsanto Chemical Company. On the MIT cam-

pus is a prototype school constructed primarily of
plastic. The researchers developed a plastic wall

and roof system to fit together around a steel frame,

resulting in a unique and foresighted shelter which

has been used as classroom space. These studies

were sponsored by Educational Facilities Laboratory'
At Princeton, architect Victor Olgyay and his

associates have been studying the effects of environ-

ment on buildings for many years. Their laboratory
includes a thermoheliodome, an instrument used

for measuring the combined effects of sun, wind and

air temperature on small building models. The re-

sults of the work done at Princeton are reflected in

Olgyay's book, "Design with Climate."
At Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy,

New York, architects have been researching such

subjects as educational facilities, plastics for home

construction and economics in school building con-

struction. Their recent report, "Designs for Learn-

ing-Architectural Criteria for College Facilities

Planned to Utilize Instructional Aids and Media,"
shows the results of their studies with an audi-

torium-studio facility, designed and built on the

RPI Campus. This project was sponsored by EFL'
also. *

A more recent project at RPI has resulted in

a publication called "Design Criteria for Learning

certainly indicative of its interest in the problems of
design and construction. For this interest, the AIA has

cited EFL as an outstanding organization which has

". actively cooperated with the architectural profes-

sion through grants to stimulate research and experi-

mentation and through basic research on capabilities

andfacilities...."
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Spaces," by Wayne Koppes ere, Alan Green and

M. C. Gassman; a project undertaken to assist the
Office of Facilities of the State University of New
York in the development of design and planning
criteria for learning spaces with particular emphasis

on the considerations for seating, lighting and acous-

tics. Much of the work of this project was based

on the past experience and current evaluation of
Rensselaer's Experimental Classroom and other re-

lated educational facilities research.
John Lyon Reid rele and his associate, Dariel

Fitzroy, acoustical engineer, have recently conducted
an exhaustive study, again sponsored by EFL, that
provides some indication of the kinds of research,

over and above normal office practices, that archi-
tects can promote and conduct. Their report entitled,
"Acoustical Environment of School Buildings," is

a comprehensive study of the acoustic conditions of
a number of schools across the United States.

Their work was stimulated by conflicting re-

sponses from various people with regard to the rela-

tionships between the "scientific" criteria for design-

ing schools (acoustically) and what many had found

to be the "practical" criteria. Much of the discussion

that preceded this study suggested that acoustic

isolation between classes was absolutely necessary and

recommendations for maximum allowable transmis-

sion factors of 35 to 40 decibels were generally ac-

cepted. Subsequently, however' schools were built
in which doors and walls were left out of the design'

In many cases such open planning resulted in in-

tolerable acoustic conditions, but in some cases the

open plans did not seem to create significant prob-

lems at all. WhY?

Mr Reid's study consisted of extensive measure-

ments of acoustical conditions in various schools and

a survey of the teacher's opinions concerning the

noise situation. In general, the report shows that al-

though many of the teaching spaces tested fell below

the normally accepted minimum conditions for sound

isolation, a high percentage were rated as accepta-

ble by the teachers using them. The problem now is

in getting educators and architects to realize that,

although acoustical isolation is not always necessary

to the degree previously demanded, planning open

classrooms must be done with great care and with

expert assistance'

Conclusion
These are examples of the kinds of research proj-

ects that have been under way within the profession'

There are many more just as deserving of mention,

but, hopefully, this small cross section of projects will
provide insight into the question "What is research for
architecture?"

Such studies are being done because the time has

come when the profession can no longer tolerate the

numerous voids in the body of knowledge available

for use in design. It is our responsibility to see that

these voids are filled quickly. We must then exert

leadership and bring forces to bear so that this body

of knowledge will be filled and expanded at some rate

approximating or bettering the development in other

fields. I
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Plastic Canopy for a Garden Court: Case

CHARLES LAWRENCE AIA
Cα″′J″,Rο″ル′′αれ′Scο′′

In January, we attempted in these pages some
definitions ol research lor architecture.
Shortly thereafter,
the author sent us this account of
one research efiort by his firm. We leel that
AIA Journal readers will be interested in this
case history ol a research proiect,
told bv one ol the participants

rN ouR pRoFEssroN "team action" usually describes
people and their architectural processes, but it could
also apply to the interaction of the many construction
systems that go into our buildings. It takes a team of
specialized building systems to perform all functions
demanded of architecture today. Each system has
been developed to perform one highly specialized
function. Yet we seem to be searching for systems
which perform multiple functions. Look at the recent
developments in systems which integrate structural
and mechanical needs; also the search for materials
with a wide range of physical properties. There is
exciting promise in the development of man-made
materials. Technology is bringing us closer to the
prospect of being able to prescribe a material's char_
acteristics and have industry fill the prescription.

It was a search in this direction that produced
the translucent roof units for the Dow Center. As the
building concept began to evolve, the need for this
roof became clear. We wanted to face two aircondi_
tioned building units onto a common outdoor garden
lobby containing all stairs and entrances to both units.
A translucent roof over this garden lobby would pro_
mote landscaping and provide a tempered transition
between raw outdoor weather and fully airconditioned
indoor space. We could have utilized a,,team action"
of systems for this roof-one system for structural
support; another for roofing membrane; still another
for areas of translucency. Instead we sought the de_
velopment of a unitized system that had the multiple
functions of structure, rain cover and sun diffuser.

Contacts made at a conference on structural
plastics Ied us to Buck Winn's ranch in Wimberley,
Texas. Buck Winn, an architect by training, is a mural
artist, inventor and a ..seat-of_the:pants" 

engineer who
had developed a new method of spray_forriing struc_
ture. The gun he perfected would spray 

"ooiiouou.fiberglass roving and any liquid. Although he had

Fル,お/1`′ gα″″
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History of a Research Project

been using a Portland cement mix as the liquid (he
even claims he mixes in a little lizard dust-we don't
know), Buck saw no difficulty in pumping a resin
and fiberglass through his gun to form the translucent
structural units we needed. After several probing ses-

sions we concluded that it could be done. We dis-
cussed the probabilities with our client, Kenneth
Schnitzer, and began these premises and processes:

Design Decisions

I ) The canopy should be built of repetitive
units, each being 3 ft wide (a repeat of the fenestra-
tion and plan module) and 40 ft long (to span the
38-ft garden lobby).

2) These units would be designed as structural
beams rather than as arches, They were conceived as

a membrane stiffened by shape, and their basic form
reflects the engineering fact that the moment is great-

est at the center of the span.
3 ) An upturned gutter section along the bottom

edge of each unit with a straight line camber at the

bottom would direct rainwater gently back to the

roofs of the building units flanking the garden lobby.
4) The canopy units should have an average

light transmission of 20 per cent. We had experienced
this amount of transmission under the translucent
canopy (this one was a "team action" of systems) on

our Montrose Elementary School in sunny, bright
Laredo. The feeling of shade and sense of glow was

just about right.
5) Their color should be off-white.
6) These units should support an ultimate live

load of 20 pounds per sq ft.

Assumptions

I ) Fiberglass reinforced polyester-resin would
be the basic material to use.

2) The fiberglass and resin would be sprayed
through Winn's pressure gun onto a reusable mold-
using a parting compound.

Development

I ) Winn first built a small-scale model to test

the action of the general shape under load.
2) Ed Nye, partner in charge of CRS structural

engineering, undertook some empirical calculations
using the physical properties of aluminum to analyze
the stresses in fiberglass reinforced plastic.

3 ) Buck Winn began spraying small area test

membranes to predetermine resin formulas, spraying
characteristics, texture, color, light translucency and

the effective use of parting compounds. The resin
finally selected was Laminac Polyester Resin .f4152
(American Cyanamid) using Cyrasorb UV9 light
absorber (for light stability) and a cobalt-methyl-
ethyl Ketone Peroxide catalyst system. Titanium ox-
ide was to be used to impart the off-white color.

4) As a reiult of 1, 2 and 3, it was decided that
the first full-size unit to be fabricated and load tested

would be 7a inch thick. Buck Winn joined with
Campbell Brothers, Inc, contractors in Dallas, and
organized Archilithic Co to contract for the work.

Testing

1) A full-size male mold was constructed of
resin-coated wood using boat-building techniques.

2) Several partial test sprays were made using

this motd to further develop technique. The produc-

tion team discovered that rolling of the surface pro-

duced better wetting of the glass and a more con-

sistent density.
3) The first full-size unit was sprayed, cured,

popped off the mold and set up on sawhorses for
load testing with sand bags. The unit weighed slightly
over l0O pounds.

with resin-coated wood mold (original shape) First unit ready lor load tcsting
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4) The testing was under the direction of South-
west Testing Laboratory of Dallas and involved the
periodic recording of, deflection gauge readings and
general observations at progressive stages of loading.

5) During this test the broad flat skin areas of
the unit, subjected to compression by the load, began
to buckle at less than half of the design load.

6) To stiffen these flat surfaces we job applied
ribs using split cardboard tubing coated with fiber-
glass and a hot polyester mix.

7) The increased load-bearing capacity brought
on by this rib grafting indicated that we were on the
right track. Final design revision involved two modi-
fications:

a) A pattern of stiffening contours to resist the
buckling tendency brought on by the compressive
skin loads.

b) An increase of material thickness to la inch
for the same reasoD.

8) With the increased thickness of material we
were not able to use enough titanium oxide to main_
tain the desired white color and still hold a Z0 per
cent light transmission factor. The color of the fin_
ished units then is a natural result of the materials

used in the proportions necessary to give the re-
quired strength, stability and light transmission char-
acteristics. We have grown fond of it and refer to it
as a "built-in patina," since the tone is in the range
of earthy-parchment.

9) A second full-scale unit was sprayed on the
revised mold and then satisfactorily test-loaded to
20 pounds per sq ft.

Production and Erection

For production of the actual job units a female
mold was made of resin and fiberglass. This allowed
better control of the gutter section and produced a
smooth top side for weather resistance. The weight
of each unit is approximately 220 pounds. Erection
was a simple matter of bolting the ends of each ad-
jacent unit through the metal support brackets. Ad-
jacent gutters were stitch-bolted and covered with a
capstrip of fiberglass cloth and polyester resin. The
strength of these units, incidentally, allowed the work-
men to walk about on them freely to perform all
erection processes.

Performance

As Hurricane Carla ripped through Houston in
September of 1961, it took 22 units of the canopy
with it. The problem started with a rhythmic flutter
of the extended lip on the leading edge of the end
unit. The lip was built-in to resist the tendency of
these units to dip in laterally toward the center. This
flutter eventually tore the end unit loose from its
bolted connections. With its concave shape turned
up into the full force of the wind, it began pulling
succeeding units from their brackets, peeling the
canopy back upon itself. Analysis of the action plus
an eyewitness account have convinced us that, had
the lead unit stayed put, we would have lost none of
the canopy at all.

We initiated three modifications for both the
existing in-place units and the new replacement units:

a) Reduction in size of the stiffening lip on the
end units

b) A steel tension tie sealed in the leading edge
of each of the two end units

c) Steel reinforcing plates at the point of con_
nection between each canopy and its steel supporting
bracket.

An actual load test with a calibrated hydraulic
jack indicates that this revised connection will take
an uplift equivalent to 45 pounds per sq ft.

Was the project successful? We think so_as one
integral system the plastic units perform their multi_
ple functions and, in addition, contribute to the en_
vironment of the garden lobby. Buck Winn calls it
"the greatest breakthrough since man first crawled out
of the cave." Buck obviously likes what the canopy
does for the garden lobby, but what he is really ie_
ferring to is the process that led to and producecl
these plastic units. There was a little bit of the cave_
man in the way everyone involved was willing to
stick his neck out. There was much more of the
twentieth century in the way that inventive ensineer_
ing filled the prescription for a material perforlunce
which we weren't sure existed. r

Spraying first full-size test unit

First test urtit with stifiening ribs gralted on
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Current Practices in Planning

and Building a HosPital

THE AIA COMMITTEE ON HOSPITAL ARCHlTECTURE

C ommission on Architectural D esign

Robert L. Durham FAIA' Chairman

C ommittee on H ospital Architecture
Rex W. Allen AIA, Chairman

consultant, must work in complete harmony under

the guidance of the architect who acts as their repre-

sentative with the governing board, building com-

mittee and hospital administrator. Confusion will be

avoided only if all members of this team thoroughly

understand their respective roles in the formulation

of the building program and its realization, and if
clear lines of authority are established at the outset'

The Committee on Hospital Architecture of

The American Institute of Architects has prepared

this document as a guide to current practices for

identifying basic responsibilities and relationships

and sound operating procedures relating thereto'

Responsibilities and Relationships

l) The Governing Board has legal responsibility for
all decisions pertinent to the hospital. It initiates proj-

ects and establishes basic objectives, budgets, poli-

cies of operation, services offered and courses of

action. In building projects it determines what facil-
ities are required and how they are to be provided'

It appoints staff, administration, hospital consultant

and architect. It reviews and approves recommenda-

A limited number of reprints of this article are available

at 50( per copy (minimum order five copies)' Address

orders to Research Department, AIA, 1735 New York

Ave NW, Washington. DC, 20006.

This guide has been developed by the Committee on

Hospital Architecture to aid the architect in advis-

ing his hospital client, and vice versa. As the title
implies, it is an examination of current practices and

an attempt to set down the relationships among the

various professionals involved. It is being published

simultaneously by AHA in Hospitals

HospITALS AND orHER HEALTH FAcILITIES provide es-

sential community services' They should be able to
give their patients the best care commensurate with
community needs and resources. In order to con-

struct medical facilities that meet this standard, team-

work between the administration' building committee
and staff of the medical facility, on one hand, and the

architect in charge and his professional collaborators,

on the other. is vital to the success of the building

operation.
The hospital building today has become so

complex that it is among the most difficult and ex-

pensive building types to plan and construct- To
achieve the highest standards of functional efficiency,

safety and esthetics; to insure economical operation
and maintenance; and to meet the requirements of
the many regulatory agencies, it is necessary to bring
together a closely-knit planning and building team.

The professionals, consisting of the architect and

technical consultants, including at times a hospital
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tions, signs contracts and authorizes payments. For
efficiency in dealing with construction projects, the
governing board usually appoints a building com-
mittee to study details and make recommendations.
The governing board will normally see fit to dele-
gate much responsibility to its chief executive, the
hospital administrator.
2) The Building Committee, appointed by the gov-
erning board, may have limited authority, but if it
functions effectively, its recommendations, like those
of any other committee, usually receive board ap-
proval. The building committee may be called upon
to make recommendations concerning the following:
selection of the architect; the necessity for engaging
a hospital consultant; selection of site; development
of the functional and architectural programs; need
for publicity; need for and method of financing and
fund raising (in cooperation with finance commit-
tee); approval of plans and construction policies;
selection of contractor; approval of contracts; con-
tract changes and payments. Limits of the building
committee's authority will vary from project to proj_
ect and therefore should be clearly established by the
board at the outset.
3) The Hospital Administrator is responsible for
carrying out the policies of the governing board.
He advises the board on all phases of the building
project. He attends all meetings of the building
committee and arranges for the medical staff and
department heads to meet with the architect and
consultants. He assists in the preparation of the func_
tional program, architectural program, long_range
plan and budget. He suggests planning principles;
collects and interprets data; guides the planning
process with critical analysis; and assists in presen_
tation of plans to department heads, medical staff,
building committee and governing board. He assistsin preparation of (or prepares) equipment lists
and institutes (or controls) purchase of equipment.
Where new work is being added to an exisiing hos_
pital, the governing board should recognize the
added load being placed upon the administrator
during planning and construction and should con_
sider augmenting his staff accordingly.
4) The Medical Staff and Department Heads shotld
be urged to contribute their ideas in writing, partic_
ularly in the programming stage. Conferences with
the architect should be scheduled to encourage par_
ticipation in planning and to permit explanaiion of
the architectural plans. An exchange of ideas will
reduce future criticism, develop good will and pro_
mote efficient use of the hospital and its equipment.
Differences of opinion at this level should be
resolved by the building committee, upon recom_
mendation of the administrator.
5) The Architect is the coordinator of the planning
team. He advises on site selection and programming
and may participate in financing arrangements. He
prepares the schematic drawings, develops the design
from the program and produces the working drawings
and specifications. He furnishes a statement of prob_
able construction costs. As an additional service
he provides upon authorization a semi-detailed or
detailed cost estimate and secures approvals from
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controlling agencies. He advises on bidders and
awarding of contracts; acts as the agent of the owner
during construction; makes periodic visits to the site
to determine general conformance with the contract
documents and percentages of completion; recom-
mends amounts of payments to the contractor;
checks shop drawings; prepares and issues contract
modifications; and recommends approval and accept-
ance of completed construction work.

His design services include structural, plumbing,
heating, cooling, ventilating and electrical engineer_
ing, whether furnished within his own staff or by
independent consulting engineers. These basic serv_
ices may be supplemented, when required, by those
of food service consultants, chemists, physicists,
radiation protection experts, interior designers, acous_
tical engineers, artists, landscape architects and
other specialists. As an additional service, the archi_
tect may also be retained to assist in the selection
of furnishings and equipment, or to consider prob_
lems of urban design, community esthetics, site de_
velopment and master planning for future growth.
6) The Hospital Consultant, if one is engaged,
perfolms an advisory service, usually under separate
and independent contract with the owner. He will
study the need for health facilities in the community.
It is important at the outset to make a clear shte_
ment of the consultant's responsibilities. Through
experience and statistical analysis he may recom_
mend the size and services to be provided by the
hospital, both present and future, and appropriate
methods of financing its construction. He may be
commissioned to develop a functional program de_
scribing in detail the operation of each defartment.
Such a program will act as a communication bridge
between the planners and users of the facility, span-
ning the time gap that intervenes between design
and operation. He should cooperate with the admin_
istrator and architect in developing the architectural
program. He may assist, if requested, in site location,
equipment selection, personnel recruitment and cap_
ital financing arrangements. It is not his province
to prepare drawings of any kind, but he mav review
and comment upon the architect's drawings.
7) Government agencies, Federal, state, regional
and local, regulate the construction of hospitals.
Generally, regional. state and Federal agencies can
also provide valuable assistance in hospitil planning.
In any case, the architect should be familiar with
code requirements affecting construction and oper_
ation, to avoid costly delays and changes during
construction or after the building is completed.
State agency requirements for grants_in_aid appli_
cations may affect architectural schedules and should
therefore be considered well in advance to provide
adequate time for the development of program and
design.
8) The Land Surveyor is retained by the owner to
provide the architect with a certified survey of the
site. This survey should include grades and lines of
streets, alleys, pavements and adjoining property;
rights of way, restrictions, easements, encroachments,
zoning, deed restrictions, boundaries and conrours
of the building site; locations, dimensions and com_
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plete data pertaining to existing buildings, other
improvements and trees; full information as to the

available service lines both public and private.
9) Testing Engineers and Laboratories are retained
as required by the owner to determine subsurface
conditions by borings or pits, or suitability of ma-
terials for particular applications by appropriate
tests. Results should be analyzed and documented.
lO) The Project Representative should be a full-time
employee on all but the smallest projects. On large
projects, one or more assistants may be needed. All
should be well-qualified by experience, with partic-
ular knowledge of the installation of mechanical and

electrical work. They may be retained by either the

architect or the owner with the other's approval;
in either case, theii salaries are paid by the owner.
ll) The General Contractor constructs the building
in accordance with the approved plans and specifi-

cations. He assumes total resPonsibility for pro-

viding skilled craftsmanship in executing the work,

even though many of the specialized skills may be

performed for him by subcontractors. Contracts

may be let either as one general contract or as

separate contracts for the various trades. Coordi-
nation of the work of separate contractors requires

additional services on the part of both the architect

and the contractor, and must be paid for accordingly'

Selection of the Professionals

In a new project, the hospital administrator

and the architect should be selected at the incep-

tion of the planning process. If either has had only

limited prior experience in hospital planning. a con-

sultant should also be retained. The relationship

of all professionals to the governing board is one

of mutual trust. Therefore, careful investigation

of competence is desirable prior to entering into

contractual relationships. It is recommended that

former clients or employers be queried to determine

how satisfactorily responsibilities were fulfilled on

prior projects.- il it has not been possible to appoint an admin-

istrator, a hospital consultant is essential to lead in

the establishment of the operational policies and

practices of the new facilitY.
The experience and reputation of the mechan-

ical, electrical and structural engineers should also

be evaluated, whether on the architect's staft or not'

since they will contribute extensively to the design'

Careful selection of professionals, development

of close working relationships and establishment of
clear lines of authority are the best guarantees of
a satisfactorY Project'

Outline of Procedure

Hospital planning begins with recognition of
needs and progresses to completion of the project'

The process is divided into three successive stages:

I) Program Development; II) Project Design; III)
Construction and Occupancy. Each stage of project

development requires teamwork, professional com-

petence, effective coordination, orderly procedure

and mutual understanding between the parties con'

cerned. The following is a checklist of the essential
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steps in the team effort. They are not in chronological
order,

I Program Development

l) Community Survey
' geographic study of community area

' demographic study of community population
' analysis of bio-medical statistics
. survey of socio-economic status and trends
' survey of organized health activities and services

' appraisal of health services utilization
' survey of health personnel and medical practice

' assay of health resources and projected needs

' determination and delineation of service area

' comprehensive long-range community program for
health services
. community expectations as to hospital services

' evaluation of facilities existing in the community
2) Functional Program
' response to communitY needs
. statement of purpose and objectives of project

' long-range program envisioned for project
. initial program to be undertaken
' specific services to be provided in hospital

' other activities to be accommodated
. organizational structure and staffing pattern

' proposed operational policies and procedures

' anticipated utilization and service loads

3) Architectural Program
. summary of services and functions by departments

' evaluation of existing Plant
' detailed schedule of space allocation
. list of fixed and movable equipment
. site and parking requirements

' anticipated future developments
4) Financial Program
' cost estimate of site, utilities and landscaping

' construction cost estimate

' estimate of professional fees and expenses
. equipment cost estimate
. reserve for move-in costs and initial supplies
. allowance for overhead and administrative ex-

penses
I allocation for project promotion and fund-raising
. interest and other loan charges during construction
. contingency reserve against underestimates and

unanticipated costs
. tentative Project budget
. preliminary financial arrangements

II Proiect Design

l) Site Study and DeveloPment
. preliminary investigation of suitable sites

' evaluation of neighborhood
. analysis of zoning regulations

' study of traffic, access and egress
. economic analysis of site development
. site selection and acquisition
' survey of plat boundaries and elevations

' topographical analYsis
. sub-surface investigation, including test borings

and geological analYsis
. study of potential building volume and land cov-

erage
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. analysis of climatic exposure, environment, view
' preliminary study of approaches, landscaping and
parking
. master plan of site development
' adaptability of existing structure for new addition
(floor to floor heights, ramps, construction framing,
utilities, etc)
2) Schematic Design Phase
' analysis of functions, services, and planning data. diagram of functional relationships and flow of
services
' block-out of areas by departments
' schematic plan arrangement of departments show-
ing entrances, exits, corridors, stairs, elevators and
indication of future expansion
' schematic sections or isometrics. model-if indicated
' cost estimate
' presentation of schematic design
' submission for approval by governing board and by
government agencies
3) Design Development Phase
' departmental space and equipment layouts. study and cost analysis of typical structure
' study and cost analysis of mechanical and electrical
systems

' plans, elevations and sections
' perspectives and models-if indicated
' outline specifications of materials and finishes
' preliminary equipment list, including existing equip_
ment, if any, and required utility connections
' check of building areas and cost estimates. review and approval by governing board and gov_
ernment agencies
. authorization to proceed with construction docu_
ments
4) Construction Documents phase
' development of architectural construction details
and finish schedules
' detailed structural design
' detailed design of mechanical systems
' detailed design of electrical systems
' detailed design of kitchen and other equipment. landscape design
' development of complete working drawings, speci-
fications and general conditions
' coordination and checking
' preparation of contract forms and instructions to
bidders
' revised cost estimate if indicated by changes in
scope or construction costs
' submission for review and approval by governing
board and government agencies
' authorization to request construction proposals

Iil Construction and Occupancy

l) Construction Contracrs
' selection and review of prospective contractors
' request for construction proposals
' submission of proposals by contractors. opening and analysis of proposals
' budget review and election of alternates for addi_
tions or omissions
' negotiation and tentative award of contracts
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' review of subcontractors
' completion of financial arrangements, including ap-
proval from government agencies, if required
' executing and recording contracts
' ground-breaking ceremonies
2) Construction
. selection of project representative. issuance of building permits
' submission of bonds and certificates of insurance
' approval of contractor's lists of materials and equip-
ment
. clearing of site and acceptance by contractor. designation of working areas and erection of protec_
tive barriers
. excavation and rough grading. submission and checking of samples, schedules and
shop drawings
. foundation preparation and building erection. materials testing, job inspection and approval. development and approval of color schedules for
finishes, furniture and equipment. construction accounting and certification of prog_
ress payments
' securing required guarantees and instructions
' determination of datE of substantial completion and
preparation of lists of items to be completed
' final inspection and acceptance
' filing notice of completion. securing waiver of liens
' prior to expiration of guarantee period, preparing
list of items to be corrected by contractor
3) Equipment and Furniture. equipment and furniture schedules by departments
and rooms
. collated listing by classifications and items. analysis of service requirements and performance
standards
. market review of available selection. se.lection of prototypes and standardization of typi-
cal items
. specification and solicitation of quotations. review of quotations and budget allocations' final selection and purchase oi equipment and furni_
ture
. receiving, checking and temporary storage' installation and testing of equipment
' collection and filing of operating instructions, main_
tenance data and guarantees. provision of all instructional material and,/or
courses to be offered by special equipment manufac-
turers
4) Occupancy
' schedule of building occupancy, including obtain_
rng necessary approvals
' program of staff recruitment and assignment' possession of premises by owner_authoritv
' activation of safety and insurance program
' establishment of utilities services
' official inspections and licensing for operation
' staff orientation and instruction
' trial staff operation of systems and equipment
' dedication and opening ceremonies
' stock distribution of supplies and accessories. occupancy and opening for initial operation I
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EXttRUDED QUARRY TILE
RESiSttS EVERYttHING

Only extruded quarry tile offers so much resistance to wear, weather.

abrasion, stains, acids, impact and dents. Only Summitvitle offers
a complete ouarry Tile line...colors, textures, glazes and murals.

Ask your ceramic tile contractor for the full storY'
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(*) Security Life gr''O nn, Okta. Ctiy

EXPOSED ACGRECATES
for PRE‐CAST SURFACES
Successful use clf this finish requires aggregares
on which architecls may rely foicoloro siruct"ural
and bonding strength and impermeability.
The cost of exposed aggregate is but a small
perc-ent_age of the cost per square foot of thefinished product. Stillo ii is juir as imporranr lo
spegify_ clearly what aggregites the aichitect is
entitled to have in the-work, as it is to see thatthe work is done by reliable manufacturers.
Colonna and Company of Colorado has beencrushing Suprema Aggregates in the heart of theUolorado ltockies for, 28 years. For the past lOyears it has specialized in crushing tlre foltdwingi
_ Suprema Milky Quartz
S^uprema Siskin Green Supiema pink Grarite
Suprerna Black Obsidian Suprema Ligltt Cray Crartite*^Suprema Flamingo Quartz Su'prema Cirtti Greett
Suprema BIue Granite Suprema Royal Spar

Suprema Paxi Gray Grartiie
Recent installatiorts in uhiclt Suprema Etposed. Aggre_
ga!.es haue been usetl are:

( .) SF]CURITY LII.'E BUILDING
Archirects: Sorey, Hill & Sore.v, Okla. City, Okla.
Construction: llarnron Constructir.rn Co.

Okla. Citv. Okla.
I{fg. bv: flack Precast products. Co.

I)enver. Colo.
TI'T]STI]RN FAR}I ITUREAU LIFI] BUILDING

-{rchitects: Piel, Slater, Small & Spenst Denver, Colorado
Construction: trIead & l{ount Construction Co.

I)enver, Colnrado
trIfg. b.v: l3uehner Concrete products Co.

I)enver, Colorado
For lurther inlormatiort antl santpleso urite to:

C0t(lilJ{A r coMpANyoF coLoRADo, r,,.c

CANON CITY, COLORADO
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Letters Cont'd

wish to raise a question of policy. Is it proper for the
Iournal of the AIA to publish an article of this sort
about the work of any of its members without their
permission, or without even the courtesy of showing
it to them before it is printed?

WALDON FAULKNER FAIA

Washington, DC

EDIroR, AIA lournal:
Congratulations on publishing the nne flece Uy

Plinth in the February Journal I hope that any con-
troversy over publishing criticism of an AIA mem-
ber's work will not obscure the importance of the
article. The uncomplimentary remarks about the
Brookings Institution were, after all, only a small
part of a sincere attempt to alert us to the larger im-
plications of our individual work.

If we are serious about comprehensive services
then we must reflect this approach in our commis-
sions. It is hypocritical to speak of the expanding role
of the architect and then to design buildings that dis-
rupt the visual and social fabric of their surroundings.
True comprehensive design is a moral act and must
start with a thoughtful and questioning evaluation of
the building's place in the larger setting of srreer,
neighborhood and city. The current preoccupation
with urban design and townscape will be of value
only if the principles set forth are conscientiously
applied in each and every building we design.

I am proud to see the Journal remind us of our
responsibilities by printing such thoughtful criticism.

RoBERT B. RrLEy ere, Editor
Potontac Valley Arclitect

Industrial Architects and Clients

EDrroR, AIA Journal:

Becausc of n.rl trip to Europc last fall, I or.cr-
looked the cxccllent article bv Georgc T. Hcerv ar,q,

about industrial leasing irr the August lournal. Yow
recent rcmindcr to purchasc additional copics
brought it to m1'attention non'. \\torking as an inclc-
pendcnt architcct also in thc industrial field, I read
it uith great intercst ancl setrt for adclitional copies.

I agree u'holeheartecllv r.vith Mr. Hecrv that in-
dustrial 6lis11[5 s1s-in the most cases-best scn'ed
bl qualified indepcndcnt architccts, and I hope that
nore articlcs along sirnilar lines rvill follou'. His ex-
anrplc of an arcl.ritect losing out rvith his o$,n client
bccause of his failure to ofier his services in a leasine
agreeurent seelns to oversimplif,v the architect'i
plight. Unfortunately, too many commissions are
lost to eager and conscientious architects on accounr
of manv alluring promises br' "package dealers" and
other entrepreneurs of "thrown-in" architects' serr,-
iccs, "incxpensive local knowhow," etc.

Verv much coulcl and should be done to alert
potcnti:rl but still misinformed industrial clients, and
I suggcst that rou continue vour fine efiorts.

G. E. KARPLUS AIA
New York. Ny



coMPLETE C00RDINA丁 10N OF ALL F/t/f D00R CONTROL FUNC丁 10NS

(1) Cushions the
opening of
the door

ry'ff\:t f;s.

r f!e

At almost f ull open, the
arm engages a sprlng
in the shock absorber
mounted to the soffit
plate. Opening mo-
mentum is absorbed.

(2) Stops
the door

ryl#
ift,*;

As the spring in the
shock absorber is com-
pressed, the door is
stopped. There's no
shock to the door,
hinges or Uni-trol.

(3) Holds the
door open

Spring loaded hard-
ened steel ball in the
holding mechanism is

engaged by a recess tn

the Uni-trol fore-arm.
The door is held oPen.

(4) Closes
the door

When released a de-
pendable Norton
spring-loaded rack-
and-pinion mecha-
nism supplies Power to
close the door.

(5) Regulates
closing and
latch speeds

.8*\* ..
.' t'

"f\ 
*:

u -1"w
Dependable Norton
hydraulic system Pro-
vides key-oPerated
control to regulate
both closing sPeeo
and the latch sPeed.

NORTON' UNITIZED DOOR CONTROL 372Mever Road. Bensenville, lllinois



Octagon Observer Cont'd

PEOPLE / Another Medal for Gropius

The Art Directors Club of New
York will award its President's
Medal for 1964 to Walter Gropius
nen, first Director of the Bauhaus,
"who will accept in the name of the
distinguished faculty and alumni
this tribute to the Bauhaus contri-
bution." The AIA's Gold Medalist

in 1959, he is a principal in The Architects Collabo-
rative, Cambridge, Mass, current winner of the Insti-
tute's Architectural Firm Award.

The medal will be presented during the Club's
ninth annual Visual Communications Conference
May 27-28, at which another architect, Herbert
Bayer, Aspen, Colo, will be the keynoter.

NEw pREslDrNrs: Ulysses Floyd Rible ner.l,, Los
Angeles, former Institute Director, has been elected
president of the California Council AIA.

Brandon H. Backlund, consulting engineer in
Omaha, has been named to head the National Societv
of Professional Engineers.
SIEAKER: Harold Spitznagel nere, Sioux Falls, SD,
will give a firsthand report on "Architecture Around
the World" when the American Institute of Steel Con-
struction holds its conference in Omaha Mav 14-15.

JURoRS: John A. Burdick AIA, Cincinnati, will serve
on a five-member jury for a national sculptural com-
petition: a statue to be housed in a Shrine to Blessed
Elizabeth Ann Seton which will be built near the
campus of the College of Mount St Joseph on the
Ohio in Greater Cincinnati.

Judges for the 1964 Architectural Student De-
sign Competition sponsored by Koppers Company,
Inc, were Peter Blake ArA, Managing Editor, Archi-
tectural Forum; Karl Kamrath rare, Houston: and
Richard W. Lilliott, Dean of the University of Hous-
ton's College of Architecture.

EDUCATION / Professor Wolfs Memorial

The Iowa State Architecture Foundation which
Professor Leonard Wolf nere had envisioned for sev-
eral years prior to his passing in October 1962 has
become a reality on the Ames campus. As a develop-
ment of the Leonard Wolf Memorial Fund, it will
be administered jointly by the Alumni Achievement
Fund and the Head of the Department of Archi-
tecture. Widely known and respected both in archi-
tectural education and the profession, Professor Wolf,
at the time of his death, was national secretary of
ACSA, chairman of the Governor's Committee on
Housing and Institutional Care for the Aged and
chairman of the Governor's Housing Survey Com-
mittee.
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PLANNING / Gargantuan Goals

Among the newcomers to the
Institute's roster of Honorary
Members is Dr Anthony G. Adi-
nolfi, Manager of Planning for the
New York State University Con-
struction Fund, which is faced with
this herculean task: doubling the
present physical facilities to accom-
modate an estimated full-time en-
rollment of more than 160,000
students by 1970. Established by
the 1962 Legislature, SUCF directs
the building responsibilities of the
three University centers, two medi-
cal centers, eighteen four-year col-
leges and six two-year agricultural
and technical institutes. But SUCF
is making the job easier for every-
one by providing the commissioned
architects such assistance as a series
of "milestone" meetings and the is-
suance of a comprehensive "Guide
for Campus Planning."

A noteworthy postscript is
that the Educational Facilities
Laboratories, Inc, this year's recipi-
ent of AIA's Citation of an Organi-
zation, in the latest publication
"Bricks and Mortarboards" praises
New York State, along with Illinois
and California, for "wide-ranging,
imaginative campus plans."

ArP AwARD: American Institute of
Planners will accept nominations to
May 15 for its 1964 Honor Award
for outstanding achievement in
comprehensive planning by an
American city, county or metro-
politan area. Write: Jury of
Awards, AIP, 917 15th St NW,
Washington, DC, 20005.

PUBLICATIONS / Editot's Chair
for Demarest

William Demarest, onetime
staffer at AIA headquarters, has
become editor of the Construction
Specifier, monthly journal of the
CSI.

NEw rEcHNrcAL JoURNAL: Building
Research Institute introduced its bi-
monthly Building Research in Feb-
ruary as a 64-page journal featuring
technical papers on impact noise
and on high-density, low-rise hous-
ing. For further information write
BRI at 1725 De Sales St NW,
Washington, DC, 20036.

ENGINEERS DrREcroRy: Consulting
Engineers Council has set a mid-
year publication date for a special
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directory listing members who are
interested in overseas work.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS / Spreading
the Architectural Gospel

In teaming up with the Small
Business Administration on a bro-
chure titled "Remodeling for Bet-
ter Retailing," the New York
Chapter AIA has engaged in the
type of public affairs project that
should benefit architects generally.
Small Marketers Aid No 99. which
carries the Chapter's byline, offers
a five-point program to serve as a
guide and indicates some of the
areas in which the architect can
assist the retailer.

The Chapter also is the first to
develop a formal program to insure
equal opportunities for Negroes in
the architectural profession. Its
initial objective: an annual 910,000
scholarship aid fund.

FOOTNOTES / Von Eckardt
Picks a Plum

Wolf Von Eckardt, HoN ArA,
well known to Journal readers for
his "Allied Arts" column. has re-
ceived a $10,000 fellowship from
the Ford Foundation. The grant
will permit the freeJance architec-
tural critic and contributor to the
Ll/ashington Post to "travel in the
US, England and the Continent
for preparation of a report com-
paring current urban design of
major American cities with the
most significant contemporary ur-
ban projects in Europe."

Among the l0 other recipients
of fellowships for critics, reporters
and editors is writer Ester McCoy,
Santa Monica, Calif, who will
"travel in the US to study work of
young architects."
APPoINTMENT FoR DE envres: The
author of "Design and Construc-
tion of Veteran Administration
Hospitals" publishecl in the Febru-
ary lournal, Emile de Armas eu,
has been named to both the Steer-
ing and the Sectional Committees
of the American Standards Asso-
ciation Project A-1l7-..Making
Buildings and Facilities Available
and Usable by the Physically Hand-
icapped." He will represent the
VA, of which he is director of pre-
Iiminary planning service of the
Office of the Assistant Administra-
tor for Construction.
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1

W:NDOW SiLL

Wrap・ around shape,plus end caps,makes this bright window s‖ l of Armco

Stainless Steel that requires almost no maintenance_― ever!

2

STANDARD ENTRANCES

Mass produced by roll{orming,
entrances become competitive

standard stainless steel store fronts and

with less durable materials.

For further information on the stainless steel build-

ing components illustrated here, check appropriate

numbers on the coupon and mail. Also use the cou-

pon to get additional data and your copy of our de-

sign and specification manual that can help in making

effective use of stainless at least cost. Armco Division,

Armco Steel Corporation, Middletown, Ohio.

New pnoducts in durable stainless

Here are building component design ideas-some

relatively new, some just developed. In each, stain-

less steel has been used because of its over-all econ-

omy and timeless beauty, because it assures long life

and attractive appearance with almost no mainte-

nance. These components add to the growing list of

standard units now produced in stainless steel.
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